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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

I Phase I of the Women, Water, and Sanitation action—oriented research pro-ject was completed between February 1986 and March 1988. It was imple-

mented by the Social Research Center of The Amerièan University in Cairo,

I and funded by the International Development Research Center, Canada.

I The activities were concentrated in two villages (Babil and lCafr Shanawan)in the Menoufia governorate. A team of anthropologists, sociologists and

I public health personnel conducted the project. Short—term specialists inrelateU fields were consulted periodically.

I Both qualitative and quantitative research instruments were utilized during
the project, as to be able to test scientifically and demonstrate

I approaches and procedures that would help activate community participation
1in up—grading existing sanitary conditions and promoting health education.

1- The project aims at:

I i. identifying the existing management of water supply and sanitation
facilities;

I II. mobilizing the local level service and community workers to take an- active role in working with the villagers towards the improvement of

I the village sanitary facilities, andIII. initiating water and sanitation educational programs.

I Identification of Existing Management of Water Supply and SanitationFacilities. Policy—makers at the different administrative levels were

I interviewed on issues pertaining to health and sanitation to understand themechanism of decision—making in relation to promotion of health and

environmental sanitation in the village setting. Results of these inter—

I views revealed that “Environmental Health and Sanitation” per—se is multi—
sectorial; responsibility is divided among different directorates and

I departments at the different administrative levels; and decision—making isgenerally centralized at the top. The lack of coordination between the

differedt departments and prevailing bureaucratic procedures curtail most

I
I
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1
efforts to improve conditions. Inflexibility in decision—making, lack of

funds, material resources and trained personnel are viewed by most inter-

viewees as major constraints. I
Attempted Improvements of Village Sanitary Conditions through Local

Participation. It was necessary to focus on the improvement of village

sanitary conditions since it would be inconceivable to enforce-hygienic

practices related to environmental sanitation without improving village

surroundings. Thq most pressing sanitary and environmental problems as

viewed by villagers and observ~d by research team members relate directly I
to the disposal of solid waste and sullage in both villa~es, the polluted

stretch of the canal that runs through the residential area in one village, I
and, the high ground water table and the lack of sewerage system in’ the

other. - - 1
Three specific project activities are herein described: (1) repair of one

of the standpipes, an activity initiated by village women; (2) tue problem I
of the polluted canal; (3) and the feasibility study dealing with the high

ground water table. These show the amount of effort thdt had to be I
invested by the researèh team in order to encourage and guide villagers and

village leaders in developing channels of communication between them and

policy—makers at different levels and to promote improvements in environ-

mental sanitation through self—help efforts. To achieve any progress

entailed the working out of alternative solutions with villagers and offi—

cials and evaluating these with the help of various technical consultants.-

Findings indicate that ~ych depends on the complexity of the administrative I
set—up involved and the competence and willingness of the local leadership

whether attempts at improving viflage sanitary conditions are_speeded up or1

slowed down. It was also clear that women’s involvement in such efforts

seem limited on a formal and public level, especially when these entail

working through a complex bureaucratic hierarchy, but they are informally

willing and able to participate with ideas, money, time and labor. In

fact, repairing the sta~idpipe, an activity initiated sand carried out predo— I
minantly by women, was achieved in a short span of time since it did not

involve any bureaucratic procedures. I
U,
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I Initiating Water and Sanitation Educational Programs. An important com-ponent of the project is to demonstrate a?id evaluate the effectiveness of

I an hygiene education program. This program is pursued by different cate-

gories of hygiene promoters, such as service workers (clinic and nursery

staff), and formal, informal, and natural leaders, of differing educational

and social backgrounds, age groups and marital status.

I Four areas were selected as the focus of the Hygiene Eddcation Programbased on results of the research that preceeded the intervention: (1) hand

I washing practices; (2) water storage and food handling; (3) latrine main-tenance; (4) environmental sanitation. -

Training of the different categories of health promoters is divided into
two main parts: how to- relate to people and communicate messages that are

I likely to be accepted; and scientific knowledge about disease transmission,pources of microbes, disease prevention and how these- relate to poor

hygienic practices.

Post—training schedules administered to potential hygiene promoters

revealed that the majority were able to retain most of the information

delivered during the course of the training program.

Based on periodic evaluation of women beneficiaries of the Hygiene

Education Program it became evident that the service workers at the clinics

following face—to—face interaction with women or group discussions in con-

veying hygiene information were the most effective category in respect to

I women’s ability to retain communicated information as well as their readi-ness to change unhygienic practices. Informal hygiene promoters, on the

I other hand, especially those working among peer groups (in terms of age,education, and social position) brought about similar positivi results.

Upon evaluation the most reported changes expressed by the beneficiaries in

respect to unhygienic practices were those that tackled the most visible

and obvious behavioral alterations, e.g. maintaining and covering latrineopening, separating the animals within the house compound, covering the

faces of infants from flies, and cleaning in front of their homes.

I
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Findings of the monitoring and evaluation of the Hygiene Education Program

point out the need to direct efforts towards the recruitment of more

hygiene promoters to reach more of the village women, an activity which is

in process at the moment. During Phase II of the project, which has

already started, the research team is working closely with policy—makers to

familiarize them with all the procedures as to be able to carry out similar

programs at other health units. On the other hand, efforts are underway to

work out a mechanism by which to involve the informal sector as well.
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WOMEN,WATER AND SANITATION

Introduction

Recently, great concern has been expressed by policy—makees about poor

I sanitary and health conditidns in most of rural Egypt. Several interven—
- tions have been made to improve existing environmental sanitation services

I and practices, namely combating bilharzia, introducing reliable piped waterand excreta and waste disposal systems, and promoting health education.

I The task is enormous and difficult to achieve due to the limited financialresources and skilled man—pdwer in the country. The planners, therefore,

I realized the urgent need to mobilize- community members and leaders toassume greater responsibility in supporting and implementing low cost solu—

I tions to improve and maintain local sanitary conditions. -Funded by IDRC, the “Women, Water and Sanitation” project, is an

I action/research project attempting to address the above problems, throughtesting scientifically and applying demonstration approaches and procedures

I aiming at activating community participation in the up—grading of environ-mental and sanitary conditions. It also attempts to promote health educa—

I tion.The project -is heing carried out in two villages in the Menoufia

I governorate in Lower Egypt. These two villages are located approximately45 miles North of Cairo. Kafr Shanawan has a population of approximately

I 4,000 and Babil has 5,000. -

The villages are cansidered representativeof rural areas in the Delta with

I respect to population size of the villages, education and occupation ofvillagers. -

I Findings of the initial interdisciplinary research project, “Women, Water
and Sanitation”, (El—Katsha 1986)1 undertaken in the same villages between

1 (1984—85) served as the basis for the implementation of this project.

I 1Women, Water, and Sanitation; El—Katsha, Samiha, October 1986, Social
Research Center, The American University in Cairo. (Unpublished Report)

I
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Background Information

The following is a brief account of relevant characteristics of both villa— I
ges. In both villages inhabitants have access to three water sources, i.e.

piped water through house connections or standpipes, hand pumps and canal I
water. There are no sewerage, solid waste or sullage disposal systems.

The majority of houses have electricity. In Kafr Shanawan, most of the

houses are constructed with red brick; in Babil adobe houses predominate.

In both villages pit latrines within the house compounds are poorly main-

tained. Animal sheds are more common in adobe houses. Canals continue to

be used by women for laundry and washing of kitchen utensils, particularly -

in Kafr Shanawan which has a problem of high water table. I
Both villages have a village council, part of the local government system,

and access to public services. They have health and social units, primary

schools, and agricultural cooperatives.

Prof ile on the Role of Woiaen in Rural Areas

The rural women’s primary role is the care of their families as well as

looking after the livestock, fetching water or getti,ng rid of waste water,

washing plothes and kitchen utensils, preparaing meals, cleaning the house

and helping in cultivation. These tasks take up most of the day. Women’s

social activities are centered around visiting the sick, receiving out—of—

town! visitors, attending or helping in weddings or funerals.

It was evident that the majority of women, especially in Babil, do not

share in any activities related to community development, nor do they’feel~

an obligation to do so. They feel that men should act as mediators between1

;hem and the responsible bodies (El—Katsha 1986). -

A village council representative said: I

“The Village Council does not ask women their opinions aijid does I
not even consider their requests if they make any. The men do
not pay much attention to what women say because we know what
is the best; women must abide by our decision”. 1

-2- I
I
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Despite this prevailing attitude, when women were given the opportunity to
voice their opinions and to act collectively to meet a pressing need, they

I proved themselves a very effective and competent group (See Case StudyNo.1).

I As stated in the proposal,

I “it is strongly believed that bringing about a real change invillage sanitary conditions and hygiene practices necessitates -both the active local participation of the villagers, specifi— - -

cally women, and the genuine cooperation of the various

I authorities responsible- for basic village health, education and- - social services.”2

The study clearly suggested that the process of changing the thinking pat-

terns and habits of rural people can only be achieved when they themselves

become more deeply involved in the critical analysis of their own
situation, and when they become conscious of their role and assume the

1 responsibility to improve and maintain their environment.

I Project Objectives
This report covers findings of both the research and action components for

the period March 1986—February 1988 according to proposed set goals of theproject:

I I. to identify the existing management of water supply and sanitation
facilities;

I II. to mobilize the local level service and community workers to take anactive role in working with the villagers towards the improvement of

I the village sanitary facilities, andIII. to initiate water and sanitation educational prograins. -

I_ - - - -

I
2Proposal; Women, Water, and Sanitation: An Action Research Project, sub-

mitted to the IDRC March, 1986, by SRC, AUC.

I
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I
Methodology

Both quantitative and qualitative research instruments were utilized during

the course of the project.

Quantitative Data: I I
— Several interview schedules, guide lists of questions, follow—up and eva-

luation forms, and census sheets were designed, pre—tested, and admi— -

nistered at different intervals of the project (See App. 1 for list of
all forms). I

— Data was computerized and analyzed as an orrgoing process during the
field work to allow for continuous feed—back, up—grading and evaluation
of the field situation. I

Qualitative Data:

Information gathered through anthropological field observations and inten— I
sive open—ended interviews were systematically recorded in relation to

environmental issues, and the monitoring and evaluation of tlie Hygiene]

Education Program (H.E.P.). The field notes have been codFd and cross—

filed to allow for content analysis. This complements and enriches the

interpretation of the quantitative data.

Project Team Composition

Phase 1 of the project lasted from March 1986 to February 1988. The

research and the action were implemented by a team of sociologists and

anthropologists from the Social ResearchCenter, of The American University

in Cairo — Mrs. Samiha— El—Katsha, principal investigator; Mrs. Awatef

Younis, co—principal investigator; Miss Hanan Sabea, student fellow; Mr.

Esmat Kheir, field researcher; and Mr. Fikri Abdel Wahab, operation I
manager. Dr. Kamilia Mohamed Salem from El—Azhar Medical School, Public

Health Department, is also a member of the research team and is the

resource person for the public health education and training components. -

Local interviewers assisted the team whenever necessary.

Short term specialists in the area of public health education, group dyna-

mics and training, and environmental engineering were consulted ~s the I
field situation required (See App. 2 for List of Consultants).

I • I
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I . SECTION I.IDENTIFICATION OF EXISTING MANAGEMENT OF
WATERSUPPLY AND SANITATION FACILITIES

I,
I It i~as recognized that behavioral patterns relating to water use and sani-tation could be improved without changing the prevailing unsanitary con—

ditions within the village environment.

Hence, it necessary to interview policy—makers/executives j22 cases) at

I the different administrative levels of the governorate, markaz1 and village

- to understand the decision—making process in relation to the promotioh of

I health and environmental sanitation in the village (See App. 6 for a list

of policy makers/executives interviewed).

I The existing governmental administrative structure responsible for environ—

mental health and sanitation is In charge of the following: installation

I and maintenance of piped water sources; disinfection of irrigation canals;
sullage, etcreta, and solid waste collection; hygiene education, —and

training of health personnel.

Results of the interviews with policy—makers point out the following:

I “Environmental Health and Sanitation” per se does not come under one sec-
tor. The responsibility is divided among different directorates and

I departments at the governorate, markaz, and village levels; and decision—
making is generally top down (See Charts 1,2 & 3 pp.9—li). -

I Most officials at the governorate level viewed their role as policy—makers

for the entire governorate. They pointed out that, ordinarily, there is

I more direct interaction and communication between the officials of the
respective departments at the markaz level and the Executive/Popular

Village Council2. Nearly all village services are administered under the

1Narkaz = county. - - -

I 2Executive Village Council members are appointed government employees,therefore they are not necessarily residents of the village they serve.
However, the Popular Council members must reside in the village they

I represent. -—5—
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supervision of the Village Council. Different local service units take I
action on issues that can be dealt with locally and which fall within the

domains of their responsibilities as determined by the policy—makers at the I
governorate level. Hence, the support of the Village Council is essential

for the promotion of village sanitary conditions.

Decentralization is practiced minimally on issues pertaining to environmen-

tal sanitation. Due to limited budgets and inflexibility in decision— I
making, the existing environmental problems are viewed to extend beyond the

administrative powers of local institutions, e.g. village councils. I
Bureaucratic procedures and lack of communication between the concerned

departments in the area of environmental health and sanitation slow down I
attempts to improve conditions. Often important and relevant information

pertaining to hygienic conditions are not reported to the villages con_I
cerned, e.g.: a) results of the periodic examination of ir~igation canals

to detect the presence! of bilharzia snails are reported directly to the

Health Directorate in the governorate and to the headquarters in Cairo.

The concerned village units are never notified about these results even if

the canals in their areas are infested; and b) results of analysis of water

samples are nqt communicated to responsible personnel in the village such

as the H~alth Unit doctor.

There is a consensus among interviewees that the constraints policy-imakers

in! managerial positions encounter are mainly the lack of material and

financial resources, and the incompetence of personnel (lack of qualified

manpower, trainers, etc;). The following examples illustrate this point:

a) One of the health education personnel stated that lack of facilities andl
resources curtail their ability to carry out educational programs in

the village. Most of the learning aids, except for a few films on

family planning, are outdated. A member of the mobile government health

team commented:

“There is a monthly woik plan set by the Director of the -

Preventive Health Care Unit at the governorate. However,
bec~use there is no vehicle for transportation, the plan is

-6- I
I I
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never followed. If there is a school within walking distance

I to the department, we carry our equipment and walk. This isabout all we can do.”

I b) The number of sanitarians and school health visitors and the resources

available to them are insufficient.

I
The Director of the Health Department commented:

“Where are the sanitarians? Mo~st of theta are from distant

I towns and cities and they arrive nt the villages very late.In most cases, they do not go to the villages at all ~exceptwhen there are emergencies”. -

I As to the school health visitors, he was of the opinion:
“There are not enough school health visitors to do an effec—

I tive job. In Menoufia, there are 1,200 schools. That meansthat each school health visitor is assigned to several
schools. Hence, she can not properly supervise all of them”.

c) Lack of funds, coordination with other departments and shortage of

I skilled personnel result In improper operation and negligence in main-

taining the available utilities.

As the Head of the Health Directorate explained:

I “The work plan could not be implemented because the otherdepartments and their policies run counter to our plan of
Preventive Health Care. There is no money to fund our pro—

I jects; the employees are cramped in their offices and receivevery low pay. So why should they care about their work?”

Intra— and inter—sectorial— collaboration is deemed essential for solving
pressing sanitary problems in r~,iral Egypt.

The need to strengthen the existing institutions in the environmental sani—

I tation and public health sectors is recognized to be a long term processrequiring policy change. Even though this was not the focus of the pro-

ject, it was necessary to identify the roles and areas of responsibility of

I different local bodies so that any proposed interventions co-uld be chan—

I
I
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I I
neled through the existing administrative hierarchy. There was a consensus I
among interviewed policy—makers about the poor sanitary conditions that

prevail in most of the villages; and they were willing to cooperate with

the research team to improve the environmental sanitary conditions as far

‘as their limit?d resources would allow. I I

II

I I
I
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—Sets plans for the
entire governorate
uilds and maintains
ter reservoir

CRART NO. 1
ALt4INISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION IN RESPECT TO WATER SUPPLY PRCZ1 PIPED SOURCES AID) HAND PUMPS

GOVERNORATE LEVEL

Executive & Popular Council
—Executes work plan set

at governorate level
—Reports back to directo—

rates of gov. level
—Monitors execution of
work plan at village

level
—Receives mooey allocated

by gov. to carry out re—
lated programs

I r -

- Rousing Department Deot. of Roads & Brideea

$ilds,

maintains &
pairs village
servoir

— upervises village
reservoirs dis—

ç~on

Executive & Popular Council - -

I
I

Executive and Popular Councilfl—Sets the policy & plan of workfor the entire governorate

—Receives regular reports from
departments at markam level

—Allocates funds from the
governorate yearly budget or
from grants to cover the dif-
ferent planned activities

—Receives regular reports from
all the related d4rectorates

ousine Directorate Water Utilities Direct.
—Supplies vIllages wIth

water meters

Health Directorate Transportation Directorate

MABKAZJ LEVEL

—Tests & analyses water
samples obtained Eros all
village reeervoirs

—Supplies villages with d[s—
infecting chemicsle for
reservoirs -

I
I

—Sets policy & plan of
work

—Issues permits-for the
installation of pipe
lines through main
paved roads

—Receives requests to in-
stall pipelines through
main paved roads

VILLAGE LEVEL

I —Installs pipe lines within
villsge & piped home con—

- nectioos
—Installs water meters in the

I homes—Builds, maintains & re—pairs water stendpipe.
—Collects fees of water use

I,
- - Village Reservoir Health Unit

—tel

staff maintains
epsirs village
ervoir

—Takes water samples
from reservoir

—Periodic disiofection
of reservoir

I pumps are privately owned and maintained. Owners can request water analysis of their hand pumps from the Preventive
th Care Unit at the governorate level; in practice this rarely takes place — there have been no reported cases so far.

I
I
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CHART No.2 *
AtMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION IN RESPECT TD IRRIGATION CANALS AND rIISEAS

Executive and Popular Council
—Sets the policy & plan of work
for the entire governorate

—Receives regt4ar reports from
departments at markaz level

—Allocates funds from the govern—
orate yearly budget or from
grant. to cover the different
activities

—Receives regular reports from
all the related directorates

Public Works & Irrigation Directorate
—Sets plan of work for governorate
—Monitor~ the regular disinfecting
and clearing of canals

—Enforces law 48

Public Works Department
—Supervises execution of work
plan at village level

—Supervises regular disin—
fecting & clearing of canals

—Enforces law 48

VILLAGE LEVEL

Exscutive &! Popular Council
—Receives reports from

village level and submits
reports to markaz dept.

Health Directorate
—Analyzes water samples taken

from all canals in the govern—
orate to detect the presence
of snails

Endemic Disease Unit
—Sets work plan to take water

J samples for snail analysis
—Carries out programs to combat
infested canals

Liaison Offices in each County
—Facilitate transportation to
villages to obtain samples of
canal water for snail analysjis

Irrieation Canals
—Taking of samples for

snail analysis
—Samples are sent directly

to Health Directorate
—Results are not shared with

Realth Unit

GOVERNORATE LEVEL

1
I

I I
I

1 Ii

HABXAZI LEVEL

Executive and Popular Council
—Executes work plan set at governorate
—Reports back to directorates at gover—
norate level

-Monitors execution of work plan at
village level

—Receives money allocated by governorate
to carry out related programs

I
I

________ ________ I
I

___________________ I
I

__________________ I
_______________ I

_____ I
AgricultuJe Cooperative _______________________________ -

—Supervises the actual — - - - - -

clearing of canals
—Complete responsibility
for clearing the
privately owned miskas

___ I
* Miekas: Miskas are small irrigation branches that receive water from the main irrigation canal

network. They are privately owned by a group of farmers whose land is at a distant to the
main canal, in turn they are responsible for its maintanance. I 1

- I

I
I
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n’mic Diseases Unit
takes samples of canal
ater for snail analysis
lo

1tors regular diem—
ing of canals

ltore combating of
ialaria end falaria

I
I
I
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AIMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION IN RESPECTTO HEALTH
SERVICES, EDUCATION AND TRAINING

IN THE AREA OF HEALTH PRtMOTIOM

GOVERNORATELEVEL

Executive & Popular Council
- ( Receives reports from Health Directorates

Lto coordinate activities with various dept.

HEALTH DIRECTORATE

—Annual training of nurses
—Supervises nurses’inspectore
at markez level

—Appointe nurses to health
unite

Health Education Unit Sanitarians
- Unit

—Sets plan of work for —Sets plan of work fo
entire governorate entire governorate

—Executes programs in —Appoints sanitariane
villages to health units

M.ABKAZ LEVEL

Executive & Popular Council
—Receives reports from Health

Department

HEALTH DEPARThENT

—Representatives of all Unite are to:
—execute work plan set at governorate leve
—report back to units at governnrate level
—monitor execution of work plan at, village

level I

VILLAGE LEVELExecutive & Popular Council

—Supervises activities of
differant units

HEALTH UNIT

in Mother Village
—Carries out national
vaccination campaigns

-Maternity and child care
—Outpatient clinic
—Bureau of vital statistic

School ealth Visirnr Sanitarian (All Male)
—Supervises food distribution
among students

—Supervisescleanliness of
classrooms, latrines & yard

—Refers to health unit cases
of sick students

—Organizes health tease in
each school

Preventive Health Care Unit
—Supervises execution of
work plan of its three
sub—divisions

Improvement of Sanitary
Conditions Unit

CHART NO. 3

Nurses Unit School Health Unit
—Training of school health

vie ito re
—Appoints health visitors to
village schools

I

—Works out solution for
environmental sanitary
constraints in respect
to sullage & solid wast

—Impleaenta Qaliub Lat-
rine Project (1962) in
7 health units

Qaliub Latrine Project
—Manufacturing hygienic

latrines at health unite
—Latrines’ actual coat ie

LE 45 and it Ic sold to
people at LE 3/unit
(not found in research

villages)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

—Isolates infected persons in cases of
endemic diseases

—Analyzes samples of potable water in
respect to bacterial mnfeetation

—Inspects food veoders
—Implements national vaccination campaigns
—Carries out hygiene education
—Charges fines for disposal of eullage and

heaping manure in the village streets

—11—
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SECTION II. I

ATTEMPTEDIMPROVEMENTS OF VILLAGE SANITARY CONDITIONS
THROUGH LOCAL PARTICIPATION I

“What rules among the people is personal interests. Nobody
cares about communal needs. People are not used to have
someone come and discuss with them their village problems. --

They only meet to further personal goals and to acquire n~one—
tary or material incentives. They are used to having the
government solve all their problems without cot~sulting them”.

‘(A quote from local leader interviewed by the research team) I
Parallel to, the hygiene education program, it was necessary to focus on the

improvem~t of village sanitary conditions since it is inconceivable to

enforce hygienic practices related to environnental sanitation without

improving village surroundings. It is recognized that environmental health

pt1oblems in rural Egypt are especially severe in the areas of waste water

and’ excreta disposal and solid waste collection (El—Katsha 1986). 1
This section presents an actual demonstration project, wher~ villagers and

village leaders were encouraged and guided in developing channeLs of com-

munication between them and policy—makers with the aim of promoting

environmental sanitation through self—help efforts. I

Group meetings with villagers, observations, and interviews with indivi—_

duals from different social categories in the community revealed that there

is a great deal of homogeneity in their perceptions of environmental sani-

tary conditions (See Table 1). In Babil, the polluted stretch of the canal

(PC) that runs through the residential area, disposal of sullage and solid

waste in the streets, and the lack of an appropriate sewerage system were I
frequently cited. In Kafr Shanawan, the high ground water table, lack of a

sewerage system, disposal of solid waste and sullage in the streets, and I
the spread of swamps and stagnant water were ranked as the major unsanitary

conditions. I

- - I, I
—12— I I
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Table 1

Sanitary Problems in Babil and Kafr Shanawan
as Perceived by Interviewees

(N = 39 Cases in Babil and 43 Cases in Kafr Shanawan)

I
I
I
1
I
I

Problem

— Disposal of sullage and solid
waste in streets

— Improper septic tank evacuation
— Lack of sewerage system
— Polluted canal in middle of

village -

Kafr Shanawan

21(49%)
15(35%)

—

—

Babil

29(74%)
22(56%) -

16(41%)

13(33%)
— Many swamps & stagnant water

points -

— High ground water table
— Frequent breaks in piped

water networks
— Frequent water cut—offs

10(23%)
8(19%)

8(19%)
7(16%)

—

— -

11(28%)

It was obvious in both villages that most inhabitants expressed their

I dissatisfaction with present environmental conditions. Disposal of sullage
and solid waste in streets ranked the highest in both villages: 49% in

I Kafr Shanawan, and 74% in Babil; while improper septic tank evacuationranked the second highest in both villages: 35% in Kafr Shanawan, and 56%

I in Babil. However, villagers did not take any steps to solve theseproblems, since they feel that is is the duty of the government to improve

the village sanitary conditions.

The solution to sanitary problems are perceived to be the responsibility of

I the governmental institutions in charge. The role of the villagers, as one

of Babil residents stated, “is- limited either to submitting petitlqns and

I complaints and/or contributing money upon the request 0f the Local -Council”. - - - - -

I
I
I
I
I

The head of the social unit commented:

“Village problems cannot be solved through discussions and

gatherings, but rather with money. If we have funds, we can do

—13—
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something. If there are no funds, the problems will never be
solved”.

‘I I
Women expressed their concern at a group meeting held along side the

polluted canal: I I
“The canal has been polluted for the past seven years and this -

is the first time that anybody has come to discuss this problem
with us. Yes, of course, we are aware and dissatisfied with the
situation. This is the breeding place for mosquitoes and flies,
not to mention the bad odor. But what can we do as women; we
can only tell our husbands to complain to the Village Council,
but it seems nobody listens to their complaints”.

In meetings with several villagers in both areas similar views were

expressed concerning the poor sanitary conditions.

“W~ keep writing complaints over and over to the Village
Council, and sometimes even to the authorities in the gover
norate; but because of ‘the routine, nothing moves fast. We
usually reQeive the traditional answer from responsible bodies:
‘For the time being there are no available funds’, or else they
say that the yearly budget plan of the governorate does not take
note of these issues”.

Others were of the opinion: “Depending on how concerned and I
active the Village Council is, complaints will be looked into

and I at least partial solutions are sought”. Another informant ‘ I
added:

“Some villages have rich people or politically powerful members
who can influence the Village Council to take immediate action,
since they can help in raising funds and/or suggest feasible
solutions”.

It is obvious that the present village organization, especially in Babll,1

is characterized by lack of communication between villagers and decision—

makers. Hence, nothing has been accomplished to improve the existing poor I
sanitary conditions. It is also apparent from observations and discussions

during interviews with tIe Executive Village Council (VC) that they did notl
perceive these conditions as a severe problem that might have a direct

bearing on the villagers’ health. I

—14— I
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I It was surprising that both the village physician and the head of theVillage Council in one of the villages were unaware of the severe pollution

of the canal running through the residential area, since they do not reside

In the village. In fact, they first saw It with the research team. It is
elear that the main problem seen by the Executive Village Council is lack

of material resources. Moreover, they were unaware of the importance of
communicating with and winning the support of villagers, who can par—

I - ticipate in the process of solving sanitary problems by raising funds, orcontributing their own effort. Another handicap is the lack of awareness

I as to the need for competent technical assistance to reach the mostfeasible and cost—effective solutions. -

It was within this framework that the research team formulated the
following woi± plan to help improve the sanitary conditions in both villa—

ges:

1) Meetings are held with villagers to motivate and encourage their par—

I ticipation in activities relating to environmental sanitation and -hygiene issues, especially with regard to water usage.

I 2) Efforts are focused on women to inform them about prevailing sanitaryproblems, and to develop with them awarenes for their participation In
problem solving.

I 3) Channels of communication and interaction between the villagers, on theone hand, and their representatives at the Popular Village Council (PVC)
on the other, are being developed to be able to work out solutions for

I the improvement of village sanitary conditions.
4) Effective coordination between the villagers and the local government

I are being fostered through transmission of the needs of the people tothe higher levels of authority so that appropriate solutions forenvironmental sanitary problems may be found.

5) The experience and expertise of consultants _workIng at national orinternational agencies and universities is being called upon, whenever
the need arises, to provide technical advice on pr-oposed solutions to

I environmental sanitary problems.
6) The research team and representatives from the research comm~inittes

I visited other neighboring villages where similar projects have beenimplemented, In order to be guided by these experiences while planning
similar projects in the project villages.

7) A self—help system where the villagers assume responsibility for themaintenance and continuous improvement of the hygienic conditions of

I -15-
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I
their environment is being developed with various groups of villagers I
that include men, women and youth. I

The role of the research team in this respect focuses on: I
1) establishing an improved channel of communication on issues relating to

the improvement of environmental sanitary conditions between the villa-
gers and local government representatives at the village, markat and
governor~te levels. Hence, the project is attempting to act as a cata-
lyst in bringing together these two groups to identify, discuss and work
out specific solutions to pressing sanitary problems; I I

2) working out al�ernative solutions with villagers and officials;

3) examining and evaluating these proposals with the help of various tech-
nical consultants.

4) Establishing a model to guide similar efforts in other villages across
the country.

Three specific cases are presented as illustrations: I
1) Repairing one of the standpipes, an activity initiated by village

women I
2) The problem of ‘the polluted canal (P.C.)

3) Feasibility study to deal with the problem of high ground water table. 1
All the processes undertaken were recorded to enable the research team to

identify common denominators that will help in delineating the most

appropriate strategy for involving both the decision—makers and community

members within the existing institutional organizations.

Because ‘of the hierarchical I organization and the interrelationship in

decision—making in the area of water and sanitation, the research team

anticipated that these tasks would be time—consuming and require workinsi

thr~ou’gh the various administrative organizations to get the new ideas

adopted. ‘ 1

1 I I i
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FRAME OF IMPLEMENTATION: DIFFERENT STEPS AND PROCEDURESUNDERTAKEN IN RESPECT TO:
FIXING THE STANDPIPE (SF) IN BABIL
AN ACTIVITY INITIATED BY VILLAGE WOMEN

a unt below demonstrates the actual steps and procedures undertaken, as well as, the time spsn required to fix one
h illage standpipes, which has been articulated by women as a pressing problem at the time.

:
Villagers’
Participation

Role of Policy
Nakars Issues Discussed Follow up Comments

2/87

I
I
I
I
I

Seven women attend-
ad a meeting held
at s house over—
looking polluted
canal (PC) & SF.

—Oneof the woman raised th
problom of cloaing down L1i~
SP in consequence to the
breaking of the water pipe

—Women explained that the
VC will not fix the SP
as it is not included in
its work plan.

—As the SF is hasic to
women aa a major source of
water, efforts will be con
centrated to raise money
to repair the SF and in-
crease the number of taps.

—Anear—by resident (a
University student) object
to the repair of the SF
due to the noise women
make while fetching water.
RT stressed to women that
they ara the ones to take
action and to participate
collectively in solving
their problem.

‘liT arranged for a meeting
the coming week to
further discuss the issue.

3/

,

I

Eight women attend’
ed a meeting with
RT & consultants a
one household over
looking PC.

—Womenreported that the
student approved the repai

of the SF.
—Husbandof midwife will

consult a plumber as to th
expansesof fixing SF

—Consultant suggestedthat
each household contribute
LE.1 including RT who
are now village residents.

—Information about SF ax-
penses will be reported
to RT.

—A woman will be in charge
of raising money from
households. Raaults will
be shared with RT.

/3 7

I
I
I
I

A group of women
met at PC.

—Womeninformed RT about
role of RPVC.

—RYVCexplained that total
cost will reach LE.lOO to
cover: a) install 4 taps;
b) cnnsturct a fence arnunl
SP; c) renovate tap stand—
ing; d) rebuilt SF floor
with tile.

—A total of LE.40 have been
raised so far.

—Women reported to RT that
they went to RPVC to noti—
fy hia about activities,
Ha contributed money in hi!
capacity as a village mem—
her and told other neigh—
bors to participate in the
effort as well.

-More money is required to
meet expensesand this
necessitates approaching
households which did not
yet contribute,

—RT will arrange for a
meeting with women to
further discuss activities.

One of the women noti—
fled RT that a fight
broke up between the
host of these
gatherings, and those
who were sgainst ra-
pairing SF, ss she ac—
cepted the meeting at
her place. Despite thai
the woman insisted to
hold the coming meatin~
at her place. The mid—
wife defended the
project and the woman
explaining that all
this is to the benefit
of the villaga and
its people.

I
I
I
I
I
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•‘ 2I
SE STUDY No. 1 (Continued)

W
te

Villagers’
Participation

Role of Policy
Makere Issues Discussed Follow up Comments

/l

I
RT eet a group of
women in Halayle

neighborhood.

The woman explained that
3 of their women neighbors
have been moving around the
houaaholds collecting money
to fix the taps of the SF
& to build cemant standinga
to put the water containers
on them while using SP.

RI will meet these three
women to know details of
activity.

/1 8

I
I
I
I

—Meeting with women
rasidents of the
Halayla area who
helped raising money

—Several meetings wit
RPVC at his home to
get approval & labor
requirements to fix
SF.

—Woman reported to RI that
the people liviog next to
SF took the chance of the
water cut—off at the SF due
to piped network renewal &
submitted a petition to VC
to cancel the SF.

—Womenwant to RFVC in rs—
action to the petition &
asked for the tIC help in
repairing the SF by sanding
a worker to fix the taps.

—A sum of 4.50 LE has bean
collected so far from
Halayla women. This money
will be used to pay the
worker. More contributions
will be needed to build the
cement standings.

RI will follow—up with
Halayla women results of
their meeting with RPVC.

Commenting on their
action one woman
said:’Wa couldn’t
stand still until
they close dowon
the SF. It is
basic to us & wa
have worked hard
to repair it last
time. We cannot
giva up easily.”

/ 8

I
I
I

Meeting with a group
of women in Halayla.

—Women reported to RT that
the RPVC has sent the works
& the equipment to fix the
taps.

—The collected monay was
paid to this VC worker.

—Womenwith the help of a ma:
cleaned up the area around
SF & the opening to the
canal.

—The ground level was ele—
vstad, a fenca was built to
prevent water overflow, &
the ground was rabuilt with
cement.

—The SF wae set back into
operation.

Women are vary
proud of their
ability to bring
the SF back to work
They have learned
the mechansim of
how to get their
ends meet. A.
group of intsr—
sstsd & energetic
young woman took
the initiative
& guided the
activity. They are
foreseen as the
nucleus of com—
munity orgenization
and action.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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SE STUDY No. 1 (Continued)

C
te

Villagers’
Participation

Role of Policy
Makers lasuas Discuased Follow up Comments

1

I
I
I

Hasting with 3 women
in the neighborhood
of SF.

—The woman explained that
after the 2 weeks of water
cut—off due to renewal of
piped water network, people
realized the importance of
the SF.

—A men took the responsibi—
lity of collecting money.
He raised 70 LE and most
people did pay because he
was using religious in-
centives as a motivation.
The money will ha used to
connect SF into the renewed
piped water network, to fix
the 4 taps & if there is
money left a fence around
SF will be erected.

The role of woman
this time was
limited to contri—
buting money,
rather than taking
part in the effort
itself.

~

1/88

I
I

Meeting with the man
who collected the
monsy.

—The man reported to RT that
he used the collected money
to buy the taps end pey the
worker.

—The VC was not approached
becuase “it wastes a lot of
time without getting any-
thing implemented.”

—The SF is set into opera-
tion

t nina months of fixing the Halayle atandpipa, action was triggered again as a consequence of the Village Council’s
‘f to renew the piped water network. This time, the Halayla inhabitants, primarly women, depended on themselevsa in
)bilizing to address their need, approaching the local authorities end acting collectively. The role of RI was limited to
servation and morel aupport to Halayla women who felt proud of reporting back to RI what they have bean end era doing and

their experience with them.

-a

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
No. l( Cent inuad)

)ata

— Villagers’

Participation
Role of Policy

Nakers Issues Discussed Follow up Cnmmants

-I
‘8/87

I
I
I

-Meeting with a woman
in another neighbor—
hood where another
SF is located.

—Woman voiced their request
to have the RT help thaai
fix the SF in their area by
addtng 4 tsps.”We have seen
how you helped fix the
Halayls SF. Our SF has only
one tap and we need to fix
it soon”.

—RTmade the point clear
that people were the onas
behind fixing the Halayla
SF & RT role is only as a
catalyst. ma sama will
apply to their SF.

The woman will test the
grounds as to people’s
willingness & ‘ability to
coordinate efforts to fix
the SF.

Some of the woman
in that naighbnr—
hood said: ‘tat th
people from the
University fix our
SF.” Such attitudi
is the one RT aims
at changing.
Villagers should
take more action
to solve their
problems without
relying on an nut—
side body.

‘8

I
I

-Meeting with the
woman in the other
neighborhood.

—The woman explained that shi
has approachedpeople and
they are ready to help fix
their SF.

—She selected 2 other woman
to help in fund rsising to
fix SF.

—She will approach her hus—
band & a frinad of his to
involve man In the activity
as wall.

—People will approach VC to
sea what it can offer.

Thraa woman will start
collecting money from
households In that neigh—
bnrhnod.

Snma of the women
already showed
reluctance to co—
operate in the
effort claiming:
“We have water
connections in our
homes, so why
should we care
about the SF?”

9

I
I

-Meeting with woman i
neighborhood of SP.

The three woman did not col
lect anything, as people ra
fusad to pay. One man, whil
they ware collecting the
money, said that the repair
of the SF doss not need all
that money & that people
should not pay. The woman
felt offended & the oper-
ation was halted.

RT told the woman whenever
there is a will among the
neighbors to act collec—
tivaly to fix their SF,
they can apprnach ua to
help tham articulate their
ideas and isplement action.

further action took place with regard to fixing that S.F. for four months, when finally activities were triggered by the
.1 a Council’s effort at ranewing the piped water natwork of the village. The water was cut-off for not lass than 2 weeks
ro he whole village and woman had to depend on handpumps to satisfy their needs of water for their different domestic

I
1

I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
‘BE STUDY No. 1 (Continued)

I
~“ Villagers’ Participation Role of Policy

Makers Issues Discussed Follow up Comments

/ 7

I

—Meeting with 4 women who
helped cleaning up the
SF & who are residants
of Halayls area.

—Womenexplained that they
have participated In rais—
ing the necessary funds &
cleaning the SF because the
are the ones who make most
uas of It. Hence, they will
make all efforts to keep it
clean.

.

I
I

-Meeting with a group of
women at SF.

—The women explained that thu
SF is functioning well. The
problem now is the ground 0

the SF that nseds to be re-
constructed with tile,
since the muddy ground
when mixed with water be—
comes very dirty.

—Onewomen’s husband offered
his labor to re—construct
the ground.

Arrangements will be made
with RPVC end the laborer
to fix the floor of SF.

‘

14fl7

I

I

RPVC met with
RT. The groun
of SF was re-
constructed
with tile with
the help of on
women’s husban
who was paid
LE.7

ti fixing the stsndpips of the Halayls, women users made a point of keeping it clean, took on the responsibility of Its up—
ep and felt the strength of their collective effort in meeting one of their pressing needs. The Haleyla standpIpe became
a 1 of collective action in the community, especially that of women. Efforts to replicate that incidence of community
rfi~atinn are illustrated in the following case of fixing another standpipe in the village four months later.

I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I ‘ -21-
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~SE STUDY No. I (Continued)

~“

~
Villagers’ Participation, Role of Policy

Makers Issues Discussed Follow up Comments

‘3

I
I
I
I
I

-Meeting with the family
who oppose fixing S.F.

-Meeting with the women
responsible for fund
raising.

-Meeting with a group of
women

~

—Heed of VC ex—
plained that hu
approves the
repair of S.F.
& that he told
one of RPVC to
provide all
needed equip—
ments (taps &
pipes)

—RFVCexplained
that he did no
receiva eny—
thing & that h
has been after
head of VC but
in vain,

—RT shared with
RPVC renovatini
needed at SF mu
articulated by
village women.

—RPVCexplained
that villagers
have raised
LE.53 which an
not enough.

—Discussing with family op—
posing fixing SF its im—
portsnce to village women.
Villagers should cooperate
to solve their problems,

—The woman raising money fo
SF explained that she face
lots of problems collect—
ing more money as some
people are antagonistic.

—Womenare notified about
activities so far. Reel—
dsnts of other naighbnr—
hoods explained that after
fixing this SF efforts
should he concentrated to
repair the one located In
their neighborhood. One of
the women is willing to be
in charge of collecting
money and supervising the
SF in terms of up—keep.
A supplement of LE.l3 has
been collected.

—RFVC will consult about
renovation coats of SF.

—Arranging for coming week
meetings with women

‘

—One man told th
woman In charge
of collecting
monay:”Why don’i
you mind your
own business.
This SF belongs
to the gov. &
they should fix
it. I will not
pay a penny for
it”. His wife
later approache
the woman & gay
her LE.l withnu
telling her
husband.

/3 7

•
I

I
I
I
~,,,

—RTmet with women from
Hslayla neighborhood who
have benefitted the most
from the SF.

—Men, women & youth
gathered at SF while it
is being cleaned up.

—RTwent to see
head of VC but
ha was not
there.

—RTmet with
Head of Piped
water network
& presented th
issue. The lat
tar explained
that he is
willing to do
the job on con
dition that th
SF be cleaned
from all mess
in it.

—RTmet with
RPVC at Tals
to discuss whal
can be done.

—RPVCand head
of piped water
network gather’
edetSF.

—Womencleaned up the SF
area and dug the drain the
canal from SF.

—RFVCpromised to supply
bricks & sand to level the
ground & build m fence.

—RTdiscussed with women
the importance of their
efforts to maintain the
SF.

—RPVCwill supply material
to cosplete renovation of
SF.

—Womenpromised to be rue—
ponsible of maintenance &
up—keep of SF.

—Womencame to
realize the im—
portance of the
SF in their
lives and their
ability to act
collectively to
solve pressing
need:”The SF
belongs to us
all. We cannot
spare It anothe
time. We suffer
ad a lot during
the last period
when it was
broken.”

a

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
LESSONS LEARNED FROMCASE STUDY No.1

l WOMENSINVOLVEMENTWoments active involvement on issues pertaining to environmental sanitation

I is essential, especially on those issues that have a direct bearing ontheir daily activities.

* Village women were the first group to be approached to act collec—_ - - --tively in solving a pressing need, i.e. fixing the standpipe which

I operates as one of the major public water facilities for women. Theproblem of the broken standpipe represented a main constraint on women

in carrying out daily household chores. Thus, they were the group of

I most vested interest in solving the problem.

I * ~t is necessary to have women participate in the process, of solving
environmental sanitary problems from the very start. This was achieved

I through group meetings where women had the chance to think of alter-native solutions, discuss different steps that need to be taken and

finally implement what has been decided upon.

I * The process of getting women involved and interested to act as a group,was gradual and based on rapport that developed between them a~d the
research team. This is due to the fact that most of the women are

1 suspicious toward outsiders, and are not accustomed to be approached by
any responsible body to solve commun4 problems. The several meetings

I that were held with women could be considered as a learning experiencefor them, during which they were trained to think as a group for a

collective interest.

I * Women showed willingness to share with time, labor and money, once theyunderstood that the proposed intervention addressed a pressing need for

them. They were eager to find a channel through which they can express

I their concerns.

I * Women were able to take the lead in materializing a communal need if the
activity at hand does not run counter to the prevailing socio—cultural

I I -23-
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and ideological constraints that limit women’s activities to the pri— -

vate, household domain. In this case, no complex administrative organij

zation was involved, which in its turn gave women the flexibility to be

responsible for the activity. This case from the start was identifie1

as women’s concern.

* It was important to get different categories of women join in

discussions, planning and implementation, whether the difference be-off

of age, status or seniority. A mixed group of women widened up circl&

of discussion and added a multitude of dimensions to the holistic

appreach as how best to cope-with the situation. Thus, middle—aged~

women were enthusiastic to share with ideas and. labor, while senior

women took the role of suggesting practical solutions based on Previousl

experience. When it came to implementation, middle—aged and younger

women took over the responsibility and helped with their labor power.

* Contacting a large group of women allows for identifying potenti

leadership who eventually are_expected to take the leading role i

guiding and monitoring the activity. Once this leadership has been

recognized, it becomes easier to work through these groups, whenevel
need calls for that. - -

- ii
* Since the objective of this case from the beginning-was concrete1simple

and reflected a pressing and urgent need, it was easy to use it as

modelof female group action that can be followed by other women in the

village. In this case, the ability of woien to get organized and fi

the standpipe stimulated other_women in a different neighborhood to pur

sue the same model. -

* Starting with a pressing need, enabled the research team to raise issues

that extended beyond that need, to others related to healthful livinj

and the need to maintain the sanitary conditIons of the environment at

large. Once the women felt the positive consequences of the first actij

vity together they were ready and willing to listen and discuss broader

concerns. - I

I

-- - -I
- I



I
INVOLVEMENT OF MEN

From the start men’s Involvement on Issues pertaining to health and sanita—

tion was seen essential
* Despite the fact that the activity was Identified by the community as

I women’s responsibility, men’s involvement was necessary to gain their
support and to get them share in group action which addresses communal

I welfare. One of the complaints of women was how to get their opinionsand concerns accross to village male leadership. They also pointed out

I that they need male support to help purchase the material needed for

repair and to supervise the technical fixing of the standpipe. This was

achieved by encouraging male informal leaders to participate in the

~,activity. -

I * Having the men share In the responsibility by helping in purchasing the
needed material and following—up the construction gave them a sense of

I involvement.

I * The process of fixing the standpipe gave the research team as well ascommunity members the opportunity to identify and recognize informal

I male leadership, who were encouraged to assume the role1 of guidingcollective activity for other communal concerns.

COMMUNITYPARTICIPATION

To activate community members to be responsible for addressing their san!—

tary problems was basic to the whole process.
* Despite the fact, the villagers are reluctant to initiate action if it

I involves a public facility since it is considered government respon—
sibLlity, the process of having villagers — both women and men — share

I in solving the public standpipe problem set the basis for self—helpaction. Both contributed with ideas, time, money, and labor which deve—

I loped their sense of belonging to the community as well as self—reliance.

* In order to activate villagers, they had to clearly understand and be
convinced o~ the direct benefits to them, and their Involvement in

I
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improving village sanitary conditions was the only way to achieve such

benefits.

* Given the diverse nature of the community and the specificity of the

sanitary problems to each location, it was important to contact and work

out solutions only with those villagers who are concerned. Other villa-

gers in neighborhoods with other sanitary problems could not perceive

fixing the standpipe as their prime concern and hence, refrained from

participation. I
POLICY MAKERS

Any efforts aiming at improving village sanitary conditions should gain
policy—makers’ support and consent

* Despite the fact that fixing the standpipe did not require much of

policy—makers intervention it was perceived crucial to gain their sup-

port. Research team, village women and men informed the representatives

to the Popular Village Council about procedures and called upon the

technical assistance of appointed Village Council members and laborers.

* One of the main achievements was getting women for the first time

approach members of the PVC to seek their help in fixing the standpipe.

Male informal leadership helped women unofficially to reach out to for— -

mal village authorities.

RESEARCHTEAM -

* It was seen that project members had to be able to work as facilitators

and catalysts, especially between women, male leadership and village -

formal authorities.

* The presence of female members on the research team was basic especially

since the project’s main target are women. This enabled the project

team to relate to women and win their support.

I I
I
I

I
I



I
* The presence of male members on the project team was alsot important to

activate male leadership to support women’s activities.

I
* Research team learned never to impose their own ideas. Rather,

I discussions with concerned village members helped in shaping up ideasthat fit the needs and met the interests of the people.

* Research team learned to be flexible enough to accommodate to all villa-

gers’ needs and suggestions.

* Patience and continuous guidance were basic traits for project members,

I given the fact that they were trying to change practices and attitudes

that prevailed among vill4ers, especially women, for years. It is a

I learning—by—dóing process where villagers start assuming the leadingrole in solving village problems. This process is time—consuming, but

on the long run has fruitful effects.

I
I I

I
I
U
I I

U
I
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I
E STUDY No.2

- following is a detailed account of all procedures pursued in respect to the alternative solutions presented by villagers
to overcome the problem of the polluted canal.
a ----- ----~---~ -—-~-- -== - -

-

Villagers’
Participation

Role of Policy
Makers Issues Discussed Follow up Comments

I 7 RT was supposed to
meet 10 women at
PC.

No one was notified about
this meeting because our
informant (midwife) was busy
& couldn’t assemble the

RT decided not to depend
upon one person. Instead
four other informal leaders
were approached to arrange

j women. for the next meeting to
discuss the PC.

‘2/87 While walking along It was agreed upon that the RT promised the men to dir” They eaid:”The PC

I
the PC S men in ad—
dition to the re—
presentetive of
the village popular
council (RPVC)

PC had lost its function for
irrigation have turned into
a residential area.

cuss this issue with the VC
ssnd Irrigation Department
in the msrkaz. Alternative
solution will be sought.

should be filled
instead of refix—
ing the pipes &
bridges & wasting
money. It is not

I
met with RT. used for irrigatioi

& it doee not re-
ceive water any
longer”.

‘2 Nine women,
including two key
informants, attende

Discussions centered around: RT will arrange further
meetings with women.— Women suggested that the

PC be filled.

I
a meeting at PC. — They pointed out that it

is the first time to dis-
cuss their problems with
anybody.

—They are willing to co-

I
operate to solve the PC.

— They suggested alternative
solutions for sullage and
solid waste collection.

/ Eight women
met with aT.

Alternative systems for soli
and sullage disposal ware

RT promised to discuss all
these alternatives with

People commented:
“Before filling PC

, discussed instead of dumping
wastes into the PC. Women

others to reach an agree—
able solution to all those

another waste col—
lection system

I
added that the canal cannot
be filled until an alter—
native system for solid
waste and sullege collection
is enforced.

concerned, should be enforced,
otherwise those whi
used to dump their
wastes in PC will
turn to other part~

3 While following up
the repair of the

Discussions focused on PC.
One man informed aT. that he

RT expleined to villagerse
that its role is to discuss

of the canal & ruii
it”. —-

a

I
etandpipe by the PC
8 men gathered.

submitted petition to the
Governor dated 21/3/87 to
that effect & he would like
to hand in enother petition
to RT.

problems &sIAge5t~ suitable
solutions with them. RT pro
mised to visit the man at
home for further discussion
on the PC issue.

-a

FRAME OF IMPLEMENTATION: DIFFERENT STEPS AND PROCEDURESUNDERTAKENIN RESPECT TO:

The Polluted Canal “Nabil” (P.C.

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
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“1I
SE STUD’C Mci-i (Cont.)-a---
I:

Villagers’
Participation

Role of Policy
Makers Issues Discussed Follow up Consents

‘3

I
I

—Meeting with 3 women
& 3 men at PC.

—Another meeting with
2 elderly men at the
PC~

The first group explained the
they were reedy to contribute
money either to fill the PC
or to install a covered piped
system.
The elderly men said there
is no need for installing a
covered piped system since
there is no function of this
PC rather, it should be fill—
ed.

RT promised to discuss
these suggestions with
the VC and Irrigation
Department in marker.

Alernative solutions for
sullage and solid dis—
pose1 were also dir
cussed with no concrete
solutions taking shape.

Some people still do—
n’t agree on filling
PC. One old woman
said This part is th
soul of our villsge i
keeps our homes clean
Another one disagreed
saying “It brings di—
seaaes to our child—
ran. When it in fil-
led, other collection
system will operate.

/ 7

I

RT met about 10 men
at PC.

RT went to see
the head of PC
but he was bus
with the elec—
tions.

All of men stressed that this
PC is useless and that it
must be filled. They added
that the collection of sulleg,
and solid waste are the res—
ponsibility of VC since they
have been charging fees for
this purpose for the past two
years. However, so far they
did not do enything.

RT promised to discuss
this issue further
with head of VC.
Villagers are also en—
couraged to inquire abnu
alternative anlutione.

/4 7

1
I
I
I
l

—Meeting with 5 of the
village youth for the
first time,

—Meeting with 4 other
men sod the RPVC.

Head of PC was
invited by RT
to attend the
meeting with
raise solution
to environment
al constraints.

—All of the youth agreed on
filling the PC and they
showed readiness to cooper—
ates.

—The group of men pointed out
that permission must be

granted from the Irriga—
tion Dept. before taking
any action in filling
the PC.

—RTwill accompany
RPVC to the Irrigation
Department at markas
to discuss this issue.

I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
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¼SISTUDY Mo.2 (Continued)

a
Villagers’
Participation’

Role of Policy
Makers Issues Discussed Follow up Comments

‘4 RT and village rep—
resentetives (one man
and 3 women) visited
neighboring villages
which initiated sul—
lege collection syste

The group visited 3 neighbor’
ing villages where sullage
collection systems era being
implemented either under the
auspecies of PC or are run
as a private enterprise. ‘

Theae visits provid
ed some insights in
planning similar
projects in the
village concerned.

p4/87

I
I

10 or more men & wome
joined RT and consul—
tents while walking
along the PC.

The physician
of the health
unit & the sec
retary of the
VC attended a
meeting with
the 5 consult—
ante invited
to research
sits by RT.

All villagers agreed that th
PC has lost its main func—
tion of being used for ir—
rigation. Instead, it be—
came a major source of healt
hazards in the village,

RT promised to concentrate
on meeting the head of the
PC & RPVC to stimulate the’
to raiae the villagers’
requests to higher levels
to find appropriate solu—
tions for environmental
sanitary problems.

Head of PC did not
attend this meeting
Villagers explained.
‘He is not interest-

ed in village af—
fairs because he is
a non—village re—
eident.”

the period from May 11,1987 to June 1, 1987 several meetings were held by R.T. with the man who is responsible for
,_: tanks evacuation in the village, some villegers and RPVC. The theme discussed during these gatherings centered around

~e possibility of having that man, who owns a truck, to be in charge of a sullege collection system from the homes. This
perimental system will be tested out in one of the most densely populated neighborhoods in the village over a one—month

In return for that service, villagers will pay monthly fees. The role of PC wail be limited to e supporting body
‘~t t any legal rights or duties. Already, villagers expressed some reservations: (1) there is no guarantee that the
,_tem will operate regularly; (2) people will refuse paying monthly fees as long as they heve access to a free—from—charge
sniping area, i.e. PC.; (3) PC should undertake the ectivity as it has been charging money for that purpose. For the coming

the man wee difficult to locate end villagers were discussing the proposed aystem among themselvea.

‘1 7 RT accompanied RPVC Engineer in -The following was agreed upo —Arrenge fur a meeting at ~
to meet with personne charge at Ir— a)PC is not used for irrige— to be attended by Irrige—
at Irrigation Dept.in rigation Dept. tion any longer. tion Dept. engineer & Heed

- the markaz. in the markez. b)There is a technical de— of PC.
fact in the connection —Irrigation Dept. will rais

. I
between the main cenel &
the stretch that runs
through the village and
hence, the PC does not re—

issue of filling PC with
Irrigation Directorate at
governnrate level.

‘ ceive water any longer.

I RT attended the week—
ly PVC meeting.

-Issues discussed with Irriga-
tion personnel were shared
with RPVC.

I
I
I
I
1
$
I
I
I
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I
‘55 STUDY No.2 (Continued)
a

Villagers’ Role of Policy
Participation Makers Issues Discussed Follow up Comments

rn June 10—30, 1987, meetings were held with RPVC and Head of PC to further discuss alternative solutions. However, no
nc e actions were taken, except deciding upon Irrigation personnel’s visit to Babil to examine PC.

/7/é~7

I

RT met with RPVC,&
agricultural coop.

representatives,

Head of PC &
representative
from Irrigation
Dept. at aarkez.

Examination of PC on the
ground. The following wee
decided upon:
l)The PC that needs to be

filled rune over a 200 m.
diq tnncc

2)Signeturee of those cnncer
ned, i.e. in terms of fiel
irrigation, are required o
a statement that PC is not
needed for irrigation
purposes any longer.

Agr. coop. will provide the
names of thoee concerned
to have them sign the state
ment required.

Head of PC did not
accompany team to
the PC.

/7/87

I
I
I
I
-

I ;‘

Group aeeting with
over 30 women in on
of the most densely
populated areas in
the village located
sccross PC (Helayla
area).

,

—RTtaised the idea of a pri
vately—run, daily sullege
collection system from
homes for a monthly fee
ranging between 50—75
Pt. per household.

—Womenwere willing to pay
the fees provided the eyste’
operates on a regular basis.

—The explained that such a
system should be negotiated

with a wider range of
villagers to get their
consensus.

—Ths system should be tested
first over a one—month
period,

—RT notified women about pro-
cedures for PC.

—Womenstressed that PC
should not be filled before
testing out alternative
collection systems.

Woman raised very
sound ideas & ques
tions as to the
propoaed aullage
col. system. This
exemplifies that
when they are given
the chance they
prove to be very
competent & active.
“After filling PC
septic tanks can be
built et height of
a man. We will thro
our sullege there &
a truck from PC wil
evacuate it daily
for agreed upon
fees”.

ro uly 20, 1987 to October 4, 1987 several (8) meetings were held with villagers and RPVC. RT was able to meet with Read o
y once. Efforts concentrated on having the beneficiaries from the canal sign the document. However, this was not

maimed because: 1) they fear that the Irrigation Dept. would use that document against thea to reduce their share of irri—
tion water; 2) they fear that if the PC is filled without establishing an alternative eullage & solid waste col. system,
:Se would turn to other parts of the canal to dump their wastes.

i local government representatives are reluctant to cooperate, RT decided to reiae the ieeue at higher authority levela
n the governorete. A meeting wee held with the Vice Minister

1 Generel Secretary of Governorete and representatives from all
epartmeote concerned at governorate, msrkez & village levels. The meeting was held on Oct. 26, 1987.

outcome of this meeting, the General Secretary gave his insturctione to:

full cooperation with RT by the different departments, ______
oblem;
e Directorate of Water Utilities and Public Works at _______

lye the PC problem.

sepecislly head of msrkaz Tale, is necessitated to solve the PC

both governorete and msrkez levels should be activated to help

I
1
I
1
I -3,-

I
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I
SE STUDY No.2 (Continued)

a
1

-

Villagers’
Participation

Role of Policy
Makers Issues Discussed Follow up Comments

I

I

Meeting with 8 men,
RPVC & head of Agr.
Coop. at PC.

Villap,ere reported that head
of markas Tale visited the
village VC heed accompanied
him to PC. They affirmed
that PC should be filled and
alternative wesce collection
systems be established.

ii, 8

I
I
I
J

ItT met with

!iead of marker
Tale

,

—Head of markee Tela reporte
to RT that s committee has
been formed to investigate
PC problem & proposed sol—
utions. This is en outcome
of governorate meeting. The
Committee will finally
present a report of its
activities.

—The aubmission of this re—
port will coincide with
governorate allocation of
AID fund to the different
villages, which can be used
to finance proposed project~
in Nebil.

—The necessary funds can ale
be covered from VC sanita-
tion fund as wall as froe
villagers monetery contri—
butions.

Arrange for a meeting in—
cluding Heed of marker Tale
Heed of VC, RPVC & Heed of
Agri. Coop. along with some
prominent villagers. Ar—
rangemente ware made on
Novembner 11 & 18, 1987.

Activities started
to take more of e
concrete shape only
after approaching
higher authorities.

i187

I
General Meeting with
S RPCV and villegers.

Reed of marker
Tale, Heed of
VC, Secretary
of VC, Head of
Agri. Coop.

The following was decided
upon:
—Irrigation Dept. at merkar

& governorate levels should
be approached to solve the
technical defect in the con
nection that supplies the
Babil canal with water.

—Follow—up with Irrigation
personnel.

~

Heed of VC became
very active as a
result of governor—
ete meeting.

I
a
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
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I
SE STUDY No.2 (Continued)

:,,_

Villagers’
Participation

Role of Policy
Makers Issues Discussed Follow up Ccmmenta

I —A prominent villager ax—
pleined that he could con-
vince others to sign the
irrigation document provid-
ed thet the canal bridge be

l reconstructed.
—Money from VC eanitatton

fund will be allocated to:
e)raconetruction of canal

‘

bridge.(a local of 500LE.
b)building 2 large septic

tanks (total of 500LE.)
for sullege disposal
as an experimental system

-

I
for sullege collection to
be expended later if
proven efficient.

—Agri. Coop. tractor will
evacuate these 2 septic

I
tanke daily.

—After filling PC that sec-
tion will be a village
public property controlled
by VC & hence can be used

I as a shopping eras, market.
—RTwill manufacture a cart

for solid waste collection
as an incentive for villag-
ers to work toward the im—

I provment of villsge eanitsr
conditions. The cost of the
cart (total of 485 LE.) wer,
covered from project funds.

I
—Head of markaz Tale promise

to supply the village with
mule as a gift to drive the
for cart solid waste
collection.

I
—Head of VC will asign a

worker to drive the cart.
Money from P.C. Sanitation
fund will be alloceted to
cover expenses of that

—I— system.

rom November 24, 1987 to Pebruery 5, 1988, several meetings ware held with Head of VC, RPVC, representatives from
riculture Cooperative and villagers to follow—up activities decided upon. Read of PC drafted cheques concerning fund to

-. sullege and solid waste collection systems; approached Irrigation Department to solve the canal connection problem,
n isited Heed of markaz Tale to push for the mule issue. Villege RT received the cart for the solid waste collection

on January 21, 1988. Villagers expressed their disatisfection with the long time consumed to take concrete action.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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2 (Continued)

Data
vinegars’
Participation

Role of Policy
Makers Issues Discussed Fellow up Comments

5/ 8

—B--

Meeting with WHOen—
ginear invited to
village by RT end 8
men and RPVC.

Discussions centered around
the design and location of
septic tanks.

RT will receive septic
tanks’ design from WHO
engineer and share it with
villagers and RPVC.

—Secretary of PC received th
cheques for the constructio
of septic tsnks.

—RTsubmitted to Secretary o
VC design of septic tanks.

—Secretary of VC will follow
up the other issues with
Head of VC who ma on sick
leave. These include: mule
from markaz Tala, Irrigetio
Department.

3e al meetings were held with Secretary of PC, Agriculture Cooperative and villagers to follow—up activitiea from February
17 March 1, 1988. During these meetings VC Secretary notified RT that he received letters from Irrigation Department
3tating the material required and the total coat for reconstructing the cenel bridge and the canal connection. Villagers

nt with agri. coop. representatives to the Irrigation Dept. in the markas. Agr. Coop. is ready to pay the costs but it
required material. The issue wee then raised with the Irrigetion Directorate in the governorste, a meeting that

n ded villagers and RPVC. Negotiations with Irrigation Directorete at the governorata are still underway.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I’
I
I
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LESSONS LEARNEDFROM CASE STUDX No.2

I COMMUNITYPARTICIPATIONDjscussion of any proposed intervention towards improvement of sanitary

I codditions should start with the concernof villagers* It is very important to discuss with community members the issues con-

cerning sanitary conditions in a holestic fashion as to have a panoramic

I view of the problem at hand, since sanitary issues are interrelated.

I * It is essential to involve a large number of villagers in äiagnosing the
village sanitary situation and proposing feasible solutions. The corn—

I munity is the best judge deciding on alternatives which can be ofbenefit. At the same time, they are the ones able and should be willing

I to try out and share in the responsibility towards the improvement ofthe existing conditions.

I * Involving the community in diagnosing the village sanitary situation and
going through the process of analysing their problems, is in itslef an

I educational process leading to increased capability of need realization,
as well as the ability to cope with problems they might encounter. For

I instance, representatives of the Popular Village Council and an informalleader followed up with procedures aiming to fix the defect in the

I canal. p

Mutual respect and trust between research team and villagers is a prere—

I quisite in working towards community development
~ Only after rapport and mutual trust was established between research

I team and the villagers, did villagers start expressing themselves more
openly in the, sense of sharing ideas on how best to cope with the

I problem, like the issue of waste water and garbage disposal. I

I * Frankness and truth were required in all discussions with the assurancethat only by villagers’ continuous support, readiness to sh’are in the

responsibility and concern, can any positive steps be achieved towards

the improvement of village sanitary conditions.

I -35-
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I

* This experience made the research team realize that planners should not

I underestimate the competence of villagers, especially women on issues
that relate to them directly. They know best what might be feasible and

I acceptable and what is liable not to work out. In this case, the
- majority of women were able to comprehend what was conveyed to them. In

I fact, rñost of their suggestions concerning the proposed garbage collec-tion system were later adopted on experimental basis:

Proposed improvements in the sanitary conditions should’ be based on villa-
gers’ felt needs - -

I - * First, it was impo~tant that villagers themselves realize the need to
- improve the situation and that it is only by their cooperation, concern,

- suggesting specific solutions and following them up can things move on.

This shouldi,e achieved before involving policy—makers at any level.

- INVOLVEMENT- OF WOMEN -

I Women’s involvement is necessary on issues pertaining -to sanitary improve-

ments - -

I * Involving women in improving the sanitary conditions of their village is

the main strategy in this project, with the understanding that women are

I the main users of all water facilities, and are responsible for the

disposal of used water and garbage.

I * Women’s cooperation was seeked continuously either in groups within difT
ferent neighborhoods or individually; both approaches proved effective

I and complementary. The focus group meetings gave the research team the
chance to listen to women’s views and suggestions as to how best to cope

with the sanitary problems within their neighborhood. These gatheringsalso allowed women to exchange ideas. Some of the suggestions women

I voiced as indicated in case 2, proved to be constructiiie and feasible in- the implementation stage. = - - - - - -

I

I
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I
Women should be involved in the planning and implementation stages of any1
project: -

* Women were made aware of all the steps followed either by the researchi

team or male leadership. It was important as part of the learning pro-

cess to let the interested village women, regardless of age or gtatus,

share in all the discussions and make them aware of the complexity of

proceduresby constantly i~nforming them about all the steps taken to get

things accomjlished. Reasoning by discussing the pros and cons of each -

suggestedalternative that might eventually lead to the improvement of

the village sanitary condition is important. I
* It is important to take women’s needs and their views into con_I

sideration. For instance, most of the men stressed that the polluted

canal is useless and that it must be filled out, and they argued that

the collection of sullage and solid waste are the responsibility of the

village council, but women insisted that the canal cannot be filled out

until an alternative system for solid waste and sullage collection is

enforced. Women also added that the polluted canal should not be filled

out before testing out the initiated garbage collection system. I
Villagers should first gain insight as to the effect of poor sanitary con_I
ditions and its relation to health hazards -

* The fact that most of the villagers were found to be unaware of con-

tamination processes and how poor environmental conditions might be the

cause of disease trakismition made it necessary for both the researc

team and the hygiene promoters to stress in the Hygiene Education

Program the health hazards that might be encountered due to poor sani-

tary conditions; and how it might affect even those who are living at

distance from the polluted source. Such a fact was not clear to most of

the women. H~nce, it was important to explain to them the connectioj

between clean, non—pollut~d surroundings and healthful living, before

mobilizing them to take an active role towards impro’chng the poor sani
1

tary condition. Such an understanding of the direct benefits to them

• and their families, of the proposed intervention is basic before an

action can be induced.

• I
I
I
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Change of behavior could not be enforced before establishing an alternat~ye

system suggested and accepted by most villagers

* It was foreseen important first to enforce a reliable and feasibleI system of waste collection, as suggested by women, before asking the
villagers to change some of their accustomed behavioral patterns in

respect to waste disposal. Stressing the fact that it is not until—a

reliable alternative system of waste collection is in efEect can one

I demand a change of accustomed patterns especially on the part of womeni.e. throwing waste in the canal. - --

INVOLVEMENT OF MEN - - -

The Role of men in a village setting is just as important on issues related

I to community development

* Issues relating to improvement of village sanitary conditions were

I - viewed as the concern of all viliragers, therefore, the role of men was
not by passed.

I -

* Ai a first step, formal village leadership was seeked along-with iden—

I tifying informal leaders, particularly those residing close to thepolluted canal. With them, discussions on how best to cope with the

situation and what steps need to be taken were followed at length.

I * Continuous meetings were planned with small groups of men or else indi-vidually. This proved to be significant as it enabled the villagers to
exchange ideas and to come up with suggestions for possible solutions as

to overcome the pollution of the canal.

I Villagers especially men need to be familiar with the existing institu-tional structures dealing with sanitatioit

I * One major point that needed to be stressed all along was the fact thatvillagers understand the mechanism of the exisiting administrative

I structures and how best to cope with it if they want their suggestionsto materialize. It is essential for any project of development to make

villagers aware that it is not easy to get things done, but it needs I --

I continuous follow—up and perseveranceon their part. - - -
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* A st~p further, village lçaders were advised to understand first the1

bureaucratic procedures and responsible agents in relation to any par-

ticular proposed intervention, in this case waste water and garbage~~i
I collection. They needed to know, what villagers can do on theirown,

and what other issues need to be negotiated with policy—makers. A point
1

that needed to be clear from the start was the fact that such a process

is time consuming and needs continuous follow up on their part.

Research team should be tolerant and have the understanding’ that com-

munity development in any form is a slow process. In this case, it took

over two years until a few of village men started to take the initiative
1

of following up matters on their own, with little guidance from the

research team. I
Villagers’ Participation and Local Contribution in any form should be
encouraged

* Villagers were encouraged to share in any form they -feel appropriate.

For instance, when it came to the manufacturing of the cart for garbage

collection, a local smith was approached both by the village leaders and

the research team, who willingly helped design and manufactured the cart1

at a low price. Other villagers were ready to contribute labor when

needed. Villagers’ partic~ipation in the sense of contributing money orl
labor was lacking at first in this village setting. Gradually, it is

starting to take roots in the presence of supportive leadership, both
1

from within the community and from outside.

Field visits to nearby-villages with similar projects is advisable I

* Visits of villagers to nearby villages with similar successful projects

proved effective in terms of exchanging ideas and experiences.

POLICY—MAKERS - I -

The role of policy—makers cannot be by passed in relation to the improve-
ment of village sanitary conditions

* In the village structure, the role of policy—makers is forseen as I

principal input for the approval and execution of any proposed interveni

I
I I

I I
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I
tion to improve sanitary conditions, i.e; the polluted canal in this

case. Therefore, it was of importance not to disregard the role of

policy—makers. In fact, part of the project objective was how to acti—

vate the role of policy—makers to work with villagers towards the Impro-

vement of the existing sanitary conditions. At all occasions the

research team worked closely with concerned policy—makers in relation to

the polluted canal, to be able to bridge the gap between villagers views

I and those of policy—makers. Also, to dertermine realistically how bestto cope with theproblem.

I Villagers must be able to realize the complexity of the bureaucratic
procedures: -

* In all discussions with villagers, it was important not to overlook the
fact that policy—makersgenerally adhere to bureaucratic procedures that

I might be tideous and routine at times. Nevertheless, it was essential
to work closely with the appointed village council members and to win

I their trust, suppport and gain mutual respect, since they are thenatural channel of communication between the village -level on the one

I hand and the markaz and governorat~ levels on the other. It was a two—way communication process to make policy—makers and villagers realize

that only collectively can they work towards improving the village sani—

tary conditions. This was achieved by the encouragement and guidance of
the research team, who helped open continuous channels of discourse and

I dialogue between villagers and members of the village council, to
express views and for follow—up purposes. This method proved to be

I effective but slow in process.

I CONSULTANCYIt is important to call on consultants whenever needed

* The role of the short—term specialized consultants is important since
none of the research team was qualified in the area of “simple low—cost

I technologies”. The research team was able to follow up with villagers
- and policy—makers, the constructiva and feasible suggestions offered by

I the consultants. In some cases, consultants also met with concernedgroups at the village level.
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PROJECT TEAM -

* Members of the research team should be able to work as catalysts and not

to impose their ideas.

* Working with villagers at large requires the composition of both sexes1

within the permanent team. Cultures with dominant male leadership

necessitates the presence’ of at least one male member in the projects

team. He ‘can easily follow up and work closely with both male

leadership and policy makers. This proved advantageous in thi
5 case.

* Working towards community development necessitates that the project team

members, possess the qualifications of group work facilitators, ds well

as, being familiar with local cultural traditions. They must genuinly

be ihterested in what they are trying to accomplish, especially in
1

helping community members take positive action towards self—help, and

try to improve the poor sanitary conditions of their villages ai!1
demonstrated in Case 2.

* The research team in cooperation with the villagers and consultants mus

keep a constant process of assessement, reflection
1and if needs be1modi

fication of action plan.

* The realization that community development is a slow process, require
1

on the part df the project team patience, perseverance and conviction.

As to be able to reaOh the set goals by working with both the villagers

and policy—makers at all levels within the village setting.

I-I

I

‘I
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FRAME OF IMPLEMENTATION: DIFFERENT STEPS AND PROCEDURESUNDERTAKENIN RESPECT TO:

FEASIBILITY STUDY TO DEAL WITH HIGH GROUNDWATERTABLE PROBLEMIN KAFR SHANAWAN(K.S.)
TO BE PRESENTEDTO THE RURAL DEVELOPMENTUNIT AT THE GOVERNORATELEVEL

t ed account of all the different ateps followed is preaented helow highlighting the complexity and time conaumption
e invested in dealing with the problem of the High Ground Water Table in Ref r Shanawan.

Villagers’ Participation Role of Policy
Makers Issues Discussed Follow up Comments

2/87

I
I
I

RT met with the village
Mayor, two mosque imams
and 4 villagers,

Attending the Friday
prayer at the village’s
main mosque.

Acquainting the villagers
with the objectives & activi
ties of the project with em-
phasis on involving the vil-
lagers in efforts to improve
village sanitary conditions.

During the Friday prayer
sermon the imam discussed
with the villagers (400 men)
the importance of villagers’
cooperation with RT to im-
prove the sanitary condition
in the village.

4/

I
,I
I

j

RT met with the village
Mayor and 5 men.

RT shared with villagers the
experiences of 2 neighboring
villages where sullegs col—
lection systems have been
initiated.

The Mayor promised to contaci
one of the villagers who owni
a tractor to be in charge of
s sullege collection system
in return for a monthly fee
to be paid by villagers. The
VC will be contacted as
well to guarantee that the
villagers would pay the fees
monthly.

RT will discuss the pro—
posed sullege collection
system with head of VC &
RPVC.

mc the period from Nay 6, 1987—July 29, 1987 sevorml meetings were held with the Head of VC, RPVC, the Mayor and some
La s. None of the villagers is willing to take the responsibility of the proposed sullags collection system. RPVC
Is d that they have proposed the installation of pitches in the village as points for sullege collection, but they lacked

n esary funds to implement the project. A general meeting at the mosque with a larger group of villagers will be arreng

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
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(Continued)

te
Villagers’ Participation, Role of Policy

Makers Issues Discussed Follow up Comments

7/

I
I
I
I

Meeting with 50 men
after the Friday prayer
at the mosque

Village sanitary problems &
suggested solutions (e.g.
sullage collection system;
installation of pitches) war
discussed with villagers

Villagers raised their rasdi
ness to contribute money to
establish a sewerage system
in the village.

Villagers summed up the main
sanitary constraints in the
village in the high ground
table which is due to: 1) ax
ceseive usa of water; 2) the
installation of modern
flushes in newly built 1st—
rines which continuously dung
wster into the septic tanks;
3) the village is below sea
level.

R.T. will invite en txpcrfr

engineer to further dis
cuss these suggestions.

-

‘/

I
I
I
I

A WHOengineering consul—
tant met with the Mayor &
around 60 villagers in th
village’s guest house.

After walking around rhe vil
lege, it was proposed to:
—establish e piped network

to reduce the level of
ground water table.

— the network would serve as
a basis for the sewe tags
system for the whole vil-
lage in the future.

— the network’s expenses are
estimmted to be LE.I0O,000

— villagers will form sub—
committses to further dis-
cuss the proposed system &
to be in charge for raisin
the necessary funds from
the villsgers.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Meeting with more then
50 villagers at the mosqul
after Friday prayer.

Heed of VC,
Director of
Agriculture
Coop., & Head
of Police
station attend
sd the meeting

RT met at the
governorats
with the Vice
Minister, Gen-
eral Secretary
of Msnoufis
Gov.& represen
tatives from
the Health,
Social Affairs,
Education & Os
vslopment dept
at governorete
level, Heed of
markas Tale
and Hesd of
Bsbil 7G.

Discussions concentrated on
the proposed solutions to th
village sanitary problems.
The villagers were notified
shout the coming gov. msetin
which will involve represent
etives of the different de-
partments concerned.

It was decided thet no fur—
titer sewersge systems, like
the one proposed for K.S.,
could be experimented in
Nenoufie governorste before
the results of 2 similar ex—
perimental systems in the
villages of Kom el—Akhdar &
Sahel—el—Gaweber, Henoufia,
are conclusive. The role of
RT could be directed to
presenting a feasibility
study for a sewsrege system
in K.S. that could be taken
into eccount for future con-
siderations.

Results of the govsrnorsts
meoting ware shared with
villagers who were nnthusias
tic to cooperate & provide
any help needed.

RT promised villagers to
raise their problems with
higher authorities & to
share with them results of
that meeting.

RT would form a technicel
team to present a feesibi—
lity study for a sewerage
system in Kefr Shmnawan.

I
STUDY No. 3 (Continued)

Villagers’ Pmrticipation Role of Policy
t Makers Issues Discussed Follow up Comments

Meeting et the agricultur~
cooperative with 3 men,
RPVC, youth represent-
ative and mosque imsim.

m otember 6 to September 30, 1987, several meetings were held with the Mayor, Heed of VC & some villagers. The sub—com—
t has been established, but it was not possible for the villagers alone to fund such a project. However, this financial
bi ty did not undermine their enthusiasm for the project. Higher authorities will be approached to help fund the project.

I

I
I
I

t
U

I
I
I
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I
STUDY No. 3 (Continued)

Villagers’ Participation, Role of Policy
Makers Issues Discussed Follow up Comments

81

I

period from November 6, 1987 to January 3, 1988, several meetings were held with the village Mayor, head of V.C.,
c of Development Department at governorate level, R.P.V.C. snd some villagers to arrenge for the technical teem that
d responsible for presenting the sewerage system feasibility study.

RT & 2 environmental
engineers (WHO, CH~4ONEK)
attended a meeting with
4 village informal leader
R.P.V.C. head of P.V.C. &
R.V.C. at govsrnorate
level.

Heed of V.C.,
director of
Dev. Dept at
governotate
level, Dir. of
Engineering
Dept. at Gov.
level attended
the meeting.

The team and the officials
moved around the village. It
was suggested to design the
sewerage system in such a
way that makes it feasible tI

have all houses connected in
to it. Basic date that is re
quired to design the system
will be prepared.

Collecting ‘the needed in—
formatton & arranging for
snother meeting.

he period from January 24 to February 3, 1988, several meetings were held with villagers, head of V.C. & the director
,in Development Dept. at governorate level. The required data was presented to the engineer. As it wee necessary to in—
- the Irrigation Dept. in the design, representatives were approached to attend the coming meeting.
S

RT and the 2 environ— Head of V.C., The design of the sewerage RT with technical team
mental engineers met with director of system was discussed. The cosploted nil data required

I
5 village leaders, bead o
P.V.C. at governorate
level & the village Mayor

0ev. Dept. at
governorate
level, & repre
sentatives fro
the Engineerin

system will be established
over 2 phases:
Phase I: The establishment o
a piped network to reduce th
high ground water table.

for the design & these were
submitted to the engineer
on February 16, 1988.

I
& Irrigation
Dept. at Coy,
level attended
the meeting.

Phase II: Adding a sullage
treatment & connecting the
whole village into the sew—
erage network.
Further basic data & measure
ments are required.

~m Feb. 21 — March 15, 1988 R.T. met several times with Director of Development Dept. of Gov. level, head of P.V.C., heed
V.C., Director of Irrigation Dept. at Governorate level and the engineers (CH~iONEK) who are responsible for the design
t system. Two main issues were the focus of these meetings: (1) Getting the Irrigation Dept. approval for the project
1 as it doss not violate rules stipulated in law 48, 1982; (2) Fund allocation for the project as the members of

refused to allocate all the budget for Kefr Shsnawan village alone. Director of Development Dept. suggested that
- proposed projects for the villages of Shanawan and Kafr Shsnawan are to be submitted to the Dept. and it is up to its
-. rs to decide which projects will be covered by the governorate fund. Finally, the CHE2’IONEK engineer presented his

1 nary sketch and he promised fo finalize the whole design in a ten—day period.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
LESSONSLEARNED FROM CASE STUDY No.3 I

I COMMUNITYPARTICIPATION

Discussion of any proposed intervention toward the improvement of sanitary
conditions should start with the concerns of villagers

* Focus—group—meetings either with prospective hygiene promoters formal

and informal leaders, both men and women revealed that the most pressingproblem facing the village, is the high ground water table and the lack

I of sewerage system; as a result, most women frequent the canal for

washing purposes. Almost all villagers approached expressed their

willingness to contribute money or labor in an effort to establish a

compatible sewerage system

I * Resolving pressing expressed needs of community members should be the

I first target.

* Activating community members to share first with ideas of how best to

I deal with their most pressing need is essential, in order to formulate acollective understanding. In this case how to solve the problem of the

high ground water table. Civien the urgency of the problem, it was not

I problematic to have all viflagers from the different neighborhoods and
localities of the village willing and enthusiastic to share in proposing

I solutions. The magnitude of the problem did over—rule all other sani-
tary problems, to the extent of being treated as the main problem of the

entire village.

INVOLVEMENT OF WOMEN

Involving women is essential to formulate a holistic understanding of the

I sanitary problems and its solutions
* The involvement of women in this case was somewhat limited, due to the

I scale and nature of the project which necessitated male contact withofficials at the markaz and governorate levels. Such activities go

I beyond women’s ~domains off interaction and hence, their active move-ment was curtailed. A few of the women expressed their ideas as to how

—46—
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1
best to deal with the situation. From the start, women either in groups1

within the different neighborhoods or individually were notified of all

the steps undertaken by the village leaders, policy—makers, hygiene pro—i

moters, consultants and project team towards establishing an efficient

simple sewerage system. I I
* The majority of women suggested that village male leadership should be

contacted to discuss the problem in more details, from all its angles

with the project team and policy—makers.

INVOLVEMENT OF MEN

Issues pertaining to the improvement of village sanitary conditions was

forseen as the responsibility of all villagers

* Villagers were encouraged to take the leading role in respect to trying~

to solve their pressing sanitary problems.

* Village men should be made aware of the complexity of the administrative

structure with which they have to deal, as well as the r6utine proce-

dures ‘that might consume much of their time and effort.

* It was necessary to explain to the villagers the importance of con-

ducting a feasibility study, following the discussions and the

preliminary consensus of villagers. Villagers should be aware of eachl
step taken and the technical details of the project. Consultants met

several times with villagers to explain technical aspects. I
* Before deciding on any proposed intervention villagers had a clear idea

as to its technical, financial, social and political dimensions. In

this case, R.T., consultants, as well as, policy—makers discussed witS

villagers what the project entails on all its aspects. It is importan

to note that the proposed technology has to be acceptable, maintainable

and affordable for the community concerned. I
1
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I
POLICY—MAXERS

I * Policy—~kers at the village, markaz and governorate levels under whosedomain the proposed intervention might fall, had a chance to meet both

I village leaders and consultants, starting with the planning stage inorder to share in the proposed suggestions. It is only after their

approval and support that projects can be presented to higher admi—

I nistrative levels.

I * Relying on the capability and potential of policy—makers in the dif-
ferent departments and using them as consultants in whatever capacity is

I important. This added to their interest in the porject and their

conviction to get it through. At the same time, it allowed for uti—

p
lizing local resources who are most understanding and appreciative of

local conditions. I

I PROJECT TEAM

I * Villagers at the start need a facilitator who acts as an intermediarybetween the different groups, to discuss various suggestions in respect

I to the pressing ~roblem they are facing. Each group has some specificperspectiie, that contributed to the holistic formation of the propo’sed

solution. Calling on specialized technical assistance is essential if

I R.T. are not qualified in that respect. L?cal and external ~ionsultants
meet with villagers and explained to them possible technical solu—

I
I * The project members’ main role was acting as catalysts between villagersand policy—makers. This also included guiding the villagers as to how

I to pursue the proposed project and negotiate with policy—makers all thedifferent procedures that ought to be followed.

I * Research team should not speak on behalf of the villagers, ‘rather the
villagers own ideas should be raised at official circles. In this case,

I the pro~ject members made it a point not to further discuss issues with
responsible officials unless village representatives accompanied them.

I I -‘ —48— I
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1
Thi~ in itself was considered part of a learning process for villagers I
on how to present their views in a way acceptable to officials and

abiding by all set regulations and procedures. I
Other Efforts Aiming at Imptoving Environmeital Sanitary Conditions I
Beside the three case studies there were I other complementary efforçs to

im~r6ve the sanitary conditions of the villages concerned. These activi—1

ties centered around the establishment (in Babil) or reinforcement (in Kafr

Shanawan) of solid waste collection systems. Both efforts entailed I
cooperation of the villagers with the existing local governmental organiza-

tion, i.e. the Village Council (V.C.). In Kafr Shanawan, efforts were
1

made to involve villagers in actovating the already exist’ing system of

solid waste collection. Meetings with the head of the V.C. and the women

resulted in a temporary experiment with a barrel system for waste collec-

tion. Barrels were placed in the areas chosen in consultation with the

women. These were to be used as disposal points and to be evacuated twice
1

per week by the V.C. workers. However, this waste collection activity did

not continue for long because the emptying of the barrels was not con_I
sistent. At present, negotiations are in process with the villagers and

the V.C. representatives to develop another system using a donkey—driven

cart. Villagers have expressed their willingness to pay for manufacturing

the cart on condition that the V.C. provides the animal and labor require-

ments.

In Babil similar negotiations are taking place. Group meetings with womenl
are held to get their ideas on how best to work the system. I

Installation of Hand Pumps I
The idea of installing hand pumps and the training of women on maintenance,

repair and upkeep is being investigated in Babil. In Kafr Shanawan, this

facility’ is not needed because all homes have piped water connections. In

Babil, some areas lack piped water connections and hence a feasibility

study will be undertaken by the Research Team (R.T.) during Phase II of the

project to determine how to implement the system. Access to water sources1

I
I
I
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I
I has not been identified so far as a pressing problem. Based on this feasi-

bility study the R.T. will decide with villagers what areas in the village

I require a hand pump facility. Groups of women will be trained on,installa—
tion and repair of hand pumps. I

I Conclusion

I Based on the procedures undertaken in relation to the three main case stu-dies the px~oject team recommend~ the following points as guide lines in

following similar projects:

* Attempts at improving village sanitary conditions are either speeded up

I or slowed down, depending on the complexity of the administrative organi-

zation involved. The case of the polluted canal and the feasibility

l study require a lengthy process compared to the repair of the standpipe.

I In the latter case no administrative organizations were involi~ed and

I repairs were carried out quickly reflecting the results t1~at can heachieved when flexibili~ty is granted to those who will benefit directly.

In the other two cases, the lack of coordination between the different

I responsible administrative units , the routine bureaucratic procedures,
the prevailing apathethic attitude among government officials, as well as

I the need to communicate back and forth between administrators and villa-
gers, slow down attempts to improve the sanitary conditions.

* Any attempts at improving village sanitary conditions have to abide by

I the rules of the administrative structures, where responsibilities andprocedures are legally set. These procedures have to be followed during

the actual implementation of any proposed intervention.

* The effectivenes~ of a project with a complex administrativ& structure

I depends to a great extent on the competence, character and init~iative of

the formal leaderhsip concerned, especially at the village level. They

I are supposed to initiate efforts to improve local conditions. This is

exemplified in the case of the polluted canal in Babil. Once the head’ of

I the V.C. was located, extensive effort was needed to convince him toapprove the project and finally to take action. On the other hand, the

V.C. of Kafr Shana~~anshowed willingness to cooperate and agreed to hold

I meetings with the women to discuss and clarify points.

I -so-
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SECTION III. I

INITIATING WATERAND SANITATION EDUCATIONALPROGRAMS

One of the ultimate aims of the project is to encourage local par-

ticipation, especially among women, in an effort to change unhygienic beha-

vioral patterns of water utilization that often lead to health hazards.

This was accomplished through water and sanitation educational programs.

An important component of the project was to demonstrate and evaluate the I
I effectiieness of the educational program that was introduced in the villa-

ges. The findings of the pilot program will enable the research team to

present the most, effective approaches appropriate for promoting community

health education. I I

The promotion of similar Hygiene Education Programs (H.E.P.) in other

Egyptian villages will be based on the results of the monitoring and syste-

matic evaluation of the on—going program. This program stresses the appli-

cation and testing of different methodologies and approaches, using a

variety of research instruments regarding the roles of the “Hygiene

Promoters” (H.P.) whether they are service workers, formal or informal

I leaders, and determining their effectiveness in bringing about a change in I
unhygienic practices.

Recommendations resulting from the action—oriented research on the health

education component will be critically analyzed during Phase II of the pro-

ject and discussed with-the concerned community members, local leaders and

policy—makers. The objective is to reach consensus on the feasibility and

replicability of this Hygiene Education Program in similar village set— I
tings, and to ensáre the continuity of this project by ensuring the support

of the local leadership. I I
This section covers the following: (1) Research component pteceeding the

intervention; (2) Hygiene Promoters: training, monitoring and evaluation;

and (3) Hygiene Education Program; (4) appraisal of outcome, and (5)

suggestions for following steps. I
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I I
I Research Component Preceeding the Intervention

In planning the strategy for the training of the different categories of

I H.P., two sources were used as basis for formulating the content of the

I training material:1) The anthropological research undertaken in the same two villages

I (El—Katsha 1986), which recorded the following observations regardingwomen’s behavior in relation to water utilization and sanitation:

I * unhygienic methods of water storage: irregular washing or water
storage container, leaving the stored water uncovered, drawing water

I with dirty hands; returning left—over water after drinking;* maintaining the cleanliness of latrine within the household ranked
lowest priority, i.e. dirty ground of latrine, irregular washing or

l pouring of water after use, latrine opening is left uncovered, poor
ventilation, offensive odor;

* no hygienic practice such as hand washing was observed after the

I women made dung cakes ‘by hand, a common chore for many women;

* hand washing prior to food handling or preparation, inf apt feeding

I or after defecation is not habitually practiced by most women;
* cooking usually takes place on the floor within close proximity to‘ animals and children’s feces;

* most animal sheds are located within the house compound, poultry roam

I throughout the entire house; and* canals and streets are used for solid and sullage waste disposal.

I Similar to other villages in Egypt, gastrointestinal (41%) and eye diseases(31%); ~~hich are water borne and water washed diseases, were reported as

the most frequent health hazards among children in both villages.

2) The data from the interview schedules administered to potential H.P. to

I assess the knowledge and perceptions off hygiene promoters on’ issues
pertaining to health and sanitation.

A total off 82 interview schedules were administered to service workers and

I formal leaders (46) and informal leaders (36) selected from both villages.

The objective in administering these interview schedules was:

1
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1) to provide base line data on job description and responsibilities in the
area of environmental sanitation, water services and usage, and hygiene
education; I

2) to elicit backgroundinformation on individuals who were potential H.P.;
• whether they were service workers, or formal and informal leaders; I
3) to re~ord their perceptions on such issues as environmental sanitary

conditions, proposed solutions to sanitary problems and scientific
knowledge on the subject of health;

4) to use such information as basis for screening and identifying prospec-
tive H.P. I

Results of the interview schedules indicated the following:

* In terms of educational background, (53%) of the informal leaders were

illiterates, while (91%) of formal leaders and service workers have

secondary education and/or university degrees. Despite this educational

gap there is no marked difference between the understanding of these

three different categories as to the administrative organization of ser— I
vices related to water, sanitation and hygiene. Most respondents were

able to identify the governmental body responsible for such services I
such as I installing water meters, disinfecting of reservoir, waste

II c~lleption clearing of canals, piped water home connections, etc.

* The majority of the service workers and formal leaders are men (70%).

They were not eligible to’ become H.P., since it is not customary for

male service workers to convey hygiene messages to women, especially

when it entails homç~visits; the only exception were the nursing staff

at the health units.
I I

* Most of the service workers (69%) are not residents in the village they

serve. This in turn limited their ability and willingness to par—1

ticipate in efforts either to improve village sanitary conditions or to

disseminate hygiene knowledge among village women beyond the minimume

requirements of their job.

* The concept of environmental sanitation had more or less similar con—
1

notations for most respondents,who identified it with a place free from

I
1
I
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pollution, waste disposal in the streets, and flies as well as personal

I and general hygiene. One of the respondents explained: “Environmentalsanitation is the combination of several items, i.e., a place free from

garbage, dust, flies, and bilharzia; mothers carefully atteçding to

I their children’s health and higher educational level and awareness”.
Another perception ofenvironmental sanitation recounted by ~Lnterviewees

1 included: “General and personal hygiene and educating villagers on how
to combat the spread of microbes and diseases”. Thus, most respondents

I reflected on the basic criteria of what environmental sanitationimplies, and which correspondes, to a great extent, to R.T. conception.

I However, villagers were observed not to practice such an abstract con-cept in their daily life, an observation confirmed during the research

and from results of the previous study (See El—Katsha 1986).

* Almost all of the interviewees (92%) confirmed that there is a relation

I between sources of pollution in the village and at homes (e.g. drinking

of contaminated water, disposal of garbage and sullage in the streets,

I breeding of flies and mosquitoes, use of canal water) and quch diseasesas diarrhea, eye diseases, gastrointestinal diseases. How~ver, they b

‘ were not able to recognize or specify how actually diseases are

transmitted via these sources or by their following unhygienic patterns

such as drinking water from an uncovered container, swimming in, the

canal, ea&ng uncovered food or unwashed vegetables, or throwing garbage
in the streets and canals.

I
* Eighty—five percent of the service workers and formal leaders a~reed

I that preparing dung cakes can have negative health consequences.

However, they were not able to specify how, why or what type of health

Cks, i.e. tetanus, diarrhea, skin and eye infection, while 36% of the

informal leaders could not perceive any such connection. One woman com-

mented: “We have always been preparing dung cakes and nothing bad has

I happened to us”.

* Almost all of the respondents argue that the quality of water coming from
the pipes and hand pumps is satisfactory and free from contamination.

1 I
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However, results of previous research (El—Katsha 1986) indicated that

water running from taps is not totally free from contamination. More 801
modes of water use lead to contradictory results (e.g. filling of water

with dirty hands, storing water uncovered and at a vicinity to poultr

vulnerability to diseases (e.g. diarrhea). Respondents, however, wer

not able to perceive the linkage between their habits and diseases tha

might inflict them. On the other hand, all of the respondents agree

that the quality of canal water is very poor due to the disposal of solid

waste, sullage and dead animals in the canals. Despite their awarenesi

of the pollution of canal water and its harmful effects on health, they

explained that they cannot stop using it (e.g. washing utensils ani

clothes, disposal of garbage) due to lack of alternative systems that

would compensate using such polluted water (no sewerage system, irregu

larity or even lack of waste collection systems.)

These results helped in shaping the core of the hygiene education progr

and how to go about implementing it in terms of:

I
* taking this sample of interviewees as a model for the average health

information of villagers, it became clear that the core of HEP shoull
go beyond broad concepts such as pollution and its relation to diseases

(something which most respondents were aware of) to practicalities o

their daily behavior which contain numerous unhygienic patterns tha

are a contributing, if not a major factor, in disease transmission

j Tying their actual behavior to health knowledge would yield bette

results and add new practical information to the recipients;

* the health information to be communicated to village women should

stress how and ~ diseases are transmitted an understanding that ii

lacking in most responses;

* the messages conveyed should build on and add to the concept o

environmental sanitation villagers have and which exhibits all majo

criteria for healthful living;

I
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* HEP should be treated as a parallel activity to efforts aiming at

improving village sanitary environment, such as initiating waste

collection system and solving the polluted canal problem. The
complementarity of both components of the project is basic for

actualizing the concept of village healthful living;

*

HEP should focus on the areas where environmental sanitary

constraints are obvious (e.g. in the neighborhood across the polluted

canal in Babil) in order to work more concretely toward achieving theabove mentioned complementarity.

Hygiene Promoters: Training, Monitoring and Evaluation

Core of Training Program

Research findings were shared with the short term consultants working in

the areas of public health education, group—dynamics and community organi-
zation. Concerning the implementation of the training program, there was

consensus among the consultants and the research team on the followingpoints:

1) Candidates for hygiene promotion are not a homogeneous group with
respect to educational background; therefore, different training

sessions were planned for each group.

2) The focus is similar for all groups with respect to the “message” that
needs to be conveyed to the beneficiaries. This covered the

following areas:

* water handling and storage;* latrine cleanliness;* food handling and infant feeding;
* personal hygiene and hand washing practices, before food preparation,

following defecation, and processing of dung cakes; and* environmental sanitation.

3) The training was divided into two main parts:
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* building relationships and establishing rapport with women, how tol

relate to people and how to communicate a message that is to become

accepted; 1
* providing basic information on disease, sources of infection and pre-

vention. Hygiene messages mentioned above, were emphisized at every

training program. (See App .3 for Content of the Training Program)

4) The consultants with the research team proposed that since training is

an on—going process requiring constant monitoring and evaluation, itl
would be more effective if the consultants, who are familiar with the

field situation, first conduct the training in the presence of thel

research team; gradually the research team took the responsibility for

both the training and fbllow—up. - I

5) It was agreed that periodical meetings with the consultants was ‘to be

scheduled throughout the duration of the project. Feedback from the

field situation was viewed as important in the process of evaluating

the effects of the various methodologies allowing for changes or modi—I

fications as deemed necessary.

6) The following was considered in planning the training o~ the potential

EI.P.: 1
* training should be field—based with each group trained in the area of

their work;

* Introduction of information was geared to the ability of the traineel

to understand and retain;

I
* lectures as method of training were ruled out;

* discussions based on on real life situations were the basi

transmitting information; I
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* emphasis on the use of audio—visual aids in all training sessions;

I * limitation of group size (5—10 persons) to allow for more interaction
between trainers and trainees;

I
* on the job training had top priorty in the training process;

* post—training quesitions were administered to assess how much infor-

mation was retained before the individual was selected to be a H.P.;

* training of new recruits became an on—going activity to allow for

I expansion of H.E.P.;

I * women were first trainees, then trainers and promoters of hygiene
within their surroundings, and ultimately trainers of trainers espe—

I cially as gradually hand—over the H.E.P. to local bodies within thecommunity; and

* systematic monitoring and evaluation of the hygiene promoters’ work

was an on—going process.

It is envisaged that in Phase II more intensive training of trainers would

be provided at rnarkaz level to ensure continuity of H.E.P. after the
withdrawal of the R.T.

Training Methodology

I Alternative training methodologies were employed during the course of the
program in order to assess the viability of each method and the combination

of more than one method. These included:

* Short presentation by R.T. and consultants on the theme environmental

I sanitation inside and outside house and how it relates to disease
transmission, such a presentation took the form of a question—answer

I discussion with the aim of illiciting first Information from trainees
and then adding to or correcting it.

I
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* Discussion of the unhygienic patterns followed and suggesting

corresponding hygiene practices in relation to such issues as home

cleanliness, animal raising, food preparation, hand washing practices,~

infant feeding, preparation of dung cakes, disposal of garbage, etc.

The use of audio—visual aids as an illustrative means for story tellin~~

helped recipients to identify with the story; while trainees shared Ln

the process of story telling

* On—the—job training on how to establish rapport with women recipients!

relate to them and convey the health messages in away that is accep-

table and simple; this piocess was achieved through role play, home

visits or meeting with groups of women at clinics, nurserles or communall
places. Alter two or three such sessions, trainees conveyed information

to women in the presence of R.T. I
* Group discussion with trainnees on general hygiene, diseases and modes

of disease transmission stressing the messages that are core of the REP.

* On—the—job traIning on how to use audio—visual aids.

* On—the— job training on how to keep records, and follow—up sheets withi

educated HP, and training illiterate HP to be able to recall all details

of their work until the later meet with R.T. for follow—up (See tablesl

1 & 2 App. 7 for detailed training methodologies and trainees profile).

The heterogeneous nature of the trainees in terms of educational back

ground, experience and social functions in the community necessitate

following different training methodologies with each group. For instance,

audio—visual aids were intensively used with illiterate groups. This was

followed by discussions, and a question and answer period. However, al

some point it was considered important to combine more than one category of

trainees in the same training session as it: (1) allows for discourse beti

ween groups of trainees from different backgrounds and stimulates dis—

cussion, comparisons and verification of experience and knowledge; (2) I

more cost—effective in terms of time, effort and budget.
I I
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The training methodology followed with each group was also designed to fit

I their role as H.P. and the approach adopted in communicating hygiene messa-ges to women (See Tables 1 & 2, App.8). For instance, the importance of

I the training of the nursing staff on the methods of communicating hygieneInformation to large groups of women at the clinics; organizing a training

workshop for young women on how to communicate on a face—to—face basis the

hygiene messages to women neighbors at informal gatherings.

I
Another element that was emphasized to prospective hygiene promoters during

the training program was the importance of record keeping for monitoring,

follow—up and evaluation. Various forms were designed (See Appendix 1) to

I facilitate recording of proceedings by those groups of H.P. who could read

- and write. Prospective H.P. were trained on how to complete these record

sheets. A different methodology was devised to monitor the activities of
illiterate candidates based on Individual counselling of each case, selec—

tion was based on the H.P.’s ability to organize her thoughts arid recountin a systematic way activities that had been undertaken. This required
I I training the illiterate H.P. to mentally divide their work under headings

like name, hygienic condition of households, topics discussed, and reaction

‘ of recipients. They were also given the chance to voice their opinion as

to each case they had been dealing with under the heading of general com-

ments. Members of research team recorded this information with the illi—

I terate hygiene promoters during their visits of follow—up. Hence, the
illiterate H.P. were trained on observation methods and the use of their

eyes and ears more conspiciously and sytematically to be able to record
activities and reactions.

I Post—Training Evaluation

All trainees were given post—training interview schedules dealing withInformation emphasizedin the training. The aim was to:

I * evaluate information retained from the training program;
* select prospective H.P.;

I * decide those areas that require further reinforcement of training;
* evaluate the training program itself in terms of the different

I
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approaches followed, their feasibility and effectiveness in bringing

about a change in perceptions, knowledge and behavior.

Post—training interview schedules were admtnistered as an on—going activtty_

of 1lie traLning program; recruitment and trnlnlng of Sw H.P. depended on I
their motivation and ability to continue their involvement with the H.E.P.

During the course of the training program, a number of prospective H.P.

dropped out due to: -

4 I * personnel transfers of service workers; -

* social restrictions and intra—familial problems;

* unwillingness of trainees to accept their new role as H.P. within

their communities and occupational frame; - -

I * incompetence of trainees during the course of the training; I
* lack of time due toThousehold or other professional responsibilities.

Only 33 trainees (43% of total) were able to continue with the project as

~P. ‘ 1
A total of 46 (60% of trainees) “Evaluation Forms: Information Retained

From the Training Program” were completed. (The post—training evaluation of I
an additional (13%) of trainees (10 cases) is still underway because they

were recent recruits.) Results of interview schedules indicated that (24%)

of the trainees retained approximately (40%) of the information delivered

through the training, while (68%) (31 cases) recalled (50—60%) of the

training material, and -(-8%) retained (70%) of the information. The highest

scores were obtained by the public service candidates, follot~ed by clinics

staff, then the young women working at the sewing assembly line at Kafri

Shanawan workshop, and the nursery staff. The lowest scores were received

by informal leaders (See App. 4 for detailed results). I
Based on ‘these results, specific areas were targeted for further training.

The training program focused on the following subjects: -

~ nxicrobe sources and disease transmission;

* hand washing practices;
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* bilharzia infection and protection;

* contamination of drinking water.

The re—training of the different categories followed more or less similar

I methodologies outlined above with more emphasis on:

I * use of audio—visual illustrations;* chosing examples from everyday life experiences and some ideas

I introduced by trainees during the course of training, and* intensive group discussions.

I During periodical group discussions with the different groups of H.P. the
H.E.P. approach followed was evaluated jointly by R.T. and H.P. The

I hygiene promoters presented their feelings, perceptions and feedback from
the field situation. This permitted the alteration of methodologies when—

I ever required. During one of these meetings, for instance, young womenfrom the workshop evaluated the use of the Home Hygiene Magnetic Board (See

I App. 5 for list of audio—visual aids employed) listing both its advantagesand limitations.

I “The use of the board was very helpful since at one and the sametime the women heard and saw the message. A combination of
sound and picture convinces them of the reality of what was

I said. They could also identify themselves and their behaviorwith what they saw in the picture and heard in the story
recounted,” (a workshop girl).

Another H.P. had a different experience using this same audio—visual aid

and presented a different opinion:

“The board is no good. It is better to talk to women informally

I when we observe them doing something wrong. When you catch themmaking an unhygienic practice and tell them about the proper way
of doing it, thiy are more willing to listen and it is more rele—

I vant than just talking generally or showing them pictures. Moreso, the board caused us a lot of trouble, our in—laws think it isa waste of time and that it is improper to move around the house-
holds and show some pictures”.

I
I
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Impact of Training on Hygiene Promoters

The results of post—training interviews indicated that during the course of

the training program, prospecttve H.P. were undnrgoing a process of changn

in their knowledge and perceptions ahout hygiene. However, this was noti

yet coupled with a change in behavior, a step that occurred later during

their interaction with the villagers, especially the women, while they were

carrying out the H.E.P. The consultants interpreted this as an indication

that implementing an effective education program was possible. A process~

of reinforcement was taking place through the H.P.’s mastery of the hygiene

messages which they were communicating to the villagers. Moreover, this in

itself was an important development in the H.E.P. because it was marked by

the partial application of these messages in the }1.P.’s day—to—day activi-

ties. The H.P. were starting to become aware that to gain the villagers’ I
confidence and acquire credibility they themselves had to become models for

others to imitate. H.P. university graduates commented on the benefits

obtained from the training program:

“We’have learned a lot, ftom this project. At the University, I
they taught us theoretical things. Heite it is different. We
overcame our shyness and learned how to deal with people. It is
something you do not find in books, but we learned it by 1
practice”.

“I never thought that chicken roaming around the house can be of
any harm to us, we were brought up to find them surrounding us. --

Now I know that they can carry microbes to the food w~feed our --

children,” (sewing workshop supervisor).

“I am very happy that I can help my brother now. He was
infected with bilharzia a couple of years ago, he took the medi-
cations but he was never cured. Now I know the reason, because
he continuously ~wims in the canal. I told him about that and
showed him the chart which clearly illustrates how we catsh
bilharzia,” (one of the girls at the sewing assembly line, Kafr
Shanawan workshop).

“I have learned a lot on how to raise healthy children and to
keep my house clean and tidy. I will use all that information
and apply it in my own house when I get married,” (a 19—years
old girl working at Kafr Shanawan workshop).

I
Beside the positive results obtained from quantitative data, the R.T.

depended on discourse and observation with the H.P. tO determine whether I

I
I
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they have really retained the information presented and applied it in their

I daily life. Visits to the households of the informal H.P. (girls workingat the sewing assembly line, informal and natural leaders) confirmed the

findings of quantitative data. Only a limited number of H.P. lacked the

potential to enforce changing behavioral patterns within their families.
This was due to their age, status within family, type of household respon—

I sibilities entrusted to them, conservative and strict parents or in—lawswho had conflicting perceptions. However, these same H.P. commented, “We

I have benefitted ourselves from what we have learned with you. Maybe oneday we’ll be allowed to follow it”.

There was no way to check the service workers’ (clinic and nursery staff)
adoption of new hygienic practices, except from their appearance and the

I cleanliness of their working places because they live in other villages andresearch team does not have the chance to visit them at home. Yet, as

I indicated by the post—training interview schedules, they retained most ofthe new information conveyed during the training.

I Conclusion

I The following conclusions can be inferred from the training activitiesundertaken during Phase I of the project:

* training material and methodology should be geared to the type and

level of trainees;

* training is a time consuming activity. Time should be devoted to the

I trainees so they can digest the information they are expected tocommunicate to village women;

* intensive use of audio—visual aids that related to local experience

illustrates the information presented and helps trainees comprehend it

I better;

I * to be cost—effective, training programs should start with a larger

number of trainees as possible to allowing for possible drop—outs;
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* a feed—back process to evaluate and modify the training program should

be built—in;

1
* training should, be a continuous, on—going activity allowing for new

recruits and continuously reinforcing the training material; I
* training, monitoring, follow—up and evaluation should be carried out

by the same research team to achieve continuity and consistency, and’

* an on—going process of involving policy—makers and responsible govern— I
ment officials is essential for continuity and institutionalization of

the program. , I
All this can be achieved only when higher level personnel at the markaz -

level are trained first and are able to take over the responsibility of

perpetuating the Hygiene Education Training Program. This activity is

planned in Phase II of the project.

Hygiene Education Program I
Before initiating the H.E.P., the~research team and short—ten consultants

decided on the following as the basic principles of the program:

* hygiene promoters would work on a voluntary basis (without pay).

Incentives would be offered to H.P. on occasion and according to per— -

formance as èvaluáted by R.T.; - I - I
* different approaches~itould be used by the different categories of H.P.

in communicating information to women to test different methodologies.

The aim is to determine which were the most feasible and effective

approaches in bringing about change in unhygienic practices;

* each approach would be tested over a 3—month period, then evaluated in

terms of how effective it was in getting women to comprehend and retain

communicated information and its impact on promoting health related
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behavior. Based on the evaluation, either the approach followed would

be modified, re—oriented or maintained. Thus, the same group of H.P.

could be testing different approaches at different times;

I * a monthly evaluation of the H.E.P. would be the basis for evaluating
each training method;

* monitoring and follow—up of H.P.’s work would allow constant and syste-

matic feedback from H.P.;

I * monitoring, follow—up and evaluation of the H.E.P. would be undertakenby the same R.T. that carried out training, and

I * new recruits for prospective H.P. would be sought during the course of
- the H.E.P. to allow for expansion of scale of the program.

It was also agreed upon that the expansion of the H.E.P. could be limited

by the fact that:

I * The villages are fairly large in size, and the number of the H.P. isstill insufficient.

* The teaching methods were still being tested. Therefore, it was advi-

sable to evaluate and modify the on—going program before attempting

to replicate the training in other areas of the village.

I Approaches Used for Dissemination of Hygiene Information

I Various approaches were implemented by the different groups of H.P. incarrying out H.E.P. The same category of H.P. may also follow different

‘ methodologies in communicating messages on hygiene over different periods.

The selection of which approach to adopt depends on the category of HP and

I the health needs of the different neighborhoods of the villages. Thepursued approaches in both villages included:
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* In Babil, efforts Qf the REP were also concentrated in one neighborhood I

which is densly populated, poor sanitary facilities and is located

across the stretch of the polluted canal (see case study #2). From thel

start, R.T., consultants and villagers all agreed that such neighborhood

requires intensive hygiene education given the fact of the polluted

canal which is a prime health hazard source For neighborhood residents,

because it is treated as a major outlet For household refuse. A census -

taken before initiating the HEP revealed that 450 persons live in this

neighborhood in 46 households, the majority are (95%) adobe houses and

(83%) have animal sheds, while (98%) have no connection to tap water,

(32%) have no latrines and (52%) of the women are Illiterate. The REP

in that area was followed first by Social Unit staff and later by publicl
service girls. The process of communication of healt~h information

depends on the selection of a number of households for each HP, to he

followed by a 3—weeks period of intensive observation. The areas where

hygiene information should be directed were then discerned and the edu-

cational process that followed addressed these issues in specific~ The

procedure followed also depended on. developing close rapport with women

recipients which takes the form of weekly and bi—weekly visits to thel
homes. Furthermore, in all HE in that neLghborhood environmental sani-

tation and waste disposal was stressed given the problem of the pollutedi

canal.

* Another neighborhood that is located at both sides of the canal was also

selected as another main target of the REP following the same procedures

and methods described above. This area too is highly affected by the

polluted canal and hence was targeted both to help overcome such

environmental constraint and for HE. This area is inhabited by 2121
people living in 35 household with an average household size of 6 stern—

bers; (69%) of houses ‘are constructed of adobe, (51%) have no tap waters

connections, (83%) have animal sheds, while (20%) have no latrines.

Only (38%) of the women are illiterate. ‘

* Group meetings with women were held by R.T. in both the above described

areasas part of the REP where the hazards that accrue from the polluted
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canal were highlighted as subject for group discussions. Such meetings

I too served the purpose of activating women to participate in efforts tosolve the problem of the polluted canal and to think of alternative

systems for waste disposal that have less of a negative effect on

I health.

I * Natural and informal women leaders in both villages were conveying
health information to women who approach them at their homes for help

I and advice within their residential areas, upon visiting neighbors, or

on the market day. The communication of information is indirect and

‘ pertains to the observed unhgygienic practices women might be following

(e.g. infant feeding, latrine cleanliness, home and surrounding cleanli-

ness, child care). Usually, the process of diffusing information takes

the form of group discussions if the number of women present renders
such an interaction and exchange of experienceè viable. Audio—Visual

I aids were also sometimes used.

I * The nursing staff at the health units as well as the maternity and childcare clinics in both villages communicated health information to women

I in medium size groups (7—10 women) using audio—visual aids as story-telling media. The time used for such educational sessions usually

I follows the schedule of weekly child immunization and takes place duringthe waiting period for mothers who attend the clinics. The health

topics discussed were of a general nature, such as home cleanliness,

I infant feeding practices, food handling, hygienic measures after pre-
paring of dung cakes, hygienic water storage. Women recipients of

I hygiene information were encouraged to participate in the story tellingthat identifies the unhygienic behavior in the story and suggesting the

I behavioral modes that ought to be followed; as well as in a question—answer period that followed the use of audio—visual aid. This approach

I allowed for reaching out to women in the various neighborhoods of thevillage. -

* The same approach was followed by the nursery staff in Kafr Shanawan who
conveyed hygiene information following the above described method to

women who accompany their children :o the nursery.

I
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* The nursing staff at the health units and the maternity and child care

clinics in both villages conveyed hygiene knowledge to individual women

attending the clinics through face—to—face interaction. The type of

hygiene information conveyed depended on the nature of ailment that

brought these women to the clinics. For instance, if a mother is

seeking the doctor at the clinic because of diarrheal infection of her

child, during the waiting period, the nurse would approach her talking

about reasons for diárrheal infection, type of unhygienic behavior that I
led to it (e.g. eating uncovered food or unwashed vegetables, flies,

unhygienic water storage, unhygienic infant feeding, etc.). I
* For some time, those of the nursery staff in Kafr Shanawan who are

village residents communicated health information to women neighbors in

their residential areas through face—toface interaction and depending on

the type of unhygienic patterns the nursery staff observe being followed

by women ‘neighbors. A~some points, audio—visual aids were employed as

illustrations; I I
* The girls working at the Shanawan sewing assembly line and who live in

Kafr Shanawan tended to approach women neighbors in small groups (5—7

women) and use audio—visual aids as a media for story—telling of general

unhygienic practices while pointing out the corresponding hygienic beha-

vior. Each girl worked within the boundaries of her neighborhood.

~‘ This same category of ‘HP tended to communicate hygiene informatio~i to

‘family members, whi-le at the same time, attempting to enforce some

hygienic behavioral patterns, such as covering latrine openning, daily

cleaning of home surrounding, change of garrgent after’ preparing dung

cakes.

* The girls working at the Shanawan sewing assembly line tended also to

communicate hygiene information to women following unhygienic practices

whom they observe either in the streets, fields, on the market or at the

communal oven. Such an educational process is characterized by being on

the spot and very specified pertaining only to observations by HP of

casual unhygienic practices.
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In carrying out the REP group meetings with women and the HP were also

held, during which films were occasionally displayed on issues pertaining

to hygiene (e.g., an Arabic version of “Prescriptions to Health” which

included appropriate selected messages similar to the focus of the REP;

“El—Tawaf” and “Rawya”, two films prepared by UNICEF). These occasions

encouraged group discussions among a large audience of women and served

I the function of reinforcing the information conveyed by the HP. Thelocations chosen for these gatherings were either clinics, the public

I square in the village, the mayor’s house, or the village guest house.These gatherings enabled the R.T. to disseminate health information to

women from different neighborhoods in the village and to raise issues

I pertaining to village environmental sanitation at large.

I Evaluation of Hygiene Education Program

I Monitoring and evaluation of the activities were undertaken by R.T.Evaluation of the H.E.P. was basically twofold:

I * evaluation of H.P. themselves and their competence in conveying messa— (
ges; (See pp.44—47 for evaluation of H.P.)

* evaluation of beneficiaries from H.E.P. These were accomplished

I
through systematic observation and group discussions, and completion of

an open—ended interview schedule. -~

I Evaluation of women’s response to the H.E.P. was conducted through obser-

vations by the R.T. and the completion of an interview schedule that empha—

sized the themes raised in the H.E.P; determining whether or not the women
followed any of the advised health practices. Evaluations of the training

methods implemented during Jan—March 1988 are still underway, except forJan 1988. The one—month results are still inconclusive, but they provide

an indicator about the evaluation of approaches followed. A more in—depthevaluation of recipients of H.E.P. by participant observation is planned

during Phase II of the project. The following results were obtained for

the period Aug.—Oct. 1987.

I
I
I
I
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Table 6 illustrates the total number of women who received H.E.P. in both

villages as well as the (25%) sample ofthe total that was selected for

evaluation.

Table 6

Total Number and Sample Selected for Evaluation
of Women Beneficiaries from the H.E.P.

__ _I__ I
Months Sub—Total Month Total

Hygiene TAugust Sept. Octobei - Jan.
Promoters
Category T* S~ T S T S Tota, Sampll T S Tota: SampL

—_____ __ __ —— —-I
Kafr Shanawan

—Clinic 28 7 16 4 — — 44 11 — — 44 11
—Workshop girls 38 8 — — 10 3 48 11 — — 48 11
—Nursery — — — — 7 2 7 2 8 2 15 4

Babil I
—Clinic 19 8 33 6 45 11 97 25 27 5 124 30
—Public Service

& Soc. Unit ‘ 11 5 16 5 — — 27 10 — — 27 10
—Natural leader~ — — — — 26 6 26 6 14 4 40 10

— — — — -— — - — — — —

96 28 65 15 88 22 249 65 49 Il 298 76

— — — — —- — — — II
TTotal
S Sample

Beneficiaries Profile I

A profile of the beneficiaries of the H.E.P. is presented below (See Tab

7). It is clear that the majority of women (60%) fall in the age group 20—

years, i.e. in their rep’roductive age cycle. The R.T. considered this signi-

ficant because these are mostly the women who perform household chores al
are responsible for child care. -

I
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1
I
I _____ _____ _____

I
I
1 ___________ _____ _____ _____

I ________________ _____ _____

As to the educational status of those women,
illiterate or able to do simple reading and

I Universtiy degree and (6%) of the sample had
Table 8).

(86%) were reported to be either

writing. Only 2 out of 76 had a

obtained technical diplomas (See

I Table B

I
I
I
I
I
I
a
I

Table 7

Age of Sample of Women Beneficiaries from HEP (N76)

Months

Age Group August Sept. Octobei
Sub—Total

Month

Jan.
Total

Belew2O
20—29
30—39
40—49
50-i-

1
16

8
1
2

—

9
1
2
3

1
14

2
4
1

2
39
11

7
6

—

6
4
1
—

2
45
15

8
6

Total 28 15 22 65 11 76

Educational Standard of Sample of

I Women Beneficiarie8 from HEP (N76)

Education

Months
Sub—Total

Month

Jan.
Total

August Sept. Octobe

Illiterate
Read/Write
Prim./Prep.
Than.Amma/Dip.
University

17
4
3
3
1

12
2
1
—

—

16
4

2
—

45
10

4
5
1

10
—

—

1

55
10

4
5
2

Total 28 15 22 65 11 76
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As the H.E.P. is a continuous activity carried out by a diversified group

H.P. within the village setting, (48%) of the sample women beneficiaries

received hygiene education more than once and from more than just one sourc

of H.P. (See Table 9). The advantages of having a multi—dimensional system

of communication is that it: (1) serves the function of repeating hygien

information to women from more than one source and over diff~rent times an

in different places. - This repetition enables them to better retain tnfor—

mation; (2) one source of H.P. confirms the information delivered by anothe

source; (3) it increases the degree of accessibility to hygiene information;

(4) hearing hygiene information at more than one place as well as fröni sen
vice workers and informal leaders increases the credibility of the delivered

messages and may act to encourage the women to follow suggested hY~ieni~

behavioral patterns.

Table 9 I
Frequency of Attendance of Hygiene Education Sessions

(N=76) -I

Times

Months
Sub—Total

Month

Jan.
Total

August Sept. Octobe:

Once
Twice
Thrice+ -

15
6
4

7
5
3

8
6
8

33 -

17
15

6
3
2

39
20
17

Total 28 15 22 65 11 i 76

I
I
I
1

Concerning the content of the H.E.P., (55%) of women considered the messag

delivered as new information, while (45%) claimed that they had pni

knowledge of this inforamtjon. “The media nowadays is broadcasting all tha

what you are saying. We also have changed a lot and dc not live in f ii

like in the old days,” one woman explained.

Retention of Communicated Information

t~espitethe fact that more than half the sample claimed the information wasi

new, yet (61%) were able to retain 40—50% of communicated health messages.~
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I
Twelve women (16%) were able to recall more than 60% of the messages (See

Table 10).

I
Table 10

I Hygiene Information Retained by Women Beneficiaries(N~76)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Category

% of Information Retained by Women
Total

20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Kafr Shanawan

—Clinic
—Workshop girls
—Nursery

Babil

—Clinic
—Public Service
—Natural leader

1
—

—

—

—

—

1
3
2

8
2
1

3
—

1

11
4
3

6
5
—

5
3
5

—

3
1

5
1
1

—

—

—

1
—

—

11
11

4

30
10
10

Total 1 17 22 24 11 1 76

From the above table it is evident that the most effective hygiene com-

munication approaches relevant to recipients’ ability to retain information

was at the health units. Likewise face—to—face interaction with women

within neighborhoods as followed by natural leaders and girls working at
Shanawan sewing assembly line was significant. This could be due to : (1)

confidence in service workers at the health units as the most entrusted and
most accessible source of hygiene education; (2) the ability of the

I workshop girls, natural and/or informal leaders to convey the messages in asimple, but intensive way since they share similar educational backgrounds

I and life situation with women beneficiaries. The H.P. are illiterate andshow similarity to the majority of women beneficiaries. This similarity

probably facilitates the communication process and the ability of the corn—

municator to convey the message in a language that appeals most to the
recipient.
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Promotion of Hygienic Practices I
Of the total sample of 76 cases, (49%) of the women claimed a change in

their unhygienic practices as the following comments indicate. -

“I have always fed my baby whenever lie cried even if my hands --

were dirty after èweeping the house or preparing dung cakes.
Now I pay lot of attention, I do not breastfeed him unless I
have washed my hands. It is better to have him cry for a few
minutes until I am clean than to feed him with my dirty hands”. - - —

‘My mother is the one responsible for preparing dung cakes. She
used to wear the same garment until she finished all house work. -

I made a deal with her to put on the oldest garment when pre-
paring dung cakes, and take it off immediately after she
finishes. I’ll be in charge to put it in the sun to ‘dry and -

I’ll wash it once a week for her,” a daughter explained. I -

Moreover, another woman càmmunicated the benefits of the H,E.P. to her I
neighbors, she explained:

“Keeping the surroundings of our houses clean has always been
something we intended to do, but reluctant to accomplish. We
have learned from the girls working with you to pay a lot of

çi ) attention to cleaning the street, since through the trash that -

is outside, diseases can be easily transferred to the children. , -

¼. The flies carry microbes from the garbage piles and excreta out— -

side our doors. They stand on the food our children eat and -

then we wonder how they catch diarrhea. I told my neighbor not
to let her child defecate in the street and to train him to use

the latrine. At first she was reluctant to follow my I
suggestion, but I kept after her and now he doesn’t do it any
longer. Moreover, my neighbors and myself sweep up in front of -

our houses, pile garbage at one point and burn it. Our street
now is one of the best in the village”.

This recipient of H.E.P. later became one of the H.P. within her neigh—i

borhood. What these women have been saying was confirn’ed by R.T. obser—

vation during evaluations and neighborhood visits. - I
A (49%) of the women reported a range of hygienic practices following

exposure to H.E.P. These range from hygienic measures in food preparation1
u (24%), to hand washing before and/or after attending to some practices

(24%), cleanliness inside and outside house (22%), latrine cleanliness I
(16%), and hygienic measures in dung cakes preparation (14%). -

75 , 1
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I
Most of the women (81%) who reported a change in their practices are in the

I age group of 20—39 years, and (78%) of these are illiterate.
The remainder of women beneficiaries who reported no change in their beha—

vior (51%) explained that they haven’t followed any of the suggestedhygienic practices claiming that: “We have been following hygienic methods

I since a long time”. They said: “Life in the rural areas has changed a lotand we pay more attention to the cleanliness of our homes and children”.

I However, the R.T. could not observe hygienic conditions in many of thesehouseholds. Other reasons for not following new behavioral patterns rest

within the family structure of some households. 11
I ix“I know what you say is beneficial to the health of my children,

but my mother—in—law is of a contradictory opinion. She

I believes that all this is a waste of time and effort, as she hasraised all her children and they were brought up in good health
without having to do any of that stuff. She says, that it is

I all the people of the city who want to enforce their ideas andpractices on us, but we are different”.

The evaluation the H.E. approaches that brought about the most reported
cases of change in behavior reveals that the Health Units had the greatest

impact (See Table 11). Table 11

I Category of Hygiene Promotors and Changein Hygienic Practices of Women Beneficiaries

I ___________ _____ _____ _____ ___ ____ _____ ___

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Agent
Months

Sub—Total

~2~~~____
Month

Total

C No

6 6
3 8
2 2

21 8

2 8
3 7

~-

Kafr Shanawan
C

~
4
2
—

6

2
—

NoC

4
6
—

1

3
—

2
—

—

3

—

—

NoC

2
—

—

3

5
—

—

1
1

8

—

1

No

—

2
1

3

—

5

C

6
3
1

17

2
1

No

6
8
1

7

8
5

C

—

—

1

4

—

2

No

—

—

1

1

—

2

—ClinIc
—Workshop girls
—Nursery

Babil
—Clinic
—Public Service

candidates
—Natural 1eader~

Total 14 14 5 10 11 11 30 35 7 4 37 39

—— —— ——
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As mentioned earlier much confidence was entrusted to service workerm a

the most accessible and reliable source of hygiene education. This role

motivated the women to change unhygienic behavioral patterns. However,

difference was detected between the effectiveness and impact of H.E.P~

carried out by the clinic staff at Babil and that of Kafr Shanawanwhich

attributed to: (I) the competence of Babil nursing staff in conveying

hygiene messages to women; (2) role of the doctor in encouraging clini

staff to carry out effective H.E.P.; (3) personality characteristics tha
‘a - - -

play an integral role in the development of good relations and rapport wit

women which facilitate the communication of new information and the accep

tance of new patterns.~

(1 çGfrl~ working at the Shanawan sewing assembly line, who are young, illi—

a terate and in some cases single, had less impact in bringing about a chang,

Lin health related behavior. They communicated information effectively t
the extent that !the women were able to retain the hygiene messages con-

veyed. However, being relatively young and single undermined their abilit

to convince older and married women to change unhygienic practices. -Owe of

the young H.P. said, “Some women feel that we are not eligible to tal’

about health, child care and community affairs as we are still yoqng and

inexperienced”. A similar comment made by another girl was: “One woma

told me that she knew better as she has raised children who are now doctor

and engineers and that my experience is nil compared to hers, so why shoul

she follow my advise”. An H.P. was of the opinion that the responsihilit

of spreading H.E. should be laid on a woman neighbor who is older, married

has children and has •a strong personality: “People will listen to her an

she can communicate and relate better to other women who share similar

experiences and are peers”. Thus, running counter to the preyailtng statul
hierarchy, age, and seniority values in the community may undermine the

of the program in bringing about a change in unhygienic Praci

tices. Peer support as well as influence are important variables in

?~ enforcing new hygienic practices. The girls at the workshop were more suc

cessful in bringing about change among groups of women of comparable ag

and status, e.g. unmarried girls, newly married young women with younge

children.
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Conclusion

I The following conclusions can be deducted from monitoring and evaluation ofthe H.E.P. with its different approaches as carried out so far:

I * the H.E.P. is still in its formative stage. To date only 298 women
have been reached through 37 H.P. Hence, efforts should be directed

I toward the recruitment of more H.P. during Phase II of the project;
* recruitment methods of H.P. are still being tested out, but it is

I evident that they vary according to village setting, i.e. in Babil itis quite difficult to find informal and local personnel interested and

I capable of playing the role of H.P., whereas in Kafr Shanawan, theH.P. themselves assisted the R.T. to select new candidates. Some of

the eligible candidates seek employment opportunities in neighbouring

I cities (one or two miles away) and hence have refrained from voluntary
involvement in the H.E.P.;

I * work of H.P. on a voluntary basis is still debatable. Nevertheless, ~
none of the H.P. have dropped out because of the no—pay system, though

I some voiced the opinion that a paid H.P. position may attract morewomen. Villagers are not yet accustomed to the concept of serving

I their communities, a gradual process that is being tested out andintegrated during the course of the program. However, those who have

been involved as H.P. have embraced that concept and have acted

I accordingly thus becoming good spokespeople on behalf of the R.T. in
that regard;

I * a diversified group of H.P. in terms of age, education, and status in
community as informal, service workers or natural leaders, serves the

I function of approaching different segments of village women and hasmore influence on peer groups. This diversified group can then act to

I meet both goals of the H.E.P. in terms of retainment of informationand enforcing a change in health related behavior;

I * the content of the H.E.P. should be in harmony with the prevailingsanitary conditions of the village. Hence, in its first phase the
H.E.P. concentrated on hygiene inside the households, as:

I
— it is easier to handle and it involved only the women concerned;

I — improvements of environmental sanitary conditions are still in

I
1
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process and hence behavioral patterns outside the homes can not be

enforced while environmental conditions do not render such practices~

feasible or accessible to women; -

* changing unhygienic behavioral patterns requires time. Currently,

those who reported a change in their behavior have adopted the most

visible or obvious means: covering latrine opening, cleaning home

surrounding. These were also changes observed by the R.T. Otherl
promotions in health behavior, like hand washing practices, hygienic

measures of food preparation and infant feeding, will be subject to

more in—depth evaluatioii by R.T. during,Phase=11 of the project;

* testing of the above mentioned H.E. approaches and experimenting

with other ones to determine which are the most feasible and effecFive

thethods of H.E. requires more time and in—depth evaluation. This is
planned in Phase II;

* as the H.E.P. is expected to be a continuous, on—going activity,

especially after the withdrawal of R.T., the mechanisms necessary to I
continue the program, with both the formal and informal components of

H.E. and H.P., are being tested. Currently, efforts are being I
extended to include personnel at the markaz level both in terms of

training and follow—up of the formal and service workers. Handing

over the training program in the informal sector is being discussed by

consultants and R.T.; one option is to encourage the involvement of

the existing structure of voluntary organizations and/or existing

leadership structures. This entails the preparation of hand—out

material for trainers that would include all the details of the I
proposed H.E.P. I

Similarly, during Phase II of the project the R.T. will be formulating a

presentation of the H.E.P. to policy—makers targeting service workers,

especially nursing staff, and1 public service candidates; aiming at making

the best use of each caliber of workers.

I
I
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APPENDIX 1

List of all Forms Administered at Different Intervals of the Project

// Title Date

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

April 1986

April 1986

April 1986

June 1987

June 1987

July 1987

July 1987

July 1987

July 1987

July 1987

Guide List Prepared to Interview Policy Makers

Interview Schedule for Informal Leaders

Interview Schedule for Formal Leaders & Service
Workers

Census Sheet

Evaluation Form: Information Retained
from the Training Program; Administered to
Hygiene Promoters by Research Team

Follow—up Sheet: Hygiene Education Sessions
of Formal Hygiene Promoters; to be completed by
Research Team

Follow—up Sheet: Hygiene Education Sessions
of Informal Hygiene Promoters; to be completed
by Research Team

Record Sheet: Hygiene Education Sessions;
to be completed by Formal Hygiene Promoters

Record Sheet: Hygiene Education Sessions;
to be completed by Informal Hygiene Promoters

Evaluation Form: Women Beneficiaries from
the Hygiene Education Program; to be completed
by Research Team

Water Use and Consumption Schedule in Halayla;
to be completed by Research Team

Informal Leadership Schedule; “Hygiene Promoters

Guidelist for Fieldworkers

Guidelist for Home Visits “Hygiene Promoters”

Appraisal Form for Hygiene Promoters

Aug.

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

Dec.

1987

1987

1987

1987

1987
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APPENDIX 2

LIST OF CONSULTANTS

I
I

Name Discip line

Dr. Ahmed Fadel Engineering

Mr. Fathi Abdel Latif Engineering

Affiliation

WHO

I

I

Dr. Hind Khattab Social Anthropology Delta Consultant I
Mr. Magdi Zàki Enginee ring

Mrs. Mary Bassili Assaad Social Anthropology,
Community Organization

and Group Dynamics,

Women & Health Care

Dr. Mofida Kamal Health Education &

Training

Mr. Mohamed Gaballah Sociologist

Mr. Ossama Attey~ Engineering

UNICEF

Dr. Ragi Assad

Mr. Youssef Shahin

Engineering

Chemist
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Freelance - 1
Environmental Sanitatir
Ministry of Health,
Cairo I
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Mr. Fouad Fahmi Naguib Engineering

________ I
CHEMONICS, -

Professor, Faculty o
Engineering, Majasour U.

Deputy Directo~,
Drainage Dapartment~
Water Utilities & Pu
Works Directorate
Menoufia

1
Freelance Consultant

High Iiistitute for 2 1
• Health

Head of Development
Menoufia Governorate

Head of Engineering p
Menoufia Covernorate
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APPENDIX 3

I Translation of the Content of Training Materialfor the Hygiene Promoters
Prepared by

Dr. Mofida Kamal, Health Education Consultant

I GENERALHYGIENE
What is the environment?

The environment can be divided into two spheres: 1) external, outsidethe home; 2) internal, inside the home

I The external environment includes the land, air and water.The internal environment is what prevails inside the home.

I How is the environment polluted?
The external environment: The air can be polluted from dust, cars, etc.‘ Canal water is polluted from garbage disposal, dead animals, bathing ani-
mals, child and animal excreta.

The internal environment: Water Storage — Water running from taps is clean.
However, it can easily be polluted. How?

1) After filling the water, dust and flies can pollute it while carrying it

home
2) Dirty hands that come into contact with the water can contaminate it.

3) Water that is stored uncovered is exposed to flies, dust, and poultry,all of which can pollute it.

I 4) Drawing water from the water storage container can pollute it, if thepot used is not clean.

I How to store water in an hygienic manner?
1) It should be stored in a clean, covered container elevated from the

I ground.
2) The pot used for drawing water should be clean and with a long hand.

3) Our hands should be clean while drawing water from the container.

4) Unused water that has been drawn should not be returned into the con—

tamer.

I -82-
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I
Food Preparation I
Preparing food in an hygienic manner is of great importance, as to avoid -

the spread of germs and microbes.

1) Rinse utensils with clean water immediately before use.

2) The area for cooking ~hould be free from dust and away from antmals.

3) Left—over food should be covered and stored in an elevated~ cool place.

4) It is essential to boil cows’ milk before feedin~ it to infants.

5) Infant food should be prepared before each feed. 1
6) Washing of vegetables should be with clean potable water, not canal

water. Moreover, vegetabl~sshould be cleaned by pouring water over
them (e.g. from the tap). • I

Hand Washing

Wishing of hands should not be in plate, rather water should run from a -

tap, or a glass of water be poured ov~rdirty haâds. Washing hands in a
plate or a container means that the dirt from the hands is transferred to
the water in the plate with all the microbes and bacteria. Using that same
water then transfers the microbes to the hands again. That is why it is --

important to pour water over the hands.

It is important to use soap in hand washing. If there is no soap, the ash
remains from the oven can be employed. I

Washing of hands should proceed before preparing food, feeding infants; and
after preparing dung cakes or using the latrine.

Preparation of Dung Cakes

Dung cakes can cause diseases like diarrhea and dyzentaria. There should I
be a separate galabiya to be worn for that operation alone. This galabiya
should be washed with soap periodically. It should be changed with another
clean dress immediately after completing the preparation of dung cakes.
Careful washing of hands with soap, especially under finger nails is impo
tant.

Home Cleanliness

The house should be swept daily and kept free from flies. Chicken and
ducks are to be placed in a special room, or a chicken—house, i.e., not ti
allow them move freely around the house and transmit microbes.

The animal barn should be in a separate room in the house and its door
should be always closed.

—83— I
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Garbage and trash should be disposed off continuously and/or burned.

If there are infants in the family, their faces should be covered with alight piece of cloth to protect them from flie8 while sleeping.

Latrine Cleanliness

A major source of microbes which help in disease transmission could be the

latrine; that is why It is important to keep the latrine clean. It shouldbe washed daily and gas be poured on it, then a cover with a long handle
should be placed on the opening all the day. There must be a small con—

tamer with water for washing after defecating.
from defecating in the street. They are to be
If they are too young, a hole near the house
be filled immediately after its use. Vomit

Disease Transmission

The focus is on diseases that can be transmitted via polluted water and

food, like jaundice, diarrhea, dyzentaria, typhoid. All of these are morecommon during the summer, because of flies which transmit the microbes.

Infection

Infection can be either through excreta or vomit. The microbes of a sick
person (which carry the disease) are transferred through his excreta or

vomit.
These microbes can be transmitted to a healthy person either through:

* pollution of water by the source of these microbes;
* hand pollution by the source of these microbes;
* the sick person defecates without washing his hand8

then touches the food which others may eat; and
* the flies which carry the microbes from the excreta

food, hands or mouth of other people.

Symptoms

Symptoms of these diseases can either appear immediately, like diarrheawhich shows on the person the next day after the microbe reaches his body;or symptoms may appear after one week like dyzentaria, or after one month

like jaundice.Protection from Diseases

* Covering food from flies;* washing of hands before preparing food;
* prevent defecating in the street;
* washing of hands after defecating.
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I
HYGIENE MESSACES

The hygiene messages tackle the different themes that were selected as
focus of the Hygiene Education Program carried out by the different hygien
promoters.

Latrine Cleanliness

— Latrine opening should be covered so as to:

* avoid spread of microbes to the entire house;
* avoid bad smell;
* avoid flies and insects.

— Cleaning of latrine should be as follows:

* latrine should be washed and cleaned at least once by the end of the
day;

* pouring of water daily, possibly used water from washing clothes;
* pouring of gas around opening so as to:

— kill microbes;
— provide better smell;
— prevent files and insects.

— A container with water should be placed in latrine, to be filled and
cleaned daily,.

— Washing of hands with soap after using latrtne.

— The door to latrine should be always closed. I
In case there is no latrine in the house:

— washing the hands with soap after defecating and urinating;
— excreta should be covered with dust;
— pouring of gas to avoid bad smell.

Storing of Water Used for Drinking and Cooking I

— The water storage container should be covered so as to: 1
* avoid the pollution of water with dust while sweeping;
* avoid water pollution from pigeon remains;
* avoid water pollution from flies. I

— Cleaning of pot used fqr drawing water from container.

— Use of a long—hand pot to draw water from container to ensure that
the hands, if dirty, don’t pollute the stored water.

— Cleaning of hands before drawing water. I
— The rest of the water in the pot should be thrown outside water

storage container to avoid the transmission of microbes to the
stored water.

I
I, I

I
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Zéreeba (Animal Shed)

I — The zereeba should be cleaned periodically.
— The door to the zereeba should be always closed so as to:

* keep animals from moving into the house and spreading
their remains which are one of the major microbe sources;

I
* prevent chicken and children from spreading animal remains

into the rest of the house;

1
* prevent spread of the bad smell into the entire house;

* prevent spread of flies which transmit microbes from

I zereeba to the rest of the house. -Chicken Raising

1
— Chicken should be raised in a specific place like a hen—house to

prevent them from moving freely around the house so as to:

1
* prevent chicken from carrying dirt throughout the house;

* prevent chicken from polluting food or stored water.

I Preparing Dung Cakes

I — Careful washing of hands with soap after preparing dung cakes.— Change of galabiya immediately after completion of operation
and placing it in the sun to dry.

I — Washing of galabiya at least once a week.

I — Avoid preparing dung cakes if wounded.Food Preparation

I — Washing of hands before preparing food.
— Washing of cooking utensils before cooking.

I — Washing of vegetables one by one under running water.

I — Avoid cooking in the middle of the house in an unclean place

to avoid food being polluted from dust, chickens, etc..

— The stove should be placed away from children to prevent any
burn accidents.

— The food should be covered to avoid flies from transmitting
microbes.

i -86-
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Feeding Infants and Pre—School Age Children I
— Washing of hands before fee4ing infants.

— Wearing a clean galabiya while feeding infants. I

— Cleaning of breast before feeding infants.

— Washing of child’s face before feeding him/her.

— If the infant is not breast—fed, the milk and the feeding I

items should be boiled and never left exposed to dust or dirt.
— Washing of hands of older children before eating. I

Children’s Cleanliness

— Washing of children’s face and hands to prevent flies.

— Cleanliness of children’s dress and its periodic washing.

— Children should be accustomed to wearing shoes to prevent
accidents from walking bare—foot. -

— Children should be trained to use latrine or pot and not to
defecate or urinate in or around the house so as to:

* avoid spread of microbes in the excreta;

* preven~ chicken from carrying remains of excreta to entire

house or to food or stored water;

* Washing of hands after urinating or defecating;,

* Cleaning of child after defecating;

* Washing of hands before eating; -I
* InfaRts should be placed in a clean area and be coverd

with a light piece àf cloth to proféct them froth flies. I
Women’s Cleanliness I

— A woman should care about her personal hygiene.

— Change of gaiabiya worn during household work. I
— Washing of hands before preparing food or feeding infants.

— Washing of hands after using latrine, and after completing household I
work.

-87- I
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Home Cleanliness -

I — The house should be swept daily.
— Constant disposal of garbage and waste water.

I — Combating flies by using gas or chemicals to avoidmicrobe transmission.

I — Pouring of water to reduce dust.
— Proper ventilation of house.

I — Prevent child defecating in or around the house.

— Sweeping around the house.

I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
i -88-
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I I
Appendix 4 1

List of Audio—Visual Aids I

II

1) EnvironmentalHygiene: Water (Magnetic Board) Collier MacMilLan Visuall
Learning I

2) Home Hygiene (Magnetic Board) Collier MacMillan Visual Learning I
3) Bilharzia (Chart) — UNICEF

4) Hand Washing Practices (Chart) — UNICEF I
5) How Disease Travels (Flip—Chart)

6) Diarrhea Prevention (Flip—chart) — UNICEF

7) Prescriptions to Health (Film with Arabic script) — IDRC I
8) El—Tawaf (Film) — UNICEF

- I I

I
- I I

1
I

- I
I
1
I

-89- - I
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I Evaluation of Retained Information fromThe Training Program

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I

Sources of Microbes (N~46)

Source # %

— No answer 1 2
— Filth (garbage, waste

water, any pollution) 34 74
— Excreta & urine 20 43
— Use of polluted canal water 16 35
— Polluted food or drinking

water 13 28
— Flies 11 24
— Polluted air 2 4
— Infected wounds 1 2
—VomIt 1 2

Transmission of Microbes (N46)

Response # %

— Flies 31 67
— Contaminated food & water 27 59
— Dirty hands 13 28
— Polluted air 5 11
— Contact with sick person 5 11
— Use of polluted canal water 4 9
— Defecating without washing

hands 3 6

I
APPENDIX 5
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Protection Against Microbes (N=46)

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I

—91— - I

I
I
I

Response

— Covering food 29 63
— General cleanliness at home

and personal cleanliness 24 52
— Washing hands 19 41
— Covering drinking water 18 39
— Combating flies 13 28
— Preventing child defecation

in street
— Avoiding contact with 6 13

sick person
— Not using canal water 4 9
— Preventing defecation and

urination in canal 3 6
— Child care & cleanliness 3 6

Washing of Hands Before Attending to (N’46)

Response 1/ ¼

— Preparing food 46 100
— Feeding infants 22 48
— Eating 9 20

Washing Hands After Attending to (N46)

Response

— Latrine use
— Preparing dung cake~

30
25

¼

65
54

— House work
— Eating

26
l5~.

57
33



I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Latrine Cleanliness (N46)

Response

— No answer
— Daily cleaning
— Pouring of gas
— Making a cover for opening
— Building a door
— Putting a pot with water

inside bathroom

Health Hazards from Defecating in the Street (N=46)

Response # 7.

— Flies gather there & trans-
mit diseases 42 91

— Source of mIcrobes 10 22
— Children & chicken can touch

it & transmit diseases 7 15
— Bad smell 1 2

Protection Against Hazards from Defecating in Street (N46)

Response

— Cover excreta & sweep it
directly

— Train children to use pot
— Prevent defecation in street

//

32
22
20

¼

70
48
43

— Train children to use latrine
— Cleaning child afterwards
— Go to the field for defecatin~
— Covering food

18
9
2
1

I

39
20

4
2

~
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II

Diseases Caused from Water Contamination (N46) I I

I
I

____________________ ___ ____ I
I

~1
I
I

II

I
I

I
I
I
I

—93-- -- - -

-i
I

-II

Response # ¼

— Does not know disease names 2 4
— Gastrointestinal diseases 27 59
— Diarrhea 18 39
— Bilharzia 19 - 41
— Parasitic diseases 10 22
— Typhoid 3 7
— Malaria - 2 4

Causes for Water Contamination (N=46)

Response # ¼

— No answer 2 4

Potable Water:
— Not being covered 21 46
— Dirty hand~ 22 I 43
— Dirty container used for

storing 17 37
— Exposed to dust, pigeon

remains
— Rusted pipes

Canal Water:

16
2

35
4

— Throwing of garbage and - I

waste water in canal 24 52
— Defecating and urinating

In canal 17 37
— Dead animals thrown in canal 16 ~5
— Swimming and washing

utensils in canal 1 2



I~ - -

I Diseases Caused by Flies (N~46)

I
1
I
I
I
I _______________________
1 _______________________
I
1 ______________________
I
l _____________________
I ______________________
1
I
I
I -94-

I
I
I

Disease # 7.

— Does not know names of diseases 1 4
— Gastrointestinal diseases 27 59
— Diarrhea 21 46
— Eye diseases 15 33
— Typhoid 7 15
— Malarya 3 6
— Parasitic diseases 2 4
— Skin diseases 1 2

Reasons for Prevelance of Flies (N46)

Reason # %

— Disposal of solid waste &
sullage in streets 46 100

— Many swamps & stagnant water
points 11 24

— Defecation in Street 7 15

Diseases Caused from Using Canal Water (N46)

Disease # ¼

— Does not know names of diseases 1 2
— Bilharzia 40 87
— Gastrointestinal diseases 8 17
— Parasitic diseases 6 13
— Diarrhea 4 9
— Skin Diseases 2 4



I
Health Hazards from Dung Cakes (N=46) I

_____________________ ____ ___ 1
I
I
I

--I
I
I
I
I

______________________ _________ I
I

-I
I
I
I

—I
I
I

-I

Response ¼

— Causes of the diseases and
sources of microbes 40 87

— Causes of tetanus 13 28
— Place were flies gather and I

causes diseases 2 4
— Does not know 5 11

Hygienic Practice While Preparing Dung Cakes (N46)

Response # ¼

— Careful washing of hands with
soap afterwards 44 96

— Change of dress immediately 28 61
— Washing of dress worn during

operation 23 50
— Have a special dress for dung

cakes preparation 7 15
— Should not make dung cakes if

wounded 3 7
— Should not prepare dung cakes 1 2
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I Protection Against Bilharzia (N~46)

I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I ____________________ _____

1
I
I ___________________ _____

I __________________ _____

I
I -

1 -96-

I
I
I

Response # %

— Does not know 5 12
— Prevent use of canal water (e.g

washing, swimming) 26 57
— Prevent defecation and

urination in canal 22 48
— Periodic examination and

following treatment 9 20
— No throwing of garbage and

waste water in canal 5 12
— Prevent throwing of dead

animals 4 9
— Prevent drinking canal water 3 7
— Washing of utensils washed in

canal water with potable
water 1 2

— Boiling of canal water before
use 1 2

— Prevent walking bare—foot 1 2
— Cleaning of canals 1 2

Degree of Retainment of Information (N46)

¼ of Information
Retained # ¼

40% 11 24
50% 16 35
60% 15 33
70% 4 8

Total 46 100
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APPENDIX 6

LIST OF POLICY—MAKERS/EXECUTIVESINTERVIEWED I

* General Secretary of the governorate, general secretary of ~he markaz,

appointed directors of the village councils, elected members of th

village council, director of the Community Development ~ociety in Kaf

Shanawan, and Omda (mayor) of both villages;_

* Policy—makers on the governorate level in the Health Directorate:

Director of the Preventive Health Care Unit, Head of the Unit o

Environmental Health; person in charge of the Health Educatio

Program; person in charge of Environmental Improvement Progra

(specifically responsible for the promotion of Qalyoub pit latrin

since 1962); head nurse in charge of all the nursing staff within th

governorate; director of School Health Program, and directors o

Health Departments on the markaz level; -

- I
* Director of the So-cial Welfare Department on the markaz and vi1la~e

levels; - 1
* Representatives from the Irrigation Department at the governorate an

markaz levels; -

* Officials of the -Housing Department. - I

I

I
I
I
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Table 4
Prospective Hygiene Promoters Profile & Correspondent Training -Methodology

in Babil

I I APPEnDIX ~

I
i~egory

sr In— -
‘r fotmal

No.
of

Train-
eee

Education I Age Marital
Status

Date
of

Train-
ing

No.
of

Atten
dents

•

Trainers Training Material & Methodology1111.
Prim. Dip Univ.

Be—
low

20

20
40 41- Mar Sing

iinic
ta

I

I

I
I

I

I

-

I

I

6

~

2 4 —
I

— 6 —

I

6 — 3/3/8 4 consultants
& RT

Short presentation on envirun—
mental sanitation inside & out-
side house; disease tranamiastoT
cycles, followed by group dts—
cussion

10/6/
6

3 Consultants
& MT

Short presentation on hygiene
messages with the use of audio—
visual aids in large groups of
women, followed by group dis—
eussion

22/6/
8

6 RT Eveluetion of Retained Informs—
tion

28/7/
8

24/10

a

3

4

RT On—job training on how to use
audio—visuals in large groups
throug~h~j~~pdiscussions

RT On—job training on how to carry
out iiscussions in small groups
with possible use of audio—
visuals as illuettative tools -

ocial
nJ

1&

u r:
up v.

I

I

I

I

I

I
‘

ii — ii

I

— —

-

11 —

-

-

9 2 3/3/

8

23/3/
6

1 Consultants Short presentattnn on environ—
& MT mental sanitation inside & out-

side house; disease transmiasiol
cycles, followed by group dia—
cussion using examples from
local settings

1 Consultants
&RT

How to convey hygiene informs—
tion to lsrg~ groups of women

g/4/
a-

1

~

RT Use of audio—visuals to illust—
rate how diseases are transmit-
ted & hygiene practices that
ought to be followed. Trainees
were asked to use audio—visuals

nera —

Short presentation on hygisne
messages & the use of audio-
visuals in large groups, follow’
~Q~group discussions

Evaluation of Retained Informa—

10/6/

8

22/6/

1

1

Consultants
& MT

RT
8

T~777
a

1 MT

tioq
On—job training nn how to
out hygiens educatton using

audio—visuals
iTtö

8
10 RT On—job training on how to use

eudio—viauals & convey hygiene
messages to large groups of
women at Social Unit

24/11
8

1 RT How to relate to woman & coysmu—
nicate hygiene thessages through
face—to—face interaction in

j~Jaithborhoode

I
I

I

1 -98-
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I-
b 4 (Continued)

tegory — No.

ervic’ In— —— Train
or r, formal sea

tctucat ton

Illi.
Prim. Dip.

Age

Univ

Marital
Status

Be-
low

20

8

20- I

40 41-

Publtc
Service
Cai

4dL—
datei

Mar.

2

Sing

Date
of

Train-
ing

6

No.
of

At ten-
dents

8 8 23/2 /
8i

Trainers Training Material & Nethodology

Consultants
& MT

Short presentation on environ-
mental sanitationl inside & 001—
side house & disease transmiss-
ion followed by group discuss to;

1

I
I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

tL/3/
8

23/3/

8

g/4/
W

3

3

MT

MT

General discussion on diseases,
person-ft hygiene & env I rnltment ii
san! tat hIlT

How to relate to women & con— -

municate hygiene aess-igee in

!Q_&coups

On—jpb tralntng on how to conic)
hygiene messages using audio-
visuals in large groups. Traine-
es rehearsed hygiene messages -

using audio—visuala in presence
of trainers

2 Consultants
& MT

22/10,
8

3 MT Evaluation of Retained Informa—
tion

13/7/
8

22/Il
8

24/11
8

29/11
W

2

5

5

RT Reinforcement of how to use
audio—visuals while conveying

j

3ygiens_messages —_______

MT

RT

MT

Short presentation on general
hygiene, disease transmission
using audio—visuals. This is
foliowedbygeneraLdiscuasion

Mow to relate to women & coamu—
nicate hygiene messsges through
face—to—face interaction in
village neighborltoods_~__

Evaluation of Retrained Tnform—
ation

4

3/12,
8

—

7/12,
8

3

—

MT

——-

MT

On—job training on home visits
& recording observations per-
taining to hygienic behavioral

a-_~~~____

4 Same

16/12
8

4 MT Hygiene messages to be communi—
rated to e-irh hInt ehold depend-

ing on previous home visits and
observation

27/12
8

4 MT Same

I
I
I
I
1
I
I
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I
ile ‘t (Continued)S

~egor~

�rvic In—
r formal

No.
of

Train-
sea

Education Age Marital
Status

Date
of

Train-
ing

No.
of

Atten
dents

Trainers

-

Training Material & MethodologyIlli.
Prim. Dip Univ.

Be—
low

20

20
40 41- Mar. Sing

I
I
I
•
I

Natural
Leaders

c

3

-

‘

1

-

2 — — 3

-

—

I

3 — 23/2/

8’
3 Consultants

& MT
Short presentation on environ—
mental sanitation toe [do & out—
side house, disease transmiss-
ion cycles, followed by group
discussion

23/3/
a’

2 MT

-

Short I present it toe & dtsc,iqs 11111

on hygiene messages & use of
audio—visuals in groups of wome
or through face—tn—face communi’
cation in village neighborhoods

22/6/
8

3 MT Evaluation of Retained Infnrma—
tton

30/12
8

1 MT Use of audio—visuals to communi
cate hygiene messages to women
through face—to—face inreractio

19/1/
8

2 MT General discussion on hygiene,
disease transmission & environ—

T
I
I
I

Informe
Leaders

I

15

,

15 — — — 13 2 15 — 23/2/
8

4 Consultants
& MT

mental sanitation
1

Short presentation on environ—
mental sanitation inside & out-
side louse, disease trsnsmiasio
cycles, followed by group dis—
cussion

8/4/
8

Use of audio—visuals to illus—
trate how diseases are transmi—
tted & hygiene practices that
ought to be followed. Trainees
were1 asked to rehearse communi—
cntion of hygiene messages its—

ing audio—visuals

10/6/
8~

12 Consultants
& MT

Group discussion on diseases,
general hygiene & environmental
sanitation with sLress on

I
hygiene messages

22/6/
8~

11 MT Evaluation of Retained Informs—
tion

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Table: 2

Prospective Hygiene Promoters Prefils & Correspondent Training Methodology
in Kafr Shanswan

Cegory No.
of

r In— —— Train-
rkert formal ees

Education Age Marital
Status

Date
of

Train’
ing

Mo.
of

Attsn Trainers
dents

Training Material & MethodologyTill.
Prim. Dip. Univ.

Be—
low

20-
40 41-i Mar- Sing

7g
~

I
I
I
I
I

c

I

c 1 t 9 — 6 3 4/3/6 5 Consult:nts
& MT

Short present ittnn on environ—
mental sanit-itton inside & out—
side house, disease tr;tosmlssloi
cycles, followed hy group t1ls~
cussion,

30/3/
6

2 Consultants
& MT

On—job training nn how to rolati
to women&communicate hygiene
messages to large groups of
women with ,tso of audio—visuals

8/6/8: 9 Consultants
& MT

Short presentation & general
discussion on hygiene messages
to be communicated to women

24/6/
8

9 MT Evalustion of Retained Informs—
tion

20/7/
a:

29/li,
8’

6

4

MT On—job training on how to use
audio—visuals while communi-
cating hygiene messages to
large groups of women

MT

—

On—job training on how to com—
municate hygiene eessages
through individual counselling
with women

r

I
I
I
I

I

-

,

-

7 2

-

-

5

-

I

7

-

— 7 — 4/3/8’

30/3/
8

8/6/8

24/6/
6

4

2

3

Consultants
& MT

Short presentation ott environ—
mental senitation inside & out-
side house; disease tranamissio
cycles, followed by group dis—
cussion

Consultants On—job training on how to relat
women & communicate hygiene
messages to large groups of
women using atidio—vieuals

Consultants
& MT

Short presentation & general
discussion on hygiene messages
to be communicated to women

7 MT Evalus
1tion of Retained Informs—

tion

20/7/
8

30/9/

1

2

MT

MT

On—job training on how to use
audio—vtsuals while communi-
cating hygiene messages to
large groups of women

Same

—a_________— —_

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
is 1 (ContInued)

—
Marital
Status

211-

40 41- Mar. Sing.

19/8/ 9
8:

Trainers Training Material F. Methodology

General discussion on environ-
mental sanit-ttien Inside & out-
side house & disease transmi—
sdion cycles with use of sod to—
visuals

MT Group evaluation of audio-
visuals employed through genera,
discussion I

f.eEnrY

rvic In—
rksr formai

— I

Mo.
of

Train
- ees

Education

liii.
Prim.

Age

Dip. Univ.

Worksho’
Gir is

10

Be-
low

20

10

Date
of

Train-
ing

Mo.
of

At ten’
dents

10 3 7 4/3/8: 10 Consultants
& MT

I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1/4/8’ 9 Consultants
& MT

General discussion on hygiene
practices & hew to relate to
womeik to communicate hygiene
messages

6/4/8 6 MT Short presentation on hygiene
messages to be communicated,
followed by group discussion

8/6/8

-

9 Consultants
& MT

Short presentation & group dis—
cussion on hygiene messages to
be communicated to women within
village neighborhoods with
stress on face—to—face inter-
action

24/6/
8

10 MT Evaluation of Retained Informs—
tion

6/7/8

26/7/

8

6

MT

— —

MT

On—job training on how to use
audio—visuals in cemmuniceting
hygiene messages to women
through face—to—face Interac-
tion. Trainees are requested
to rehearse hygiene information
using the audio—visuals and
drawing examples from local
setting

Meitiforcement of hygiene mesaig
& how diseases are transmitted
through use of audio—visuals as
illustrative aids followed by
general discussion

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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11. (Continued)

fle

rvic
-

gory

In—
formal

Mo.
of

Train-
ees

Education Age Marital
Status

Date
of

Train-
ing

No.
of

Atten Trainers
dents

Training Material & MethodologyIlli.
Prim. Dip. Univ.

Be—
low

!5~
40 I 41- Mar. Sing-

20

Natural 5 4 1 — — 3 2 5 — 2/12/ 5 MT General discussion on environ—

I
Leaders - 8 mental sanitation inside & out-

side house, how diseases ar”
trensmtLted & the hygiene
messages to be communicated tn
women through face—to—face—

I
interaction

9/12/
8

5 MT Ganoral discussion on hygiene
information & how to cemmunicst

3 3 — — — 4/3/6 3

hygiene messages to women

I Informa
Leaders

3 — 3 — Consultants
& MT

General discussion on environ—
mental sanitation inside & out-
side house & disease transmi-
ssion cycles with use of audio—

I visuals

30/3/
a:

3 Consultants
& MT

On—job tralntng on how to relat
to wothen to communicate hygiene

I
-

- -

messages to large groupth of
women with use of audio—visuals

1/4/8: 3 Consultants
& MT

General discussion on hygiene
practices & how to relate to

I
- 24/6/ 3

women to communicate hygIene
messmges

MT Evaluation of Retained Informn—

I
I 8’

1

tion‘

- 20/7/
8’

MT On—job training on how to com—
municate hygiene messages to

I I

women using audio—visuals

— —

27/8/ 3 MT General dlscossio~t on hygie;ie
messages & disease transmission

I

I
I-
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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APPEMnIX 8

Table 1
HYGIENE EDUCE~TIONMETHODSIMPLE~4E~ITEDBY DIFFERENT GROUPSOF

HYGIENE PROMOTERSIN KAFR SHANAWAN

—Communication of hygiene messages to women within neighborhood of H.P.
stressing group discussion.

—Conveying hygiene information to women observed following unhygienic be—
havioral atterns

I — — — — — — — — — —

Category # of
H.P.

Method
Implemented Method of Hygiene EducationServiceTT~7~r—

Workers mal

Clinic
3

Aug—Oct.87
Communication of hygiene messages to large groups of women at the clinic
using audio—visual aids.

Jan.—March 88 Person—to—person communication of hygiene information to women at the clinic
with possible use of audio—visual aids. Individual counselling of women and
the kind of information delivered depends on each case and the type of
ailment that brought them to the clinic.

Nursery 2 Aug.—Oct.87 —Communication of hygiene messages to large groups of women who drop in or
pick up their children at the nursery using audio—visual aids and stressing
group discussion.

—Communicati~n of hygiene messages to groups of women within H.P. resident-
ial_area_using_audio—visual_aids.

3 Jan.—March 88 —Same approaches
Work—
shop

6 Aug.—Oct.87 —Communication of hygiene messages to groups of women within the nelghborhoo
of the H.?. using audio—visual atds.

—Communication of hygiene messages to women observed following unhygienic
behavioral patterns. The communication process can take place anywhere,
e.g. markets, communal bakeries, streets, fields, etc. Type of hygiene
message conveyed pertains to kind of unhygienic behavior observed.

—Communication of hygiene information to family members of H.P. and attempts
to enforce patterns of hygienic behavior, e.g. covering latrine opening,
daily cleaning up of the area in front of house, change of dress after pre—
paring dung cakes, etc.

4 Jan.—March 88 —Selection of two households within nei~borhood, observing unhygienic con-
ditions and conveying hygiene messages accordingly.

—Communication of hygiene information to women within neighboring areas
using audio—visual aids.

—Communication of hygiene information to women observed following Un—
hygienic_behavioral_patterns_in_markets,_streets,_fields,_etc.__-

CD

I-

t’Tatura:
leader~

5 Jan.—March 88

—— a— — —-— — I—
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HYGIENE EDUCATION ~4ETHODSIMPLE~1ENTEDBY DIFFERENT GROUPSOF

HYGIENE PR’MOTERS IN BABIL

Natura:
leader~

3 Jan.—March 88 —Communication of hygiene messages to women within neighborhood stressing
group discussion.

—Delivering hygiene information to women observed following unhygienic

behavioral patterns in markets, streets, fields, etc.

Cate gory
// of
H.P.

Method
Implemented

Method of Hygiene Education
~Service

Workers
Infor—
mal

Clinic 4 Aug—Oct.87
Communication of hygiene messagesto large groups of women at the clinic
using audio—visual aids.

Jan.—March 88 Discussing hygienic behavior with small groups of women at the clinic
with possible use of the audio—visual aids.

Public
ServicE
Candi—
dates

2 Aug.—Oct.87 —Communication of hygiene information to groups of women in one of the most
densely populated areas of the village using audio—visual aids.

4 Jan.—March 88 —Selection of 5 households (each H.P.) in one of the most densely populated
areas of the village, observing unhygienic conditions and behavioral
patterns and conveying hygiene messagesaccordingly.

Social
Unit

1 Aug.—Oct.87 —Communication of hygiene messagesto groups of women in one of the most
densely populated neigborhoads in the v4~llage using audio—visual aids.

LC)
CD

1 Aug.—Oct.87 —Conveying hygiene messages to women within H.P.’s neighborhood using audio—
visual aids.
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FINAL REPORT

I March to August 1988PROJECT: WOMEN, WATER, AND SANITATION (EGYPT)
Center ~!i1e: 3—P--85—0185

This final report covers findings of both the research and action corn—

ponents for the period March — August 1988 according to the established
goals of the project. These five months terminate Phase I of the project.

I
I • ATTEMPTED IMPROVEMENTS OF VILLAGE SANITARY CONDITIONS

THROUGHLOCAL PARTICIPATION

I In follow—up of the activities initiated to promote environmental sanita-tion through self—help efforts, the following steps were undertaken:

I The Polluted Canal (PC) in Babil (See Case Study No.2 in Interim Report1988).

Based on the decision reached in November 1987 in reference to the pressing
problem of the PC as stated in the Interim Report 1988 (P.30), villagers,

I representatives at the Popular Village Council (RPVC), Head of markaz Tala,

Head of the Village Council (VC), Head of Agricultural Cooperative, and

‘ Research Team (RT) reached consensus to work out a plan towards solving

some of the problems that have a direct effect on the state of the PC. The

following procedures were undertaken:

1) Solving the technical defect in the connection that supplies ‘Mesqua el-

Tamanyat’ with water — As a result of several meetings (from March 1 to

July 30, 1988) with irrigation personnel at the markaz and governorate

I levels, the head of agricultural cooperative and VC members, the irriga-tion department at the governorate level took positive steps. A

I bulldozer was sent to the village to dig out a section of the canal torepair the defect in the canal connection to allow the water to flow

again. This was accomplished on July 30, 1988.

2) Reconstruction of the canal bridge — Because of the bureaucratic proce—

dures, the request to reconstruct the canal bridge was not accomplished,
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inspite of the fact that the V.C. has already allocated LE.500 for this

purpose. RT is following up this issue with VC members, RPVC and villa—~

gers to activate this request. I
3) Building two large septic tanks as an experimental system, for sullage

disposal — Due to the following factors, the septic tanks have not yet

been built: i

— The VC purchased cement of a type different from that specified in the
design submitted by the ehgineering consultant.

— The money allocated by VC (LE.500) for the 2 septic tanks does not
cover the actual expenses, since the cost of one septic tank r4nges
between LE.400—450. Constructing only one septic tank will not be
sufficient to meet the needs of the villagers, even for experimental
purposes. I

— The agricultural cooperative sold the truck which was, supposed to be
used for the daily evacuation of the septic tanks.

— Villagers and RPVC could not reach a consensus as to the location of
the septic tanks, since none of the villagers accept building the sep-
tic tanks next to their homes.

4) Solid Waste Collection System — Despite the promise made by Head of

markaz Tala to provide Babil VC with a mule to pull the cart which in

April 1988, had been manufactured for solfd waste collection, the VC

received a note that markaz Tala will not be able to supply them with al
mule, until the markaz buys its tractors for its own use. Consequently,

the VC decided to buy a donkey, which costs less than the mule, as soon

as possible after finalizing the budget of the 1987—88 fiscal year, - -

During this period, March—August 1988, RT held several meetings with

villagers —— men and women and RPVC —— to inform them about the latest

procedures. Thereupon, many of the villagers, especially women1

expressed their concern and reservation about filling the PC and the

proposed septic tank sullage collection system. Their uneasiness cen_I
tered around:

* the fear that the septic tanks will not be regularly evacuated, espe-

cially sInce the agr[cultural cooperative sold its tractor. This, in
tuçn, will aggravate the problem of sullage collection. l

—2—
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* villagers were concerned that the VC might charge them for evacuation

expenses in addition to the regular sanitation fees they have to pay;

I and
* villagers were afraid that the VC will not be able to enforce its

authority to claim the section of the filled canal land as public

I property, hence, villagers are liable to abuse this area once it i8filled, and each will claim part of it for their own use. This might
lead to future problems between villagers.

I Villagers were therefore, of the opinion that it is better not to fill

the PC. Now that the defect in the canal connection has been repaired,

water can flow through that section of the canal. Hence, a different

plan was proposed:

* the PC should not be filled;

* the reconstruction of canal bridge should start as soon as possible;
* only sullage should be disposed in the PC, and not solid wastes;

* the solid waste collection system should be enforced as soon as
possible in order for villagers to find a means of getting rid of
their solid wastes rather than throwing it in the canal which has

I been the usual practice; and

* once the garbage collection system is reinforced, in turn the agri—

I cultural cooperative will be responsible for clearing the PC. TheVC also promised to provide 2 tractors from markaz Tala to assist in
removing the trash from the PC to allow for better water flow in the

I canal.
Currently, RT is following—up these proposed issues with villagers, RPVC

and head of VC.

I The Feasibility Study to Deal with High Water Table Problem In KafrShanawan (See Case Study No.3 in interim report)

I 1) On May 30, 1988 the engineering consultant submitted of Phase I a design
system to lower the water table. This design focuses on the establish—

I ment of a piped network to reduce the high water table. RPVC were alsonotified that the consultant is willing to design Phase II of the system

I to add a sullage treatment system and connect the whole village into thesewerage network.

I
I
I
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I
2) RT submitted this scheme to the villagers and to Kafr Shanawan VC. They~

in turn were supposed to raise the issue to the Social Development Unit

at the governorate level following the stipulated procedures. I
3) Although this project is described by RPVC of Kafr Shanawan as “an

important and vital project that should be implemented”, the designs and

the study were not presented, as agreed upon, to the governorate for

approval and for funding purposes. This is due to the fact that the PVCI
consists of 18 members, only 3 of whom are Kafr Shanawan representatives

and the rest are the spokesmen of Shanawan village. Hence, the 3 mem—I
bers could not enforce their proposed project and get a majortty vote

for it. Moreover, the head of VC was transferred to another village and

the new director did not want to antagonize the majority of RPVC.

4) Personnel at the markaz level notified Kafr Shanawan RPVC that an amount

totalling to 12.25,000 would be subtracted from their budget to cover

the expenses of the feasj~bi1ity study. Thereupon, RT interfered andl
notified the head of VC in writing that this study was made free of

charges by the consultant and that the authorites were notified to thatl
effect.

5) RT held a meeting with RPVC, mayor of Kafr Shanawan and villagers to

inform them about what had taken place. It was decided to meet with the

committee of the National Democratic Party at Kafr Shanawan to discuss

further this issue. -

6) On July 20, 1988, the above mentioned meetini was held and it was

decided to form a committee to present this whole issue to the governor.~

RT provided this committee with a technical report and the design of

Phase I of the feasibility study prepared by the consultant. The repre—1

sentatives of the area in the Peoples’ Assembly will accompany this com-

mittee on their meeting with the governor. ItT is currently following—up

this issue with villagers and RPVC. I

I
I
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CONCLUSION IN RESPECT TO ATTEMPTED IMPROVEMENTS OF VILLAGE SANITARY

CONDITIONS THROUGHLOCAL PARTICIPATION:

Efforts aiming at improving village sanitary conditions by encouraging

villagers’participation enabled the project team to design the model pre-sented below. This model reflects the scope of interrelationships and

channels of cooperation among the different concerned groups, i.e. villagemen and women, policy—makers at village, inarkaz and governorate levels,

research team and consultants.

Effective Model for Interaction ProcessesBetween Concerned Groups Aiming

at Improving Village Sanitary Conditions

I
I

This model is based on the experiences gained by the research team during

‘ the project implementation. Different approaches were te8ted on how to work

out alternative solutions with villagers and policy—makers. More so, it

addressed different sanitary problems operating in various village struc-tural settings. This wide variety enabled the research team to formulate

the above model which reflects the positive lessons learned and interaction

processes between concerned groups aiming at improving village sanitary
conditions.

I
I
I
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I
The following broad principals have proven effective in achieving the set I
goals: - I -

* Villagers are the focal point of any efforts addressing village sanitary

problems. Their awareness of the prevailing problems and their

understanding of their effects on health are preliminary first steps to

be achieved through continuous interaction between research team,

village men and women and hygiene promoters. Villagers need to

recognize the direct benefit of any proposed intervention. It is only

4 ‘then that villagers are ready to cooperate and are interested in sharing1

responsibilies towards improving village sanitary conditions.

* Participation of women is deemed essential in cothmunity efforts

addressing sanitary issues. Based on the research team experience, it

has been proven that once women are approached and guide4 they can act
1

collectively, regardless of age, educational background, status or

seniority. A viable leadership — both from within the community anal
from the outside is essential as to provide women with proper guidance

as well as mechanisms for follow—up. I
* Project members and villagers should be aware of village internal poli-

tics in order to be able to accomplish the set goals.

* The role of policy—makers cannot be bypassed in any efforts to improve1

village sanitary problems. Villagers, on the one hand, should learn how

to work their way tjirough such a complex set up. Policy—makers, on thel
other hand, should be more involved at all stages of sanitary interven—

sion. It m an on—going process of on—the—job training on how to

increase interaction and cooperation between villagers and policy—

makers. I
* Community development projects aiming at the improvement of sa~iitary

conditions pecessitates the interdisciplinary composition of the projec1

team, to be able to deal with village problems in a holistic fashion.

Such a team should include members of both sexes. Flexibility on th

I -6- 1
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part of the project team is essential in all stages of the project

design and implementation, to be able to meet the actual needs of the

I community under study.

I * An—going process of record keeping and evaluation of each step under-
taken helps formulate guide lines for other similar projects. This

I however, does not undermine the importance of acquiring baseline data ofthe setting under study before initiating any action.

* The experience gained so far confirms the fact that achieving community

development over a short time span (1—3 years) is a fallacy. It is a

I gradual long—term process, since the effort entails changes in attitudes
and behavior.

II. WATERAND SANITATION EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

In pursuit of the activities initiated during Phase I of the project in

respect to the HEP, (see Interim Report June 1988) the following tasks were

I accomplished to date:

Recruitment of Prospective Hygiene Promoters

During the period March—August 1988, eleven new candidates in Kafr Shanawan

and eight in Babil were selected and trained for theeir prospective roles

as informal hygiene promoters within their neighborhoods. This was

achieved through:

* selecting hygiene promoters from geographically different neigh—

I borhoods than the areas that were already covered by HP.
* selecting new candidates through the hygiene educational group

I meetings with women or during evaluation processes;
* a snowball technique was also adopted where already trained hygiene

I promoters led RT to others; and* selecting teachers from the primary schools to participate in the

summer clubs initiated in both villages and encouraging them to corn—

I municate hygiene messages to women within their residential areas.

I -7-
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I
Training of Prospective Hygiene Promoters I
Training material and methodology adopted with the new recruits follows the

same approaches outlined before in the Interim Report, June l~88. -

As for the training of teachers, the techniques used were somewhat dif— I
ferent, since the target are primary school children. The training pur-

posed to convey hygiene messages to children in a simple but interesting

way by using games, stories and plays as a channel for communication.

Pre—and post—training evaluation of the new recruits was administered byl

Hygiene Education Program

In carrying out the REP in both villages the same training methods have

been maintained, as an on—going activity to allow for an overall evaluation

during Phase II of the project. Other methods were introduced and are

currently being tested out. These include:

* A hygiene education approach conducted by the public service (PS) can-I

didates who complete the one—year service through their involvement in

the HEP.’ Because none of these HP are residents of the vilLage undarl
study, the education methodology is basically area—specific,. Two neigh-

borhoods in the village were selected for the out—reach program. Each

of the four HP selected 5 households as targets of the educational pro-

cess under the guidance of RT. Criteria for selection were twofold:

hygienic condition bf the households and the ease of the communication

process depending on the acceptance of HP by household members. The

flow of information on hygiene between recipients and other women in thel
neighborhood was enhanced due to ongoing social interaction and face—

to—face communication between neighbors. This In its turn expanded thel
scale of the out—reach program carried out by the recipients of hygiene

education. I
* The hygiene education approach adopted by those HP depended pr~imarily o

intensive observation and communication. Each of the s~lected house

-8- I
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I holds was visited over a 3—week period so that the HP could develop rap-

port with its members. Meanwhile, the HP observed all practices related

1 to hygiene and recorded these. After this preliminary observation
period the areas where hygiene information should be directed were

determined according to the actual situation of each case. These

included hygienic practices related to latrine cleanliness, making a

I door to zeereba, hygienic water storage, hygienic raising of chicken andhome cleanliness. The selected hygiene messageswere communicated to

I each household was over 5 months, during which time the HP paid weeklyvisits to these households. Only one message was conveyed at a time.

When the HP were assured that the recipients had retained the initial

I information and adopted the proposed hygienic practice, then they moved
to the next message and so on. Every now and then reinforcement of the

I message was undertaken and this was accompanied by observation of any
changes in practices. The reasons for not adopting the suggested

I hygienic practices were sought in cases where the recipiants showedreluctance to follow them. RT accompained HP on bi—weekly visits to the

I selected households. Field reports to document details of the educa-tional process were supplied by the HP to evaluate the program regu-

larly.

I
* In conjunction with the above mentioned educational approaches, RT

I decided to intensify efforts in respect to the hygiene education program
during the summer months when the prevalence rate of certain diseases ~

I among children is very high, especially in respect to water bornediseases, i.e. gastrointestinal and eye diseases as well as exposure to

I bilharzia. Furthermore, the orientation of these approaches takes intoconsideration that there are existing environmental factors in the

l village during the summer months and that have an effect on diseasetransmission. Among these environmental factors are more breeding of
flies and insects; women preparing dung cakes more often; children

1 swimming in canals; the hot and dusty weather which may increase the
rate of disease transmission.

I
I
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Training was accomplished through the following processes: I

* Group meetings in the different village, neighborhoods were arranged b)TI

RT to discuss and communicate hygiene practices to small groups of women

(6—12) and to point out how poor environmental conditions relate

directly to health hazards. These gatherings allowed more village women -

to be introduced to the project and its activities. They also served as

a means for mobilizing more women to take an active role in improving

village sanitary conditions.

I
The RT experimented with two methods of communicating hygiene infor—

matioti to women during these gatherings. On the one hand, a Publicl
I-iealth specialist presented educational material to women which was then

followed by group discussion to relate this information to their daily

practices. The objective of this approach was to convey a substantial

amount of hygiene information to women.

The second method employed did not require the presence of a public

health specialist. The kind of information communicated to womenl
depended on the situation and how the discussion developed. The target

here was not the quantity of health promoting information that womenl
received, rather it was an attempt to raise women’s awareness as to the

unhygienic practices (such’ as those related to infant feeding, breeding

places for flies, food handling, and preparation of dung cakes) they

might be following. This was achieved though group sharing of indivi-

dual experiences. -~The role of RT in this respect was centered around

opening up the discussion which stressed the constraints of the environ-

ment and then encouraged women to speak up. The stress was laid bn thel
connection , between these poor unhygienic practices and disease

transmission. Collectively, corresponding hygienic practices were iden1

tified and promoted.

* During the peak of the summer months (June—September) educational

sessions by the public health specialist, depending primarily on group

interaction and discussions, were held at the clinics, during thi
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I waiting period for mothers who attended the clinic either for child

immunization or for treatment, as well as for mothers attending the nur-

sery. The groups varied in number (8—20 women). Each month one theme

was tackled in detail by the public health specialist as a demonstration

for the service workers (clinic and nursery staff) who followed—up onthat theme during their regular weekly hygiene education sessions to

I women. These sessions were also planned as a demonstration for the phy-sicians at the health clinics, where they were encouraged to play a

I substantial role in promoting preventive health behavior in the com-munity during the summer months.

The topics discussed during these four sessions were selected in con-
sultation with the doctors at the clinics depending on the most

I frequently referred cases of diseases. These included: breeding of
flies and how they transmit diseases; causes and protection from eye

I diseases; proper handling and preparation of food especially in relationto infant feeding, and causes and prevention of bilharzia.

Audio—visual aids (e.g. magnetic boards, flip charts, and films) were

employed during these educational sessions to clarify and illustrate the

I information communicated to women.

I Initiating A Summer Club at the Primary Schools

I Another target of the HEP were primary school children in the fourth, fifthand sixth grades. The choice of this age—group as recipients as well as

communicators of hygiene information within their surrounding rested on the

following assumptions:

I * children play a key role in promoting health behavior in their fami-lies, among peer groups, and within their surroundings. Hence, their
role in promoting community health cannot be overlooked.

I * children, especially girls, assume great responsibilities in householdactivities as well as in attending to younger siblings.

I * this age—group (9—12 years) is believed to be more receptive to changein knowledge, attitudes and behavioral patterns, thus the summer club
aims at helping children learn about preventive health care, develop

I -11-
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their self—reliance and give them the chance to assume greater respon—j
sibilities towards their own health, their family and community
health. I

Being in line with recent governmental policy of encouraging the youth and

children to take an active role in improving local surroundings, the mi_I
tiation of the summer clubs represented one of the first experiments in the

governorate where efforts at the village—level were directed to encourage

the participation of children in promoting environmental sanitary con-

ditions. Working through the existing educational Institution was intended

to allow for replication of this experiment once It proved effective in

promoting community health. Therefore, policy—makers in the Ministry of

Education were approached in planning the summer clubs in both schools. Al
team of school teachers was appointed by the head masters, research team

had no say as to the selection. Participanting teachers were trained

by the consultants and RT to carry out the activities of the summer club.

The RT guided, monitored and evaluated the program.

The surer club was opened in two of the primary schools during the months -

of July and August — meeting twice a week for a pe4od of three hours (See

Appendix, I for program of summer club).

A total of six teachers were trained and participated in the summer club at

~each school, attending to approximately 100 children in Babil and 80 in

Kafr Shanawan. I

Although the intention was to have 1:3 ratio of boys to girls, the cl4 had

an almost equal number of boys and girls.

The theme of “Health and Environment” was selected as the focus of thej

summer clubs. Determining the hygiene information to be ‘communicated to

children was based on findings obtained from interviews with a total of 2301
students from the different primary grades. I

The hygiene messages conveyed to the children focused on:

* the meaning of environmental sanitation and how to achieve it;

* personal hygiene;

J
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* home cleanliness;
* food handling and nutrition;

* prevention and control of diseases.All the messages communicated to children at the summer club were \ ~

transmitted indirectly through drawings, games, songs, recounting stories,acting plays, readings, and using simple audio—visual aids. All related to

topics of personal and environmental hygiene. Group discussion was adoptedas a channel of conveying hygiene messages. The material made available for
children’s use at the summer clubs was intended to be very simple, inexpen—

sive and available within their environment. This was meant to make it
cost—effective for possible replication in other schools.

Evaluation of the Summer Club Activities

Based on the evaluation of summer club activities the following results
were obtained:

* Children have acquired some information on subjects related to

hygienic practices and how they have a direct bearing on health.

I Discussions with groups of summer club participants and results of the
interview schedules revealed that they were started to grasp the con—

I nection between some of their unhygienic practices and disease
transmission (e.g. eating unclean food from peddlers, washing of hands

I prior to eating and after defecating, swimming in the canals leadingto bilharzia, how flies transmit diseases and the health hazards that

might accrue from the garbage piles in the streets).

* Some of the children reported that they have already started enforcing

I hygienic behavioral patterns at their homes. This was also conveyed
to RT by their parents. One of the mothers in Kafr Shanawan commen—

ted:

I
ç~ “My daughter does not allow any of us to drink from the

I same glass of water as she explained this can transmit‘ diseases from one person to another. She also pays more
attention to keeping all the water bottles and the kulla

I -13-
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covered to prevent flies from standing on it. She once - 1

[abserved me preparing tunch without washing my hands I
~efore and she made a fuss over it.”

Another woman in Babil said;

(/(“What have you done to my daughter? She does not’allow -~

~ ( any of us to sit for lunch before washing hands, even if 1±1
“4~hey look clean. When I told her that our hands are not

dirty she replied that we cannot see the microbes, but -

they are there and may lead to illness.” I -

* Furthermore, some of the children explained they have been conve~in~~

hygienic information acquired at the club to their siblings (e.g.

washing of hands after playing in the streets) to their older sisters

(e.g. how to attend to latrine cleanliness), and to their mothers (the

importance of changing garments after preparing dung cakes).

* Children at the summer club were observed to have followed some of the

practices related to personal hygiene, i.e. after playing at recessl
most of them insisted on washing their hands; they stopped buying food

from the peddler in front of the school; most of them paid more atten_I
tion to the, cleanliness of their clothes and body. I

* Children were given the chance to demonstrate what environmental sani-

tation implied by participating in campaigns for school and village

cleanliness. Many of them showed an interest in displaying ço the

public their contribution to community welfare. Some of them also

explained’ that thpy assisted in maintaining home cleanliness ançl itsi

surrounding by sweeping in front of their homes and collecting garbage

for burning or later disposal. I
“One of the main achievements of the summer club was
demonstrating to the children how to maintain the -

cleanliness of their surroundings. Observing their
teachers and the project team cleaning their school and - -

the village streets with them encouraged them to par-
ticipate and changed their attitude toward such a prac-
tice which they used to believe is menial and degrading.
The cleaning campaigns had a positive effect not only on
children, but the whole community who observed the

-14- I
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practice and encouraged it. , People said that this was
the first time children learned how to care about
something beyond their personal interests.”

I * The teachers’ evaluation stated that the methods employed in com-municating hygiene information to children were most effective in

dealing with that age group (9—12 years). From the teachers’ perspec—

I tive, such in—service training provided them with new teaching skills
that they may incorporate in their regular academic year, e.g. use of

I simple audio—visual aids, how to relate information to the children’s
their surroundings, diffusion of information in an indirect but

interesting way to children at school.

I * Replication of the summer club was highly recommended given the posi-tive results that were obtained from this first experiment. A

detailed plan of work would be submitted to policy—makers at the

I governorate and markaz levels. The broad guidelines for such an
institutionalization of the summer club program at primary schools are

I currently being prepared collectively by RT and teaching staff of both
schools. Moreover, the experience of the summer clubs opened the

I channel for spreading the HEP into the schools through the existingeducational body. Such an activity and expansion of the HEP into a

I new field (i.e. school—children) is planned for Phase II of the pro-ject. However, this activity could be proposed as a project onto

itself, with specialized training courses, methodology and material.

I Evaluation of the ilygiene Education Program* The same evaluation procedures were followed with respect to the bene—

I ficiaries from the HEP carried out by the clinic and nursery staff andinformal HP in both villages.

I * Indepth household interviews carried out by PS candidates in Babil
allowed for treating each household as an individual case study. This

I allowed for systematic observation and periodic evaluation by RT and
HP of each case separately to determine the effectiveness of this

I training method.

I
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* Subsequent home visits by RT to women participants in group meetings 1

determined the effectiveness of this method. Periodic home visits to

the beneficiaries of this training is an on—going activity. I
* The activities of the summer club were evaluated collectively by the

RT and participating teachers through discussions and the submission

of a final report. An evaluation sheet was also designed and admi-

nistered by RT to 30 students from each club. Observations and

discussions with participants and their parents also contributed to

the evaluatioh of the summer clubs. I
Results of the Evaluation are as follows:

* During the period Feb. — July 1988, a total of 255 women in both villa-

ges received hygiene education from service workers and informal hygiene

promoters (see table 1). A total of 54 cases (22%) were selected as a

sample for evaluation. I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
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Table 1 : Women Beneficiaries from the Hygiene
Education Program

Category of
HP

MONTHS
TOTAL

4
T S

Feb. March__April~ May June Julj~
T S T S T S T S T S T S

Kafr Shanawan

32
3

16
—

9

6
1
3

2

13
J-
7
3

21

3
1
1
1

4

20
—

—

20

4
—

—

5

6
—

17

1
—

4

4
6

15

1
1

2

24
6

32

6
2

6

99
16
23

3

114

21
5
4
1

23

Clinic
Nursery
Natural leaders
Workshopgirls

Babil

Clinic

Total 60 12 45 10 40 23 5 25 4 62 14 255 54

I The majority of the recipients of hygiene messages (94%) are in the agegroup of 20—49 years. Almost all of the women are married (94%) and (91%)

are illiterate.

Only 19 cases stated the communicated messages were new information to

‘ them, while (65%) explained that they had prior knowledge of the com-

municated messages, with (25%) of the latter having access to this Infor—

I mation from other HP, especially at clinics. The rest have had access tosuch information from media broadcasts, especially TV and radio which

disseminate hygiene information intensively as part of the National

I Rehydration Campaign.

One woman commented:

“The information they explain might not be new; however, it

reminds us of what we ought to do and helps us always be aware of
our behavior.”

As indicated in the 1988 Interim Report, the clinic staff continued to be
the most effective category in bringing about a change in health related

I
I
I
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I
behavior. From a total of 54 cases, (48%) of the beneficiaries stated

change in unhygienic practices, with (85%) of these having ‘received hygiene

educational sessions at the clinics. Types of promoted health Practicel
centered around infant feeding (10 cases), hand washing practilces (6 cases),

latrine cleanliness (4 cases) as well as hygienic measures In food prepara

tion, child care and home cleanliness.

Those who reported no change in behavior (28 cases) explained that they havi

been already following these hygienic practices before participating in the

educational sessions. As one woman stated:

“We tended to follow these practices even before we listened to
what they explained in the clinic. However, now we pay more
attention to how we do things, especially washing of hands and
cleaning of vegetables.”

Another woman added:

“Although we know all what they have been telling us at the cli— -

nic, we should be grateful to them since they care about the
health of our children and remind us always of how to protect
them from diseases.” I

* The approach in Babil through the Public Service candidates proved

very effective in promoting health practices. Only one of the 201
selected cases in one neighborhood was a household consisting of three

different families sharing one residence that seemed reluctant to

adopt any of’ the communicated messages in their daily life. Each of

the women approached felt it quite difficult to change any of her

behavioral patterns as competition ruled among co—residents~1

Conflicting perceptions and the desire to maintain things as they

were, to reduce disputes among wives, did not encourage any of the
--

women to take the initiative of changing practices.

On the other hand, the remainder of the households in that same neigh-

borhood accepted most of the hygiene messages and changed practices

accordingly.’ The reported hygienic practices that were promoted

ranged, from those related to latrine cleanliness, (i.e. covering

latrine opening with any available object, pouring a few drops of

-18- 1
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gasoline and washing it daily), water storage (i.e. covering water

storage container and washing it on a regular basis, careful washing

of hands and change of garment after preparing dung cakes, raising
chickens in a specified place in the house as well as building a door

to the zereeba or using any other object to keep animals from moving
into the house. One of the PS indicated in her final report:

“Most of the households have improved a lot in respect to their
hygienic condition. An observable change can be noticed, even‘ by simply looking at the cleanliness of the house and the
children. It seems that women have really benefitted from the
hygiene education they have received. Such benefit is not only

I confined to the household where we have been communicating abouthygiene, but to neighbors as well, who imitated our women inadopting new practices.”

A further significant indicator as to the effectiveness of this approach

I was the ability of women recipients to comprehend the connection betweenunhygienic practices and the prevalance of diseases, a relation they became

aware of even if it transcended the specific messages they have received.

I
“After the consecutive visits, Sadiya seemed to care more and

more about anything that related to cleanliness, even if it
appeared to be very trivial. She cares for her family with the

I understanding that any pollution, whatever its source, could be
very harmful to the health of her children. From this

I understanding arose her meticulous care for the cleanliness ofher house and children.”

I
I In the second residential area where this group of HP are pur8uing the sameapproach in disseminating hygiene information, the educational process is

still underway. Findings are not yet conclusive, though some indicators

show that similar positive results might be obtained.

I
On the whole, one can deduce that the success of such an approach can be

attributed to the intensive nature of the educational process. The weekly

I -19-
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‘I
visits to the women recipients allowed the TIP to continuously repeat the

‘hygiene messages to women until it was established that these messages were

retained. It also helped to develop relations on a personal basis between

the HP and recipients of hygiene education which facilitated the com-

munication process. The HP were perceived as more educated and

knowledgeable and this in its turn encouraged women t’o trust them and adopt

some of the promoted hygienic practices. Consequently, women adopted the

promoted practices once they became aware of the health hazards associated

with unhygienic practices.

CONCLUSIONIN RESPECT TO TEE WATERAND SANITATION EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

Based on the follow—up and evaluation of the HEP to date the following

conclusions can be drawn:

* Recruitment and training of further prospectIve HP continues to be an on-

going activity to enable the expansion of scale of the REP. This is an

objectiifre to be achieved during Phase II of the project.

* Various recruitment methods of further HP are being currently tested.

However, it has been proven that a snow—ball technique and a

neighborhood—based recruitment system can serve better the function of

selecting interested and competant HP as well aS allowing for the expan-

sion of the HEP.

* A more indepth and overall evaluation of all HP approaches pursued is

planned during Phase’ II of the project.

* A systematization of the HEP carried out by informal HP will be worked I
out during Phase II of the project. One suggested strategy is to select~

and train an informal leader to take over the follow—up and evaluation I
processes of the program. Such an activity is being currently experi-

mented in Kafr Shanawan.

* Efforts will be directed during Phase II to evaluate and institutionalize

the REP carried out by public service candidates. First this requires

-20- p I
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I
negotiations with the responsible aministrative body for their continuous

recruitment to carry out the HEP. RT and policy—makers will identify the

I institutional structure that would be responsible for their training,
follow—up and evaluation. A package program will be prepared and shared

I at length with policy—makers to modify the PS system to include HE as one
of its serivce fields.

* Negotiations with policy makers in the different sectors, i.e., Social

I Affairs, Local Govornment, and Health Departments at the governorate andmarkaz levels are underway and planned to continue during Phase II of

the project. This would get the various sectors involved in the

I training, follow—up and evalpation of the HEP carried out by the nursery
staff and at the health units in the villages. A package program will be

1 prepared and shared with policy—makers as a guideline for the spread ofthe HEP in other villages.

I
I
I I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I I —21—
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APPENDIX I

American University In Cairo Women, Water and Sanitation
Social Research Center December 1987

I
I Ir~terview Schedule p

I forService Workers in the Educational Sector
Teachers

I
I Village : AgeName : Year:Degree Obtained:

Occupation

Residence :

I i. What are the evnironmental sanitary problems in the village?
2. What are your proposed solutions to these problems?

3. What does environmental sanitation mean to you?

I ~ What are the most common diseases among children in the village?5. What are the main causes of these diseases?

I 6. If the students do not wash their hands with soap, do you thinkthey will become more vulnerable to diseases?

I YesL4 No ___

How?

I
7. What are the sources of microbes that cause diseases?

I ___ ___

I
Know ___ Does notknow LI
What are these sources?

I 8. How can one protect himself against the microbes that cause diseases?

Know ___ Does notknow I-ET
1 w
321 121 m
323 121 l
S
BT

—t How?

I -22-
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I
9. Are there any health hazards from poorly kept latrines?

Know ) Does not know 3

I Like What?
10. How can one protect himself against bilharzia?

11. Can school children have a role in improving village sanitaryconditions?

Yes ____ No _____

I How?
12. What school grades are you responsible for teaching?

13. What course do you teach? (if the course is related to hygiene)
14. What are the themes and topics discussed in this course? (state

I in details)
15. Is this course part of the curriculum assigned by the Ministry

I or the teacher in charge is responsible for planning it?16. Are you responsible for any other activities at school?

I Yes ____ No ____

If Yes:
17. What is the activity you are in charge of?

18. How many students participate in that activity?

I
19. How frequent and when do you meet to carry out this activity?

20. Do you employ any audio—visual aids?

I YeSL ~ No[

I What are these?21. What is the program of this activity group?

22. Who is in charge of designing the work plan of this activity?
23. Do you encounter any problems in carrying out this activity?

I ___ ___

Yes ____ No ____

I What problems do you face?

l -23-
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24. What are your suggestions’as to the improvement of the activity? I
25. Is it possible to renovate the activity without consulting with

higher authorities?

26. Do you hold a summer club at the school?

Yes~j No ___

27. Is it possible to hold a summer club at the school?

Ye’s~j No IJTI I
28. If a summer club is held at the school evolving around the theme of -

hygiene, what topics and activities can be covered?

29. Who among the teaching sta~ff can supervise activities carried out -

at th~ summer club?

1
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

p I
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I
Results of Teachers’ Interview Schedule

1 (1) Interviewees by Village (N—53)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Village %

Babil 31 58
Kafr Shanawan 22 42

Total 53 100

(2) Age of Interviewees (N-’53)

Age Group # %

20—29 12 23
30—39 23 43
40—49 14 26
50+ 4 8

Total 53 100

(3) Educational Degrees Obtained by Interviewees (N~53)

I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I

Educational Degrees # %

Educational diploma
Technical diploma
Agricultural diploma
Nursing diploma
Than. Amma
Public service diploma

24
23
11

2
2
1

45
24
21

4
4
2

Total 53 100

(4) Position at School (N—53)

Position # %

Teacher
School Headmaster
School health visitor
Other

40
5
2
6

76
9
4

11

Total 53 100

I -25-



(5) Residence (N53)

—26—

I
-I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1

Residence # %

In village -

Out of village
28
25

58
47

Total 53 100— —

I
1
I
I

(6) Perceived Sanitary Problems (N~53)

Sanitary Problems # —,

No problem 6 11
Disposal of garbage, sullage &

manure in streets 21 40
Lack of a sewerage system 16 30
Other non—sanitary constraints 16 30
Improper child care 8 15
Polluted stretch of the canal 8 15
Frequent water cut—offs & poor

condition of piped network 6
High ground water table 5
Frequent electricity cut—offs 5
Polluted canals 4
No answer 1

(7) Perceived Solutions to Sanitary Problems

11
9
9
8
2

(N=53)

Preceived Solutions

No problem
Village Council should solve

all sanitary constraints
Establish solid’ waste & sullage

collection systems
Solutions to non—sanitary prob1em~
Establish a sewerage system
Fill the polluted stretch of

the canal
Carry out hygiene education

programs
Improve the piped water network
Regulate the construction of

septic tanks in the homes
Villagers should be responsible

for solid waste disposal &
cleanliness

No solutions

#

6

13

11
10

9
.

6

6
2

2

1
6

%

11

25

21
19
17

11

11
4

• 4

2
11



I
(8) Prevailing Diseases Among Children (N53)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
1
I
I

Diseases /I %

No diseases 1 2
Bliharzia 22 42
Respiratory 16 30
Gastrointestional 11 21
Malaria—Dephtary—Sinallpox,

Measles 8 15
Parasitic diseases 7 13
Mums 5 9
Eye diseases 2 4
Skin diseases 2 4
Anaemia 2 4
Does not know 2 4

(9) Causes of Diseases (N’53)

Causes # %

No diseases 3 6
Unhygienic environment (garbage,

feces, sullage in the streets 24 45
Use of canal water 16 30
Lack of health awarness 10 19
Lack of child care 10 19
Unhealthy food (polluted, un

coverd) 7 13
No personal hygiene 4 8
No proper nutrition 2 4
No proper ventilation 2 4

1 (10) Vulnerability to Diseases from Dirty Hands (N53)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Response # %

Not vulnerable to diseases 2 4
Dirty hands carry microbes

which transmit diseases 26 49
Lead to gastrointestional dis. 19 36
Lead to eye diseases 2 4
Does not know 4 7

—27—
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(11) Microbe Sources (N=53) 1

Sources
7:b %

Does not know 3 6
Disposal of sullage & solid

waste in the streets 19 36
Spread of swamps & stilled

water points 17 32
Polluted food and water 12 23
Flies and mosquitoes 7 13
Lack of personal hygiene 6 11
Dusty environrrtent 6 11
Contaminated canal water 5 9
Polluted air 4 7
Human and animal remains &

excreta p 3 6

(12) Protective Measures Against Microbes (N=53)

R.e~ponse — -

Does not know 1 2
General hygiene in streets & ‘

homes 28 53
Personal hygiene 22 42
Covering food & water & washing

vegetables 11 21
Carry out hygiene education 7 13
Washing hands from any pollutio 6 11
Filling canals 6 11
Prevent use of canal water 2 4
Combating flies 1 2
Prevent child defecation in

street 1 1

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

(13) Vulnerability to Diseases from Dirty Latrine8 (N~53)

Response # %

Does not know 4 8
Full of microbes that transmit

diseases ‘ 18 34
Lead to parasitic diseases 18 34
Bilharzia from walking bearfoot

or defecating in place of
another 8 15

Place for flies which transmit
microbes & diseases 7 13

Bad smell & microbes spread in
the air & pollute it 6 11

Lead to gastrointestinal
‘diseases 7 3

I
I
I
I
I

-28- - 1
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(14) Protective Measures Against Bilharzia (N53)

I
I
I
I
I

Response 1/ %

No use of canal water (swiming
& washing) 25 47

No walking bearfoot 23 43
No drinking of canal water 13 25
Treatment of those inflicted &

regular examination 8 15
No urinating or defecating in

canals/streets 6 11
No eating of polluted food 5 9
Combating snails in canal 1 2

Staying away from polluted area~ 1 2
More care for nutrition 1 2
Staying away from swamps 1 1

(15) Role of Primary School in Sanitary Improvements (N53)

I
I
I
I
I
I

Role il %

No role for children 4 8
Carry out hygiene education

programs among children 30 57
Chilren could spread hygiene

knowledge in their homes 14 26
Children could participate in

campaigns to improve sanitary
canditions in school & villag 13 24

Train children on proper
hygiene practices 13 24

Carry out hygiene education
among children’s parents 3 6

Participate in collective
efforts with the village
youth club 2 4

(16) Interviewee Being Responsible for School Activity Groups (N53)

I
I
I
I
I
I

Responsibility for Activity
Group if ¼

Yes
No

45
8

-

85
15

Total 53 100
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(17) Responsibility for Setting Program of Activity Group (N53)

Response ¼ —

Not responsbile of any activity
group 8 15

Interviewee himself 36 68
Higher authorities 9 17

Total 53 — 100

(18) Problem Confronting Activity Groups (N53)

Role #_ %

Not responsible any activity
group 8 15

No problem confronted 25 47
Lack of funds & rescources 12 23
No sufficient time 7 13
Lack of space 6 11

1
I
I
I

—I
I
I

(19) ApprovIng the Establishment of Summer Club (N~53) I
Response ¼

Yes
No - -

41
11

79
19

Total 53 100—

I
I
1
I
I
1
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I

—31—

(20) Proposed Program for Summer Club (N”53)

Response if 7.

Not approving idea of summer
club 11 19

No suggestions 7 13
Seminars & group discussions

relating religion to hygiene 19 36
Sport activities & games 10 19
Open library 7 13
Use of audio—visulas 5 9
One—day campaigns for cleaning

village streets 4 8
On—job training about hygienic

practices & manufacturing
baskets for garbage disposal 3 6

Vocational training 2 4
Visits to some areas in the

village to carry out hygiene
education among residents 2 4

Short plays & drawing posters
on the issue of hygiene 2 4



American University in Cajro
Social Research Center

APPENDIX Ii

Women, Water and Sanitation
January 1987

1

Village:

Name of School:

Wame:

Grade:

Babil 1II1~

Sex: Male

4th grade jJ 5th grade LIII

Kafr Shanawan

Female

6th grade 3J

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

2. In your opinion when we describe another student as nice a1nd clean
looking, how would he/she appear like?

3. When should we wash our hands with soap? (this requires probing)

before attending to: after attending to

4. Do you think the latrine at school is clean?

,Cleanf~ Not cieanLIj

Interview Schedule
for

Primary School Children

1. Are you a member in any of the following activity groups at the school:

School News group Yes No

Religious group Lilt [1111
Hygiene group - LIII [11111
Art group LIII [1111
Home Economic group LIII LII
Media & Broadcasting
group JIlIlI

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
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I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
1
I

5. In case of not clean: In your opinion, what can we do to keep it
clean?

6. Do you think village streets are clean? clean LII not clean LIII
7. In case of not clean: In your opinion, what can we do to keep it

clean?

8. Do you think the following items can cause or transmit diseases?

Transmit Disease
How

Yes No

Garbage
Flies
Mosquitoes
Sullage
Canal water
Unwashed vegetables
Uncovered food
Animal excreta
Child fects

9. Where did you receive this information from?

a. Family members: Father LII Mother LII Sibling LIII
Other (specify) LII

b. At school: TeacherLIII School Health Visitor

Friends LIII
10. Have you suffered from bilharzia?

doesn’ t know Yes LII No LIII
In case of yes: Did you take any medical treatment?

Yes U No LIII
Where?

Ha~�you been cured

Cured LIII
or are you still being treated medically?

Receiving medical treatment

—33—
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I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I

Il. Do you know bilharzia symptoms?

Knowcj Does not know

What are these?

12. Do you know how one catches bilharzia?

Yes No

How?

13. How can we protect Ourselves against bilharzia?

—34—



Results of Primary School Children
Interview Schedule

Village No. ¼

Kafr Shanawan
Babil

90
140

39
61

Total 230 100

(1) Village (N230)

(2) Schools (N~23O)

I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I

School No. ¼

Shanawan Girls 50 22
Shanawan Boys 40 17
Babil Girls 30 13
Abou Salem 60 26
Shahid Garnll 50 22

Total 230 100

(3) Sex (N—23O)

Sex No. ¼

Male 110 48
Female 120 52

Total - 230 100

(4) Educational Grade (N—230)

Grade No. ¼

Fourth 80 35
Fifth 70 30
Sixth 80 35

Total 230 100
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‘p 1
(5) Garbage/Disease Relation (N 230) i

I
I

II

I
I
I

_________________________ ____ ____ I
I
I
I

___________________________ ____ ____ I
____________________________ _____ _____ I

~1
~1
•1

I
___________________________ _____ _____ I

-36- - I
I’

Response No. %

No relation between garbage & diseases 2 1
Does not pknow 28 12
Flies stand on garbage & transmit

diseases p 154 67
If we touch garbage while waling or

playing 19 8
Garbage smells bad 7 3
Garbage transmits diseases 7 3
Garbage may contain glass that wounds us 4 2
Garbage pollutes streets 4 2
It is dusty 3 1
Garbage is a place for breeding flies 2 , 1

- Total 230 100

(6) Flies/Disease Relation (N 230)

Response No. ¼

No
Does not
F1ie~
Flies
Flies

transmit
Flies

diseases
Flies

relation between flies & diseases
know

transmit disease
stand on face & transmit diseases
stand on garbage then on us &

diseases
stand on garbage & transmit

by standing on food
stand on food & transmit diseases

2
24
41
62

47

18
15

1
10
18
27

20

8
6

pTotal -- 230 - 100

(7) Mosquitoes/Disease Relation (N = 230)

Response No. %

No relation between mosquitoes & disease5
Does not know
Mosquitoes bite us & suck blood
Mosquitoes bite us, suck blood &

transmit diseases from one person to
the other

14
51
79

36

6
22
34

16
Mosquitoes

&
Mosquitoes
Mosquitoes
Stands

ransmit

stand on garbages then bite u~
transmit diseases

transmit diseases
stand on our food

on garbage then on our food &
diseases

25
19

4

2

11
8
2

1

Total 230 100



1
(8) Polluted Water/Disease Relation (N230)

I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Response No. 7. 1

No relation be between polluted water &
diseases 8 3

Does not know 56 24
When we get in contact with polluted

water we catch diseases 50 22
Polluted water is a place for breeding

flies 49 21
Polluted water transmits diseases 34 15
When in contact leads to bilharzia 11 5
Flies contact leads polluted water &

diseases 9 4
Polluted water dirties streets 7 3
Polluted water has bad smell 6 3

Total 230 100

(9) Canal/Disease Relation (N 230)

Response No. 7.

No relation between canal water &
diseases 3 1

Does not kdnow 6 3
We catch bilharzia by using canal water 131 57
When we use canal water (swiming, wash—

&idrinking) we catch diseases 38 17
Canals are a place for garbnage disposal 28 12
Canal water contains microbes 16 7
Canals are a place for breeing flies

because of garbage disposal 4 2
When we use canal water we catch all

microbes in it 4 2

Total 230 100

I -37-
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I
(10) Unwashed Vegetables/Disease Relation (N230) I

Response No. ¼

No relation between unwashed vegetables
& diseases 3 1,

Does not know 38 17
Dirty vegetables are covered with dust 110 48
Dirty vegetables lead to stomach aches 28 12
Flies stand on dirty vegetables 24 10
Dirty vegetables contain microbes 11 5
Dirty vegetables lead to diseases 8 3
The microbes and dust on it lead to

stomach aches 4 2
Flies that stand on it transmit diseases

and microbes 4 2

Total 230 100

(11) Uncovered Food Disease Relation (N230)

—Response No. ¼

No relation between uncovered food &
diseases 4 2

Does not know 20 9
Flies that stand uncovered food &

diseases p
Uncovered food is spoiled 9 4
Uncovered food leads to diseases 5 2
Uncovered food is full with dust 4 2

Total 230 100

(12) Manure/Disease Relation (N230)

Response No. ¼

No relation between manure & diseases 11 5
Does not know 61 27
Flies stand on manure & transmit

disease to us 61 27
Manure smells bad 38 17
If we touch it (play, walk) microbes are

transmitted to us 35 15
9Manure contains microbes 20

Leads to diseases 4 2

Total —- 230 100

I
I
I
I
I
I
—I
I
I’
I
-i
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
1 (13) Fecas/Disease Relation (N—230)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I _____________ ______

I
1
I _______________

I
I _______________ ____ ____

I
I
I
I
I
1
I

Response ~No. ¼

No relation between fecas & diseas 13 6
Does not kdnow 49 21
Fecas is a place for breeding flies 55 24
When we touch it we catch diseases 31 14
Flies that stand on it transmit diseases 29 13
Fecas smells bad 24 10
Fecas is a source for disease transmitio 7 3
Fecas pollutes streets and this increase

the number of flies 5 2
Fecas leads to bilharzia 3 1

Total 230 100

(14) Source of Information (N 230)

Source No. ¼

Does not know 2 1
Teacher 199 87
Mother 155 67
Father 139 60
Siblings 34 15
School Health Visito 80 35
Grandparents 6 3
Friends 4 2

(15) Membership in Activity Groups (N — 230)

Activity Group No No. ¼

Health Group 22 10 208 90
Religious Group 22 10 209 90
Hygiene Group 31 13 199 87
Art Group 14 6 216 94
Home Economics Group 29 13 201 87
News Group 49 21 181 79
School—Police Group 14 6 216 94
Library Group 7 3 223 97
Other 5 2 225 98



I
(16) Concept of Clean Child (N~230) ‘
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Response — No. ¼

Does not know 2 1
Clean (gener’al without specification) 44 19
Clean clothes 143 62
Clean, combed hair 99 43
Clean face, hands & body 65 28
Cut finger nails 47 20
Follow hygienic practices & good manners

(no swimming in canals, no disposal of
garbage in streets, clean house & food,
polite, religious) 30 13

Clean shoes 8 3
Carry an handkerchief 4 2

(17) Handwashing Practices (N230)

Response ‘ No. ¼

‘Before:
Eating 219 95
School 30 13
Sleeping 18 8
Praying 13 6

After:
Eating 215 93
Latrine 174 76
Work (field, house, school, play) 34 15
Sleeping 23 10
No answer 2 2

(18) Latrine Cleanliness (N=230)

Response —— No. ¼

Clean 96 42
Not clean: 134 58

Does not know how to cleati latrines 18 8
Wash latrines daily 104 45
Prevent urination on floor 11 5
Prevent throwing of stones or garbage

in opening ‘ 11 I

Use insecticides 9 4
Evacuate tanks regularly 4 2
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I (19) Street Cleanliness (N230)
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Response No. 7.

Clean 90 39
Not clean: 140 61

Does not know how to clean 6 3
Everyone cleans infront o his place 107 47
Prevent disposal of wastes in streets 34 15
Burn garbage 21 9
Council be responsible for cleaning
streets 17 7

Dispose garbage in barrels 11 5
Prevent urinating/defcating in street~ 4 2
Organize youth campaign for village

cleanining 1 1

(20) Students Suffering from Bilharzia (N — 230)

Response No. ¼

Have bilharzia 31 13
Does not have 184 80

bilharzia
Does not know 15 7

Total 230 100

(21) Medication to Treat Bilharzia N — 230)

Response No. ¼

Does not have bilharzia 184 80
No treatment taken 18 8
At hospital 12 5
From doctor 7 3
At health Unit 4 2
At school 2 1
From pharmacy 1 1
Does not know 2 1

Total 230 100
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(22) Being Cured from Bilharzia (N 230)

Response No. ¼

Does not have bilharzia
Cured from bilharzia
Not being cured yet
Did not take any treatmenl

184
19

9
15

80
8
4
7

I
1

(23) Bilharzia Symptomps
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(N — 230)
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1
Response No. ¼

Does not know 144 63
Blood in urine 40 17
Yellowish color of face 17 7
Weakness 10 4
Yellowish color & blood in urine 9 4
Weakness & yellowish color of face 3 , 1
Black face 2 1
Stomach aches & weakness 2 1
Stomach aches & bleed in urine 1 1
Alergies on body 1 1

Total 230 100

(24) Bilharzia Infection Mechanisms (N~ 230)

Response No. ¼

Does not know 58 25
Swin~ing in use of canals 167 73
Playing in sullage 22 10
Walking bear foot 20 9
Eating dirty food 1 1

(25) Protection from Bilharzia (N 230)

Response No. ¼

Does not know 3 1
No use of canal water 207 90
No walking bear foot 38 17
No contact with sullage 17 7

‘ Taking medication 8 3
Regular examination
No eating of dirty food

5 2
5 2

No urinating In canal 1 1
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APPENDIX III

I PROGRAMOF THE SUMMER CLUB INITIATED BY IHEWOMEN,WATER& SANITATION PROJECT AT THE PRIMARY SCHOOLS
IN BABIL & KAFR SHANAWAN

I
1 The club was opened twice a week from 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. The first

hour and a half were devoted to covering the main day’s theme, followed by

I a 30—45 minutes break for sports and entertainment, finally, reserved last
hour goes for the activity groups.

No. of Sessions Subject

1 — Introducing the idea of the summer club andacquainting the children with its goals.

I — Discussion on the club’s theme, “Health and Environ-ment”.

I — Dividing the children among four groups each accordingto his/her interests (e.g Acting, Handi—crafts,
Library, Home Economics, and Nutrition). These groups

I met each session for an hour during which childrenfulfilled their hobbies and interests while learningabout health. For Instance, children participating in

the Acting Group prepared with their teacher a one act

I play and a song that deals with issues on health andwhich they presented at the final party. The
Handicraft Group designed different charts, posters

I and made simple waste—baskets,all evolving around thetheme of health.

I 2 — General discussion on Personal Hygiene; children areasked to cut and paste from magazines or journals pic-tures and complete phrases that describe what personal
hygiene means or by comparing and contrasting pictures

I relating to hygienic practices.
3 — General discussion on the importance of home clean—

I liness; stories that correspond to their home envi-ronment were recounted to children using a HomeHygiene Magnetic Board. Children were asked to use

I the magnetic or felt boards to share with others theirown version of the story on how to attend to homecleanliness.

I 43

I
I



I
No. of Sessions Subject

4 — General discussion on food handling and nutrition; a
meal was prepared with the children as an illustration
of the hygienic practices that ought to be followed in
that respect.

5 — General discussion on the environment; the Sanitary
Environment Magnetic Board is employed while having

p children recount their own experiences in dealing with
their environment and how to promote its ~anitary con-
ditions.

6 — Taking children on a walk around the village tol
observe carefully scenes and patterns that might be
harmful to their health, and others that reflect

p people’s attempts to maintain the cleanliness of their
surrounding. This was followed by a general

p discussion on what they have observed and their’ role
in improving sanitary conditions and changing the
unhygienic patterns.

7 — Children, their teachers and RT participated in
cleaning up the school and its surrounding. I

8 — Participation in a cleanliness campaign of some
village neighborhoods. I

9 — General discussion on disease transmission, and its
prevention; a flip chart on “How Disease Travels” was
employed to illustrate to children different mecha-
nisms by which diseases are transmitted. Children
were then asked to explain in their own ways what they
have understood either by drawing cycles of disease~~
cutting pictures from magazines, singing, acting a
play’, or telling a story using felt boards.

10 — Dj~pplaying two educational films, one ‘on bilharzia1
prevention and the other on means to control and pre-
vent diseases by enforcing hygienic practices. The
film display was followed by group discussion. I

11 — Group evaluation of the summer club in terms of its
activities, what the children liked and disliked, what
new infoimation they have gained and what practices
adopted. p

12 — Final Party where the different activity groups pre—1
sented their products (e.g. charts, waste—baskets,
table—clothes, songs, plays, etc.).

I
I
I
I
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APPENDIX IV

PROPOSEDTHEMES FOR EVALUATION OF
THE SUMNERCLUBS AT THE PRIMARY SCHOOLS

BY TEACHERS AND RESEARCHTEAM

Theme of summer club (Health and Environment).

Program of the summer club.

Material used during the summer club.

Methods of communicatinginformation to children.

Timing and duration of the summer club.

Age group of children selected to participate ~ the summer club.

Number of children who participated ~v the summer club.

Benefit that children obtained from summer club.

Training and preparationfor summer club.

Criteria for teachers’ selection to participate ~fl summer club.

Administrative organizationof summer club.

Activities carried out by children.

How to replicate summer club experienceand to institutionalize it.

Channels of cooperationbetween Women, Water and Sanitation Project and
the schools during- regular academic year to spread hygiene education
among children.

Advantages and disadvantages of summer club experience.

General comments.



Appendix V

List of Forms Administered During the Period

-1

I

1) Interview Schedule for Primary School Children

2) Interview Schedule for Service Workers in the
Eductional Sector: Teachers

3) Interview Schedule for Service Workers in the
Educational Sector: School Health Visitor

4) Evaluation Form: Student Participants in the
Summer Club

June 1988

June 1988

June 1988

August 1988
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